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CHAPTER I 
THE ORGAl{IZATION OF THE UNITS 
Source of the nroblem.-- This thesis is concerned with the 
construction, teaching, and evaluation of t wo units for junior 
high special classes. It is an attempt to apply the technique 
developed by Doctor Roy 0. Billett in his course, The Unit 
Method and in his book, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teach , 
1/ 
in_g.-
The need for teaching material at this level is acutely ap 
parent to all secondary-school instructors who seek out or hav~ 
assigned to them the task of educating the sub-normal mind. 
£1 
Hilleboe claims that about seven per cent of the school popu-
lation have intelligence quotients of seventy to eighty-five. 
3/ 
The Biennial Survey of Education- indicates that only about siJ 
per cent of the national total of mental retardates are enroll)ld 
in special classes. Yet, most of them have not reached the 
maximum achievement of which their intellects are capable. 
1/ Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
Hough ton-Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940. 
2/ Guy L. Hilleboe, Finding and Teachinry Atypical Children, 
Teachers College Contributions to Education, Uo. 423, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1930, p. 35. 
3/ Statistics of City School Slstems, Biennial Survey of Edu-
cation in the United States: 938-1940, United States Office 
of Education Bulletin No. 2, 1942, p. 10-22. 
-1-
1/ 
Spaulding- in the Regent's InQuiry established the grand dilemm~ 
in this fashion: 
The yearly release into business and industry and 
general social life of large numbers of young people for 
whom the high schools have not been able to do all they 
set out to is largely dependent upon social and economic 
conditions. Yet, the same young people are to become 
citizens of the State as truly as those who earn high 
school diplomas. There f ore, their social competence is 
a matter of no less serious concern. 
In the chapters that follow, the author of this thesis 
hopes to find out whether or not the unit method has special 
revelance to the problem of teaching the mentally deficient at 
the· secondary-school level. 
General conditions .-- Both units were planned for a class 
of sixteen to eighteen boys and girls in a junior-high school 
special class for mentally retarded . 
The chronological ages of pupils ranged fr om 13 years, 0 
months to 20 years , 2 months . This meant a range of seven years, 
2 months with a mean of 15 years, 1 month . 
Intellig ence Quotients, based on the Revised Stanf ord-Bine 
Tests o f Intelligence , ranged fr om 53-101 with a mean of 77 . 
To tal a cademic ac e omp lishmen t s , in terms of the 1-,i:etropoli -
tan Ach ievement Tests , had a range of 3 . 5 years wit h a me an of 
4 .1. As indicated in rrab le II , howe ver , i ndividual subjects 
had '.a ider spre ads. Ari thmeti c var ied from the second to the 
seventh grade . Reading res u lts scattered over four grades . ThL 
condition, character istic of special classes , with t he lowness 
1.] Franc is 1! . Spaul di ng , Ri gh Scho ol and Li fe , Regent t s Inquiry 
lC cGr avJ-Hi ll Book Company , J:TevJ York , 1938 , :p . 75 . 
2 
3 
Tab le 1. :D i stri bu tion of pu_p i ls according to chrono l og ical 
age s and men t a l ages a s derived f rom indivi dua l 
Star.f or d- Bi net test s of in t e 11 i g en c e • 
Chr ono- I n telli-
Pupil lo g ica l g enc e lien tal 
a ge ().uot ien t a ge 
{ 1 ) ( 2 J l3) {4) 
• 202 20 2 A • • • . • • • •••• • • • • 101 
B • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 13° 90 116 
c ............... 14° S7 122 
D • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15s S6 
r 
13° 
E • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 144 S5 122 
a 
12° F • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 14 ;; S2 
G • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 152 s o 122 
li . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . 142 79 70 
I . • • • • • • • • .. • • . • 14
6 7S 114 
J • •••••••••••••• 159 7S 123 
1C • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 141 7S 11° 
L • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 145 74 lOS 
lvi • •••••••••••••• 152 72 sO 
1\f • ••••••••••• • •• 15° 69 106 
151 
r 
0 ••••••••••••••• 69 10° 
p • ..•••...•...•. 152 53 so 
Table 2. Pupil achievement level s i n reading , arithmetic, 
Eng lish, and spelling a s determined by the Metro-
politan Achievement Te s t s ( I ntermediate Batter~ 
Par tial, Form C and Primary II Battery, Form B) 
in September of 1949 • 
Pupil Reading 
Compre- Voc a bp.-
.Arithmetic 
Funda- Pro b-
mentals lems 
Eng lish Spell-
ing 
Total 
hensi on lary 
ll) J2) { 3) 
A.... 4. 7 
B.... 2.2 
c.... 3. 6 
D.... 5. 7 
E.... 5.1 
F.... 6. 2 
G..... 5. 3 
H..... 3. 7 
I.... . 4. 6 
J I I I I I 4 I 3 
K..... 5. 6 
L..... 5.0 
Ivr ••••• 2.3 
N... • • 6. 3 
0..... 5 .o 
p ••••• 2.4 
4.8 
3.2 
5.0 
5.0 
4.9 
5.4 
4.7 
4.4 
4.8 
4.9 
5.9 
2.3 
5.9 
4.9 
2.4 
{4) (5) 
7.7 
3.0 
5.7 
6.5 
5.4 
6.5 
4.5 
4.5 
4.4 
6.0 
5.4 
4.0 
5.9 
5.2 
2.8 
6.3 
2.8 
4.5 
6.6 
4.6 
5.8 
4.2 
4.2 
4.4 
4.3 
5.0 
3.5 
5.5 
4.4 
2.9 
{6} 
4.8 
5.9 
5.8 
6.2 
6.7 
4.7 
4.7 
4.4 
6.1 
6.0 
6.7 
6.0 
( 7 } 
3.5 
1.9 
2.6 
5.7 
4.0 
5.5 
4.'7 
3.6 
4.8 
3.7 
4 .• 6 
5.8 
2.0 
5.5 
4.8 
2.3 
(8} 
5.3 
2.4 
5.5 
5.5 
5.5 
3.8 
4.5 
4.3 
5.2 
5.7 
2.8 
5.9 
5.1 
2.6 
4 
o f' t he r·ea6ing scores p ointed u:p the need f or such a unit e ar l y 
in t he year as Reading I s Fun . 
The parents of a ll the pupi l s were o f fore i gn descent and 
v;ere mostly of the first generatio n in this country . The ten 
nationa li ties represented i n the prob le m gr oup ref l ected v?ell 
the heterogeniety of the school :popul at ion . Al though a ll the 
parent s were semi-illiterat es there were only t wo ho mes i n which 
Englis h was n ot spoken. In eve ry fami l y there was much interest 
i n the siblings' school pr ogress and a hi g h de gree of parenta l 
coop eration was possib le. 
A great variety of occupa ti ons existed among the parents . 
Both mot hers and fathers worked i n over 50 per cent of the fami -
lies. Howe ver, all incomes wer e i n th e low-average bra ckets and 
thus seven of the pupils had after school and su~~er jobs of 
their ovvn. Five s ms. ll priva te businesses (three cafeterias, a 
l a undry, and a soda spa) were recorded whi le Hood Rubber piece-
work , farming , sheet meta l, clerking in the Met.ropolitan Transit 
and plumbing vocations enc om pas sed the other forms of livelihood • 
There was vei'Y little evidence of hobbies . 
One third of the pupils had had considera ble work experienc 
on farms, in automobile maintenance, as lunchroom attendants , 
nevJsboys, electrician's helpers and common laborers in the build 
ing trades. Six of the girls and two boys were active in school 
orga1uzations such as the orchestra, g lee club, folk dancing, an 
other school activities. The boys of the entire class had had 
considerable experience in film projection, window pane and 
5 
curtain repairs as well as clock adjustments in the thirty-five 
classrooms. 
Orig inal plan of the classroom.-- The floor plan in Fi gure I 
I, shows that the classroom equipment consisted is sixteen move-
able desk-and-chair units arranged in the usual traditional 
fashion. Built in 1898 and formerly the high school, the school 
plant reflected the bleak classroom of that era. Bas-relief 
plaster fi gures adorned the front of the room and blackboards 
were on three walls. Those boards at the rear of the room were 
covered with worn burlap and with some diff iculty were used for 
bulle tin boards. 
Students' texts and materials were kept locked in the closet 
and were mostly composed of extra copies from the regular Junior~ 
high courses. The school library was located in another build-
ing two hundred yards away across a play area. .At the rear of 
the room bolted to the wall was a handcraft table. .Available 
in the rra.in building for the instructor's use were a portable 
motion picture, film-strip, and glass, or 2 by 2, slide projec-
tors. Location of the room in the southeast corner of the 
building and seven large windows permitted excellent lighting 
conditions at all times, but since there were no dark curtains 
the using of slides and motion pictures was difficult. 
Improved plan of classroom.-- Desk-and-chair units being 
moveable, the traditional order of the room was changed to one 
more suitable for teaching by the unit method. As indicated 
in Figure II, the desks were centered about four testing tables 
6 
which were brought up from the school basement. Also located 
there, was a discarded roller world map which was repaired 
and set in place above the side blackboard. In an abandoned 
closet was found an easel with no back. This was remedied 
and shellacked by the boys in their regular shop period. Othe , 
shop projects over a period of a year included the painting 
of discolored walls with yellow Kern-tone, the removal of the 
bas-relief plaster scenes from above the front blackboard, the 
installation of four large Celotex bulletin boards over the 
rear blackboards, and finally the construction of a four-hun-
dred volume bookcase • 
.A :ply-wood, single-drawer file cabinet was made in the 
wood shop of another local junior-high special class. Here 
were filed optional related activity materials, study guides, 
self-eva luative tests in addition to pupil folders containing 
written assignments and test results . Ab ove the bulletin 
boards was strung a wire with paper clips upon it to hold the 
results of committee work, newspapers etc. The clas sroom sup-
plies of paper, pencils, rulers and re gular art supp lies of 
construction paper , paste, poster paint and c ray~ns were kept 
readily accessib l e beneath the magazine table as well as in 
a meta l sandbox which had been found in the school base ment . 
Reference books were stored on the bottom she l f of the 
bookcase while the remainder of the shelves were given over to 
a large sampling of the special bibliography for the Reading 
Is Fun unit. The author 's personal unabridged Webster' s Die -
tionarv was nlace d UDOn the ma c:az ine table a lo ng with -picture 
7 
dictionaries f or the lowe st re ading group . The fi le box of 
c ards c ontai ni ng t he optional re l a ted a c tiv itie s was kept on 
the main des k . The spec i a l disp l ay t ab le (in abandoned sand -
box) was used for the Jamaic £. ? l ain l•_useum exhibit which ·was 
used in t he Ruboer unit . 
8 
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CHAPTER II 
UNIT: READI NG IS FUN 
Ge neral statement of the uni t.-- Rea d in g ca n be fun , j ust 
li ke list en i ng to the radi o or watching a movie. A boo k can 
help us pretend v.;e are ot her pe op l e in many strange p laces hav 
ing different an d exciting a dventures. By means of ma g azin es , 
comic books , newsp ap ers, an d li br a ry books we can live hundr eds 
of lives in many inter estin g p l a ces . \"lith the h e lp of ou r l i -
brary a nd school vv e c an l e arn h ow peop l e very much li ke ours e lves 
worl<: and pl a y . Through our tea che r s a nd librar i ans '! e c a n i m-
pr ove our r e ading and discov er more a bout the t hing s we wou ld 
li ke to do . I t i s eve n po s s i b l e f or us to l e al"n ho vv to enj oy 
li fe more an d r.1ake a l iving be tter becc~use o f our meet i n;; s vJ i t h 
all l<:in d s o f pe rs ons in the many b :->oks t ha t we re ad . 17 
De l L , i tat io n of t he m1it . -
( I l-10 ) l. Ti e ad ing can be a _9 l easant l<:ind of re c r eation . 
( 6 ) 2 . Rernember i n.; tl1e na ue of "'n suthor he l p s to f ind 
other bood book s . 
( 3 , 8 , S) 3 . Co;11 i cs li ke :J i ckie I n Dre::tm l and and ? rince Vc.. l i ant 
a1'e excit i .rlf~ a no at the St:l ,:1 e ti<.1e hel-!) in schoo l 
( 9) 4 . Co.,lic boo ..<.s like ·rn.1e Comic s, Heal Hei·oes , and 
1 / i~rurae.rals , c..raiJic nutnbe~s , &:ld lctte.rs in mar::;inc. l :pa·entheses 
indicate test ite ,;JS used i ·o re and fina l achieve c.1en ·c tes1JE . 
- 11-
I L_ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
{ 10 ' 2) 
I 
(IIA 
1-18) 
Science Comibs are more like everyday l ife than 
the average comic book . 
5. Ma gazines like Chi ld Life , Jack and Jill , Wee 
Wisdom, Miss America , American :Ooy, American Girl, 
Pouular rviechanic s , Seventeen and Story Parade , have 
many interesting stories and helpful ideas . 
r 
6 . Some comic books do not he lp us improve our read-
ing habits . 
7 . Many comic books do not show us g ood ways of livin • 
8 . Reading is more fun when you know most of the word • 
9 . Better reading habits wi ll i mprove your chances of I 
doing well in other subjects . 
( 8) 10. Following dire ctions we ll is the sign of a go od 
reader . 
( 2) 11. When you read ~. in your natural voi ce , you talk as 
II ( 3) 
you would to your best friend . 
12. St opping after you have once started a word is 
ca lled 11 hesitationn . 
( 4 ) 13. When you stop for periods ana wait at commas , you 
ar.e using "voice punctuationn. 
An "omission" is the leaving out of a word . 
An "additionn is putting in an e~tra word . 
A 11 chang en is when you do not say a word t he way 
it i s pr in ted • 
12 
I 
i 
II I. 
(9) 17. nconcentration" is letting no noise or move-
ment distu~~b your reading. 
(1) 18. "Comprehension" is understanding what you rea 
(IIB 1} 19. ::3ometimes a book jacket does not give the 
right idea about a book. 
(3) 20. .A good way to judge a book is to read 20-25 
:pages of it" 
(4) 21. Big pictures and large :print do not always 
mean a good book. 
(5) 22. An interesting book may have many :pages. 
(7) 23. Whatever a :person likes, there is a book to 
te 11 more about . it. 
(9) 24. '.rhere is a card catalogue at the library 
which can help you find a book by author, 
title or subject. 
l8) 25. Special librarians in every library can help 
you find the kind of book you like. 
26. Students can learn the number of a non-fictio 
book by looking up the book's author, title 
or Sl?-b jec t. 
(2) 27. A dirty library book may indicate that it is 
a good book because so many people have 
handled it. 
( 11) 28. 'l'he.re are two main classes of books: fiction 
books, which are not based on facts, non-
fiction books, which are based on the truth. 
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{29) 29. All printed books are made in the same pattern, 
and by learning the use of the key parts, you 
can find information in any book. 
{30-42) 30. A non-fiction book may contain the following 
parts: title page, \title, author, publishers, 
date of publication) frontispiece, copyright 
page, dedication, preface, introduction, table 
of contents, list of maps and illustrations, 
body of the book, glossary and index. 
(42) 31. A-fiction book may contain all the parts of a . 
non-fiction book .except the glossary and index. 
(14) 32. The card catalogue is the index or key to the 
library. 
ll2) 33. ~very fiction book has an author card and a 
title card. 
(13) 34. Every non-fiction book has an author card, 
a title card, and a subject card. 
\16,12i 35. All fiction books are arranged alphabetically 
by author. 
llO, 16, . 
17 t 13) 
36. All non-fiction books have special let t ers and 
numbers on their backs. (TX for Handicrafts, 
jV for Social Studies). 
ll7,15J 37. All non-fiction books are arranged chronolo-
gically and alphabetically. 
{19,18) 38. All f iction books are found on the second and 
fourth shelves. 
14 
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{10,19) 39. All non~fiction books are on the first, third 
and fifth shelves and have numbers beginning 
with a small J. 
(30) 40. The title page is usually the first printed 
page in the book. 
(32) 41. The front.ispiece is an illustration facing the 
title page. 
( 31' 39, 
40) 
42. The copyright page is the name given to the 
reverse side of the title pa ge. 
( 39) 43. A copyright is the only licen.se given by the 
government to an author or publisher o. f a book 
or any printed. material allowing him to publish 
the book for a period of 28 years. 
(31) 44. A copyright tells how old the contents of a 
book are. 
(34) 45. The dedication is the author's way of telling 
his thanks to special persons. 
(33) 46. The preface of a book tells why and how the 
book is written. 
47. The introduction of a book gives the reader a 
gener~l idea of what is going to come in the 
book. 
(35) 48. The table of contents gives an outline in 
chronological order of exactly what is in the 
book. 
t36) 49. The list of maps and illustrations saves the 
15 
reader time by telling him on what page a certain 
picture is. 
(38) 50. The body of a book is the main part of a book that 
is read. 
(42,37) 51. The glossary of a boo k is a dictionary at the back 
of the book explaining words unfamiliar to the 
reader. 
(41) 52. The index is an alphabetical list of the things 
about which the author is talking and is found at 
the back of the book. 
( 20} 53. When you read out loud you are better understood 
if you emphasize the imp or tan t words • 
( 23) 54. To read slowly with understanding is better than 
to read so rapidly that you cannot be understood. 
(27) 55. To be able to rea d rapidly to yourself with under-
standi ng is the mark of a good reader. 
{22) 56. Good posture will al ways improve your ability to 
read silently or orally. 
{21) 57. Good readers do not move their lips when reading 
silently. 
{ 26) 58. A large vocabulary usually helps a person to read 
with enjoyment. 
(24,25)59. Often you do not understand what you are reading 
because you are thinking too much about the exact 
details of the story instead of the main thought. 
{24,25, 60. Sub-heads are mor e important than the main topics 
28) 
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in some stories. 
{43) 61. An encyclo~edia is a reference book or set of 
books containing information on many different 
subjects and is arranged in alphabetical order. 
(44) 62. An encyclo~edia is not like a regular book be-
cause it is written by many persons. 
{45) 63. The date of an encyclopedia is very important 
because it tells how up-to-date the facts are. 
(46) 64. The publishers of an encyclo~edia keep their 
book up-to-date by adding annuals {supplements) 
each year. 
(49) 65. The index of an encyclopedia is very important 
for it tells in what volume and on what page we 
can find the information for which we are looking. 
(50) 66. Names of person's are found under the person's 
last name • 
{51) 67. Abbreviations are listed as if they were s~elled 
out in full. 
(52) 68. Lakes, rivers, mountains are listed under the 
nam.e of the particular lake, river, or mountain. 
(52) 69. Two part words are listed according to the first 
part of the word. 
(53) 70. Persons having titles are listed under their 
names and not unger their titles. 
(48,47) 71. Indexes may be found in one volume (as in the 
Book of Knowled ge or Encyclopedia Britannica), 
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or divided up and placed at the back of each 
volume {as in Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia). 
(55) 72. In the index, page numbers have a letter before 
them such as B 56-57 which tells you to look in 
volume B on pages 56 through 57. 
(54) 73. In the index, pictures are listed in a different 
kind of print called ''i tali.cs". 
(56) 74. Some encyclopedias (such as Compton's Pictured 
Enc~c lopedia and the Britannic a Jr.) have a 11 fact 
index" as we 11 as a ''finding index 11 • 
(57) 7 5. The "fact index 11 tells us quickly how large a 
place is, how many people live there, what is 
grown there and other facts which we want to know 
but do not have the time to look up in the "find-
ing index". 
(58) 76. Words are found quickly in a dictionary if you 
know in what quarter of the alphabet the first 
letter of the word is. 
(59) 77. A, B, C and D are in the first quarter; E, F, G, 
H, I, J, K and L are in the second quarter; M, N, 
0, P, Q and R are in the third quarter; and s, T, 
u, v , w, X, y and z are in the last quarter. 
(60) 78. The word for which you are looking is always be-
tween two guide words at the top of each page. 
(61) 79. Abbreviations, names of people and places are 
usually in special lists at the back of a 
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die tionary. 
(62) 80. Any dictionary will tell you how to spell words. 
(62,63) 81. Any dictionary can tell you how to pronounce 
words. 
(65) 82. The marks over these letters are called dia-
critical marks (a v a oo). ..... n 
(66) 83. The first meaning after a word is the most used 
meaning. 
(67) 84. The second or third meaning after a word may be 
the one for which you are looking. 
(69) 85. Most dictionaries show you how to use a word in 
a sentence. 
(70) 86. Dictionaries have pictures which help explain 
the meaning of words. 
(68) 87. At the bottom of each dictionary pa ge is a key 
which explains the pronunciation marks above 
the words. 
(68) 88. The dictionary tells you what part of speech 
words are. 
{71) 89. Through our school newspapers we can learn to 
read better and at the same time become more 
acquainted with future job opportunities. 
I (94,98) 90. Some parts of a newspaper have more worth for the 
good student than other parts. 
(94,98) 91. A few of the more helpful sections of a news-
paper are: the woman's page, the editorial page, 
0' _th e advice co 1 11 mn 
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cart oons, and the classified ad sections. 
("72) 92 . Many good. library books descr ib e interesting ly 
presen t and future job :possibilities . 
( 71 , 73, 93 . 'J:here are numerous jobs that school children can 
75) do a f ter school and duri ng vac a tions . 
( 71) 94 . Books a nd magazines oft en tell how to i m:pr ove 
yoursel f on a j ob . 
( 7 3 ) The re are s peci a l 6 u.i dance te acher s j_n our schoo l 
who he l p pu.:p i l s to prepa.re f or f'u t ure job s. 
( '72) 96 . Cra.:'t bo oks at the l ibrary contai n numerous i deas 
for money- oaking and money- savi n g projects . 
( 72) 97 . Deve lo p i ng b hobby is an exce llent for m of recl~ea-
tion and often b ecomes a vvay of e s rning money . 
l76 - 93) 9 Q o . un so me jo b~ a person ha s to know about the use 
of r u lers , yardsticks , tape measl~es , and fracti o 
na l parts o f t hese me a surinc tools . 
99 . Knowint; yoUJ." me e.surements often saves much money 
at home . 
100 . On some job s t he ·w orke r must knov·J the li g_uid and 
dry kinds of me a sures .. 
10 1 . '.lhe lU1its o f wei ght are very i m:p ortant to some 
workers. 
1CJ2 . Very often a worker must chant:; e h i s measurement 
from one form to another . 
103 . Kno1 •1 i ng the fract io na l part s of a do llar and ho vJ 
to r:u:. ke chane:; e may he l p you e;et a job . 
( 100-
114 ) 
10 4 . l~~ear:1uremen t of time i s very i ;,·;:portan t on some 
jobs. 
105. Good ci tizenshi:p is treating the v:JOrld t he way 
youwant the ioDrl6 to t1"e atyou. 
106 . Some o f the t hi n g s t ha t rrake a g ood citizen are: 
• 
fairness 
he l pfulne ss 
respect 
concern for others 
broa dmindednes s 
coura ge 
bud geting of money 
faith 
patriotism 
will power 
a ccuracy 
aler tness 
budgeting of time 
cooperat ion 
crea ti vene s s 
ind ep endenc e 
initiat ive 
neatness 
promptness 
responsibility 
107. nFa i.rnessn is being horest i n a ll mat ters. 
10 8 . nHelpfulnessn is a l way s being wi lling to lend 
a hand where it is needed. 
10 9 . 11 Re s:pe ct 11 is having co ns ider at ion for other 
:pe Q p 1 e an d the i .r :pr 0 re r ty • 
110. 11 Concern f or others 11 is the willingness to put 
as ide a pr ob l em of yours in order to think about 
and help another person with his problem. 
111. nBro admindedness 11 is the ab ility to look at a 
situation from another f ellow 's viewpoint. 
112. "Couragen is being ab le to do so nl:l thing in spite· 
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of your oNn or other persons' fears. 
113. ttBudget ing of your moneyn is knowin g how to plan 
the spending o:f your allowance or salary in such 
a way that you do not bave to borrow or steal. 
114. 11 Fai th'1 is ba ving a firm belief that wha t you are 
doing or thinking is the ri ght thing •. 
115. 11Patriotism" is lovi .t:~g your country and obeying 
all it s ru le s • 
116. 11 V'I i 11 power Tl is the force within your mind wh ich 
makes you do or not do certain things. 
11'7. HResponsibility 11 is the desire to do as well as 
you can the job that is given you. 
118. 11Accuracy11 is the ability to do rerfectly a 
de f i'nite job. 
119. 11 .Alertness 11 is being awa ke at all times. 
120. rrBudgeting of time" is being able to plan your 
playtime and worktirre in su.eh a way that every-
thing you want to do and have been asked to do 
is done. 
121. "Cooper at ion n is tbe way you work helpfully with 
others. 
122. 11 Creativenessn is your ability to add a new idea 
to a job. 
123. "Independence 11 is the babi t of working well by 
you..r? se 1 f. 
124. nrnitia.tive 11 is the desire to do sorm thing on 
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your own which other persons may or may not like. 
125. 11 Neatness 1' is the ab ility to do an assignment in 
a cle an and orderly way. 
126. HPromptnessn is finishifl..g an assignment when you 
are s upposed to and always being on time. 
127. 1iany interesting books, magazines and ne wspa pe.r 
articles can tee.ch g ood citizenship habits. 
128. You ca n learn better ba bits of citizenship by 
studying your own and others' actions. 
I I I 
f I 
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Probable indirect and incidental learning products.--
A. Indirect 
1. The focusing of the pupil's whole personality 
upon the realization that th~ extent of the role 
he can reasonably hope to assume in society is 
conditione,d by his own interests, habits, traits 
and limited abilities. 
2. The development of a broader, less provincial 
conception of the individual's role in a free 
3. 
4. 
society which has design and plan a s its basis 
of freedom. 
Crystallization of the idea that the academic 
phases of school life can be a pleasant and pro-
fitable play experience rather t han a stern and 
formal regimentation. 
Applica tion of the teacher as a guide and per-
sonally interested companion rather than a stern · 
inquisitor and disciplinarian. 
5. A growing .recognition of the fact that the class-
room is an ex tension of the finer f eatures in 
the home scene. 
B. Incidental 
1. The growth of an active and discriminating in-
terest in all kinds of literature as it appears 
not only in the school program, but also in the 
medians of the radio, television, f ilms and stage 
24 
,I 
2. 
3. 
plays. 'I 
The gradual development of an ability to assist 
the process of self-impro.ve ment and self-critic ism~ ~ 
An increase in the pupil's capacity for oral and 
written expression. 
4. The dawning of pupil understanding as to what 
pre-vocational skills he should be developing as 
a result of his expanding interests. 
25 
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List of References for the Teacher 
nAdjusting An .Adjustment Class 11 
Board of Education, City of New York 
High Points 29: 72-8, April, 1947. 
"Getting .A.cquaint.ed vdth Compton's Pictured Encyclopedian 
F. B. Compton & Company, Chicago 10, 1946. 
11Reading Is Fun With Compton's" 
F. B. Compton & Company, Chicaho 10, 1946. 
Building Library Skills In The Seventh Grade 
Engstrom, Ebba V. 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1948. 
Basis Text for Guidance Workers 
Erickson, Clifford E. (Editor) 
Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, 1947. 
Activity Book For School Libraries · 
Fargo, Lucile F. 
American Library Association, Chicago, 1938. 
"Children's Catalogue tt 
Gi le.s, Ruth (Editor) 
H. W. Wilson and Company, 1946. 
Master List of Reading iviaterials For Retarded Readers In 
The Secondary School 
Hayes, M:argarite H. 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1946. 
"Wing s For Readingn (Manual) 
Hovius, G'arol 
D. C. Heath and Company, 1942. 
*"Wings For Reading" 
Hovius, Carol; Shearer, Elga M. 
D. c. Heath and Company, 1942. 
71 Growing With Books 11 (.A Reading Guide) 
Leary, Bernice E., Smith, Dora V. 
E. M, Hale a.nd Company, Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 1948. 
*These books also appear on the List of References for Class 
Study 
-,1 
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11Unit Teaching :,;Iaterials f or Elementary School Usen 
VI. F . Mac Q.ua.rrie Company, New York, 1936. 
*The Children's Book On How To Use Books and Libraries 
Mot t, Caro ly:n; Barsden, Leo B 
Charles Scribners Sons, New York, 1948. 
"Selected List of Books for Remedial Reading" 
Sullivan, Helen B. 
Bo st. on University Reading Clinic, 1949. 
Ga teways To Readable Books 
Strang, Ruth 
H. W. Vri ls on Company , :New Yorlc , 1944 . 
*These books a lso appear on the List of Refer ences for Class 
Study 
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PRE AND FINAL AOHI EVEblliNT TEST 
for 1/ 
READING IS FUN-
I. ~~at reading have you done in the las~w o we~ks? Be 
sure to write the answers on the special answer sheet. 
( 1) 
( 1, 5) 
( 1' 3) 
( 1) 
( 1) 
1. ~fuat books have you read? 
2. ¥fuat magazines have you read? 
3. Vlhat comic books have you read? 
4. Vfuat newspapers have you read? 
5. How much time in the last two weeks have you 
spent in reading just for fun? 
I ::: 2) 
I 
I 
6. How many times have you read aloud to so meone 
else? 
7. \Vhat are the names of your favorite authors? 
I 
I 
II 
( 1' 3) 8. ~That are the names of some useful· comics which 
might help you in your school work? 
( 1, 3, 4) 9. Which comics are most like real people and the 
things they do? 
(1, 5) 10. Name three magazines which would be good for our 
class to buy. 
II.t. Do you understand the mistakes you make when you 
read out loud? On your special answer sheet write 
the letter of the sentence which best explains the 
reading habits in colwnn A: 
I 
!/ Each number in the marginal parentheses indicates an item 
in the delimitation of the unit. 
I 
===-====~/=-=-=================== 
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I 
{18) 
( 11) 
( 12) 
{ 13) 
( 14) 
( 15) 
( 16) 
{ 17) 
(18) 
A B 
l. Comprehension (G) A. You stop after you have 
started a word. 
2. Natural voice. (F) B. You do as the boo k tells 
you. 
3. Hesita tion (A) c. You put in extra words. 
]). You do not say a word the 
4. Voice punctuation ( J) way it is printed. 
E. You t a lk a s you would to 
5. Omission (I) your best friend. 
F. You read from left to right. 
G. You know what you're read-
6. Addition (c) ing. 
H. You say co mmas and periods 
out loud. 
7. A change (D) I. You leave out a word. 
J. You stop for periods and 
8. Direction following. (B) wait a t commas. 
9. Concentration (K) K. You let no noise bother 
you. 
On your f ina l test only write a plus or minus sign beside 
t he an swer spaces 10-18 to show your progress in the above 
nine reading habits. 
II B. If a sentence is wrong put an F beside its number on 
your answer sheet. I f the sentence is correct write a 
T. Remember, ideas help you p ick out interesting books: 
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( 19) 
(27} 
1. A good dust Jacket mesn.s a good book , 
2 . A soiled book m.ay be a good boo !" because 
many people have .reo;.· d it. 
( 20) 3,. Aft~r reading t •:1e.nty :pages you can tell better 
F 
wheth6r you like the book o~, not , T 
(21) 4 • Many pictures and la.r·ge print usually mean a 
good book. 
( 22) 5 . A..r1 interest inf, book may have many page e . 
1 {2) 6 . It is better to remember the publisher ' s name 
than ta e au thor ' s na me . 
(23} 7. I f the book is about so mething you like to do 
and are interested in, you will probab ly like 
it. 
(25) a. . go od librarian knows a lmost every book by 
heart . 
( 24) 9 . All booke at the libra.ry a.re listed in the 
F 
T 
F 
T 
card catal ogue . T 
( 36 , 39) 10. Some books have ntlmbers on their backs v.Jhich 
tell ·Jhen the books were printed , F 
( 26) 
( 33) 
11. Fict ion books are true stories . 
12 . Fiction books ar•e f'i led in the card catalogue 
by auth rand title . 
{34 , Z6) 13 . Non- fiction books have number,:: and letters 
I< 32) 
I 
II 
"'hioh tell what each book is a1)ou.t •. 
14 . Th"" card cat~logue can tell you the nurnbe.r of 
any non- fiotion book. 
F 
T 
T 
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( 37) .1.5. Non-fie tion books iri the 'library are arranged 
chronologically and alphabetical.Ly. T 
(35,36) 16. On the fiction shelves Nelly's Silver Mine by 
Jackson would come before Blue Jeans by Beim. F 
(35,36, 17. On the non-fiction shelves a book whose number 
37) is G42 would come before a book whose number 
is JZ69. T 
( 38) 18. Down the Ohio by Bloom might be found. on the 
second shelf at the Public Library, T 
(38,39) 19. Beaver Twins by Thompkins (J PG T66) might be 
found on t.he fifth shelf at the public library.T 
These ideas help you to use books: 
(53) 20. 11Vhen reading out loud some words should be em-
phasized more than others. T 
(57) 21. Moving the lips is a sign of a good silent 
reader. F 
(56} 22. Posture has much to do with the way you read. T 
(54) 23. It is better to read fast with a little under-
standing than to read slowly with much under-
standing. 
(59, 60) 24. There are more main topics in a story than 
sub-topics. 
(59,60) 25. In every story you read the exact details are 
more Lt1portant than the main ideas. 
(58) 
(55) 
26. A good reader has a large vocabulary. 
27. A good reader can read fast. 
F 
F 
F 
T 
T 
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(59,60) 28. Sub-heads are more important than the main 
topics in any story. F 
(29) 29. All printed books have key parts which help you 
find information. T 
(40) 30. The title page tells how and why the book was 
writ ten. 
(42,44) 31. A copyright tells how old the contents of a 
book are. 
(41) 32. The frontispiece is an illustration on the 
F 
T 
back of the title page. F 
( 46) 33. The pre face g ives an outline in chronological 
order of exactly wha t is in the book. F 
(45) 34. The dedication is the author's way of telling 
his thanks. 
( 48) 35. The table of contents gives the reader a 
{ 49) 
(51) 
{50) 
general idea of what is going to come in the 
book. 
36. The list of maps and illustrati ons help t he 
reader find what he is looking fo r. 
37. The glossa ry is a kind of dictionary. 
38. The body of a book comes after the index. 
(42 ,43) 39. Th e copyri ght is a licens e from the govern-
ment to t he author. 
(42) 40. The copyri ght is found on the back of the 
fro ntispiece. 
T 
F 
T 
T 
F 
T 
F 
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(52) 41. An index is found at the back of both fiction 
and non-fiction books. F 
( 31,51} 42. A glossary is found only in a fiction book. F 
These ideas help you to use reference books: 
(61) 43. An encyclopedi a is a set of books on many sub-
je c ts. T 
{62) 44. An enc yclopedia is written by one or w1o 
people. F 
(63) 45. The copyri gh t date of a reference book is very 
i mportant. T 
{ 64) 46. "Annuals'1 are add ed t o encyclopedias every 
five yea rs. F 
(71) 47. The indexes of the Britannica and Book of 
Knowledge encyclopedias are in the last volume. T 
1 ( 71, 48 •· Comp ton 's Picture d Encyc lo:p edia has an index in 
I 
I 
___ II
I 
I 
each volume •. 
(65) 49. The glo s sary of an encyclopedia tells in what 
volwne we ca n f i n d certain inf orma tion. 
( 66) 50. The name of a person is f ound in an i ndex under 
the person's first name. 
{67) 51. Abb.revi e.tions a re listed as i f they were 
spelled out • 
( 68 ) 52 . Tw o part wo .rds (sue h as Lake George) may be 
found by loo ki ng up the L's. 
( 70 ) The stor y of Pr esi de nt Truman is f ound by loo k-
ing up the word 11Pre si den trr . 
T 
F 
F 
T 
F 
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54 . Indexes tell yo u where pictures are bec ause the 
pag e numb ers ar e i n tritalicsn. 
( '7 2 ) 55. This i ndex reference number (A 32 - 35) tells you 
to l ook i n t he l a st volume on :pa ges 32 through 
35. 
( 74) 56. Some encyclopedias have a " fac t indexu as well 
as a "finding index ". 
( 75) 57 • .A "fact index" tell::: you f or what p age you are 
lo oking . 
These ide a s help you to use t he dictiona ry: 
(76) 58. To find a word quickly we think of the diction-
ary as being divid ed i n to t r.!l' ee parts. 
( 77) 59. Words beg inning with E F G H I J K and L are in 
t h e second quarter of the dictionary. 
{78) 60. Guide words a.re a t t he top of each page. 
(79} 61. Na mes of people and p l a ces are f ound at the 
bottom of each _pag e •. 
(80,81) 62 . The pronunciation ke;sr tells you how to spell 
words. 
( 81} 63. The pronunciation key is at the top of each 
I pa ge. 
{80,81) 64. Most dictionaries can t ell you how to spell 
and pronounce words. 
{82) 65. The marks over these letters are ca lled "dia-
criticalH marks: ...... \) ........ -a a n oo. 
(83} 66. The third meaning of a wo1 .. d is the most common 
T 
F 
T 
F 
F 
T 
T 
F 
F 
F 
T 
T 
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meaning. 
{ 84) 67. One word can ha ve many mea nings. 
(87,88) 68. The key at t h e bottom of each page tells you 
what part of speech a word is. 
1 (85) 6 9. Dictionaries show you how to use words in 
sentences. 
( 86) 70. Dictiona ries have pictures of thing s which 
III A. 
would be difficult to explain in any other 
way. 
Do you know where to go for information about jobs? 
Write the letter of the best answer in the proper 
space on your answer sheet. 
Where should you find: 
{89,93, 71. news stories about jobs (G) A. Craft and Hobby 
94) 
{92,96, 
97) 
(93,95) 
72. 
73. 
74. 
ideas for spare time 
work 
whether or not you 
should try for a job 
advice after you gra-
duate 
Books 
B. Encyclopedias 
{A) c. Dictionaries 
D. Guidance Teacher 
(D) E. Principal 
F. The Gui dane e 
(F) Director 
F 
T 
F 
T 
T 
( 93) '75. a working certificate {E) G. Weekly Reader and 
Magazines 
H. Science Teacher 
III B. Write the letter of the correct abbreviation for the 
following measurements. 
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( 98-104) 76. bushel (H) A. pt. 
B. qt. 
77. ye~ {0) c. in. 
D. mi. 
78. ounce (K) E. mo. 
F. no. 
79. mile (D) G. min. 
H. bu. 
80. peck ( L} I. bush. 
J. ou. 
8l.number {F) K. oz. 
L. pk. 
82. month (E) M. pt. 
N. yd. 
83. gallon ( J?) o. yr. 
P. gal. 
84. dozen (R) Q. gi ll. 
R. doz. 
85 •. quart {B) s. duz. 
On your answer sheet write the letters of the words 
in Column B that mean the same as tho. se in Column A. 
9olumn A. Column B. 
{ 76-93) 86. one quarter {D) A. 36 inches 
B. 2000 pounds 
87. half a dollar {M) 
c. 3 cupfuls 
88 . one do lla.r {H) D. 25 cents 
l. 
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E. 2 cupfuls 
(76-93) 89. one yard (.A) 
F. 15 dimes 
90. one mile (I) G. 3000 poilllds 
H. 100 pennies 
91. one ton (B) 
I. 5280 feet 
92. one pint (E) J. 6950 feet 
K. 8 pecks 
93. one bushel ( L) 
L. 4 pecks 
1\JI . 50 cents 
III c. Find an example of the following parts of a newspaper. 
On your answer sheet write the letter of the most 
correct sample sentence beside the proper number. 
Parts of Newspaper Sample 
(90,91} 94. Woman's Page (E) A. Wanted - pocket-makers 
for leather jackets, 
95. Editorial Page 
96. Advice Column 
. 97. Classified Ads. 
324 Hill Street, Boston. 
(G) B. Bost ::m, Mass., July 15 
{AP} Red-haired Screen 
Actress Greer Garson, 36, 
became the bride of 
Colonel E. E. Fogelson, 
wealthy Texas rancher. 
(F) . C. Warren Spahn h~~led fine 
ball and hit a two-run 
homer at the Wigwam las ~ 
(A) 
night as the Braves bea~ 1 the Cubs 6-1. J 
D. The picture at the Re-
vere Drive-In Theatre 
next Thursday and Frida / 
will be Desert Fury wit~ 
John Eodiak and Eliza- j 
beth Scott. 
E. Slice bananas into pie II 
shells. Cover at o~ 
98. Sport Page (c) 
with whipped cream and 
cover with cocoanut. 
F. Parents and the· Child -
When trying to dress a 
small child, your job 
will be easier if you 
sing to him or play 
some sort of a game 
with him. This t akes 
his mind off what you 
want him to do. 
G. It is the be lief of 
this paper that the 
school children today 
do not get enough home-
work. 
IV. Do you know what it means to be a good citizen? 
(105-
128) 
Eaeh of the following sentences tells about a citizen-
ship habit. On your answer sheet write the letter of 
the citizenship .habit being t alked about. 
99. Harry earned $16.00 a A. Creativeness 
week only, but he always 
bought his own clothes 
and used his own money 
for movies or sodas. (I) 
100- Most of Henry's class B. Courage 
believed the Principal 
and teachers did not like 
them but Henry knew the 
school was doin g what it 
thought best. (D) 
101. Charlie liked to do little 
things which saved time 
for the teachers and jani-
tors. (F) 
c. Independence 
102. Jimmie told the truth al- D. Faith 
though he could have 
blamed Myron for break-
ing the window and the 
teache r would have be-
l ie v e d hi m. ( E ) 
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128) 
103. Nancy's hair was always E. Fairness 
combed and her dress 
always clean; and her 
writing could always 
be read. (J) 
104. Mary knew she herself 
was right , but she 
tried t .o understand 
Helen's ideas. {G) 
F. Helpfulness 
G. Broacmindedness 
105. At the factory Paul 
kept his eyes and ears 
open so that he would 
always know what he was 
supposed to be doing. (H) 
106. Ann can work by herself 
well, f or she makes 
sure she knows where 
all her materials can 
be found. (C) 
H. 
I. 
i. 
Alertness 
Budgeting of money 
Neatness 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
( 105-
128} 
Do not match any habit below this line with any 
sentence above the line. 
107. Nick was always on time ,A. Initiative 
for school, and his 
ho mework was always 
finished the next day.(H) 
108. Most of the boys rode 
their bicycles across 
the school lawn, but 
Joe always went the 
long way around so as 
not to di g it up. ( J) 
B. P~sponsibility 
c. Will Power 
109. Henry knew he. might D. Pat.riotism 
lose his life if there 
was a war, but he 
wanted to do something 
for his country. (I) E. Concern for others. 
110. Dora often did things 
without being asked . (A) 
F. Cooperation 
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( 105-
128) 
lll. Even though she ha d a G. Ac curacy 
lot of housework to 
do and wanted to p lay 
every af ternoon, 
Catherine a lways found 
t i me to do her ho me- H. Pro mp tness 
w~rk. (I) 
112. Mild r ed was tired and 
felt sick, but still 
she made her self I. Budgeti ng of time 
f inish her ho mework. (C) 
113. Tony 's ar ithmetic was 
all ri ght, bec ause he 
proved every example 
he could. (G) 
114. The children liked to 
work with Peter, be-
cause he was always 
help ful and plea sant.(F) 
J, Respect 
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Name- - - - - -Date-
( 1) Reading Is Fun 
Achievement Test 
Answer Sheet 
I. Read ing Interests 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
----r. 
1. _ On~ 12,0 int for ~a.£.h....,..b..Q.Ok ,_n~Wl!J_J.§:IJ~r-1.. §_nd __ 
ma.~:1azine mentioned. --~--------------------
2. 
- - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4. 
---------------- -- ·------
5. _ Evid~n.2_e_of .!f:l.E.r.2_vement 
must be shown in these two items 
6. on the final test. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
41 
Score 
Name 
---------
IIA Reading Habits 
1. G 
2. E 
3. I 
4. J 
5. I 
6. c 
7. jj 
8. B 
9. K 
Improvement 
10. ... or 
-
11. according to 
12. individual 
13. improvement 
14. on ~eo ial 
15. 3 X 5 oard 
16. cheqk list. 
1?. +'s oount one 
18. J20int each. 
IIB Finding Books 
1. F 
2. T 
3. T 
4. F 
5. T 
6. F 
7. T 
s. T 
9. T 
10. F 
11. F 
12. T 
13. T 
14. T 
15. T 
16. :F 
1?. T 
18. T 
19. T 
Using Books 
20. T 
21. F 
22. T 
23. F 
24. F 
-5. F 
Date 
(2) Reading Is Fun 
Achievement Test 
Answer Sheet 
------
IIB (continued) IliA Job Information 
26. T 71. G . I 
27. T 72. A 
28. F 73. jj 
29. T 74. F 
30. F 75. E 
31. T 
32 . ~r- IIIB Measurements 
33. F 76. H 
. 34. T 77. 0 
35. F 78. K 
36. T 79. D 
37. T so. r; 
38. r 81. F 
39. T 82. E 
40. F 83. p 
41. F 84. -:a: 
42. --y- 85. B 
Reference Books * * * * * * 
43. T 86. D 
44. F 87 . M 
45. T 88. H 
46. F 89. A 
47. T 90. I 
48. T 91. B 
49. F 92. E 
50. F 93, I 
51. T 
52. F IIIC Newspaper 
53. F 94. E 
54, T 95. ~ 
55. F 96. F 
56. T 97. A 
57. F 98. c 
Dictionary 
58. F IV Citizenship Habit 
59. T 99. I 
60. T l.OO. D 
61. F 101. F 
62. F 102. E 
63. F 103. "J 
64. T 104. a: 
65. T 105. H 
66~ F 106. c 
67. T 107. H 
68. F 108. "J 
69. T 109. D 
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Name Date 
(3) Reading Is Fun 
Achievement Test 
Answer Sheet 
IV Citizenshi~ 
(continued} 
111. I 
112. c 
113. G 
114. F 
43 
Habits 
!J was for thirty, forty-minute periods. 
I
ll average of four :periods daily. 
In trodua tory aati vi ties .• -- The study of this unit was 
begun when the class was being oriented to the Junior High 
School system in September. For some of the students it was 
a review of the techniques inaugurated the previous year. For 
others it was a strange and entirely new experience. The 
author sought the class' reaction to the traditional type of 
instruction and received mostly negative forms of expression 
centering about the prominence of lock-step regimentation and 
uninteresting study materials. The author then asked if they 
would like to do their lessons in a new way. Upon affirmation 
of this idea it was explained that in order to discover what 
they needed to study it was necessary to take a pre-test which 
would nat be graded in the usual way. The results of this 
examination would merely indicate what . they ought to study for I 
the next two weeks. 
Core activities.-- Emphasis was placed upon the concept 
that once t hey knew what they needed to study, every pupil 
could help select those activities he wanted to do, could pro-
ceed at his own particular speed, and cover as much ground as 
he felt necessary. His final mark would depend upon the ex-
tent of his individual improvement. 
In actually introducing the unit, the author discussed 
briefly the common errors that had been made the previous year I 
! 
-----==yp=--
'1 
II 
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and that prevented g ood reading habits from f orming. He drama-
tically portrayed e i ght of the:::e and had the clas s identify 
t he m. The cl a ss as a whole v;a s t hen a sk e d to criticize itself 
v.t ith e ach pupil read i ng orally in turn .. As mistakes we r e made 
by a ll it was evident t ha t t here was room f or a grea t deal of 
i mp rove ment . Fro m this experie nce it was p ossible to set up 
a re ad i ng i mprove ment s core card which was to beco:ne one of t h e 
sel f -eva luat ing devices used a l most daily t hl"oUghout t he unit. 
VIh ile t he cla ss was maki ng out its score c ards, manila 
fol ders cont aining eaeh pu p il's s tudy -and-a c tiv ity guide were 
:passed out. The students were i nf ormed t hat a ll of their wor k 
cou l d be kep t t here i n , and t hey t hemse lves could jud g e YJha t-
eve r progress wa s being made . 
Pu p i l's study-and - activity guide .--
1. How much re c.d ing do you su:ppo se 01..1.r class di d in the 
l ast t vJo weeks? Fro~.! Part I of the :pre - t es t make a su:nG1ary of 
the c l sss re e.o ing . Perhaps you v1ou1c1 l ike to work v;it h so me -
b ody else . Be sure· to list a ll the different books , magazines 
or ne v; s :pap ers that were r e ad . La te.r on t he c l a ss mi ght li ke 
to he ar your rep or t. 
2 . Have you re ad t vJen t y library books within the :past 
year? Then you should get your library dip loma . If you don't 
have a dip loma why not p l an to re&d two books before you f i n ish 
t his unit's work . Any book f r om three cla ss list s will get 
yo u c r edit. I~la.k e a s hort report on eac h bo ok in y ou...r special 
notebook wh ich c an be f ound in t he clas s fi le. 
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3 . It is a go od idea to read different k inds of books. 
Select three books - one from e a ch of the cla ss lists - whi ch 
you would like to read in t he ne xt t wo wee ks . Get t h ese books 
from the library as soon a s you ca n. I f you want extra credit 
for t h is ass i gnment add these g_uestions and vvri te your book 
re :ports on co m:p os i tion paper • 
.A. . Who were the three most i r:1p ortant characters? 
Tell wha t kind of :people they were. 
B. Vlhe.re and how long ag o did the story t ake :place? 
c. Is it a good book. ~·my? 
4. Remembering a book's author will sometimes help to 
find another g ood book. Loo k up the authors of the three books 
you selected in the libra r y card cata lo gue and find out wha t 
ot h er books they have written. I f they have wri tten no ot h er 
books loo k up these authors: Helen M. Brindle, Frank L. Beals 
or Gerald Craig. If you need help speak to t he librarian after 
have done a ll you can. 
5. Have you read any of these magazines: 
Child Life 
Jack and Ji 11 
.American Boy 
Popular 
Wee Wisdom 
:Miss .America 
.American Girl 
Mechanics 
If you haven't, why not look them over and :pick out a couple 
of stories to tell to the class? Don't write out a report. 
Just make a few notes to he l :p you while you're talking. 
6. If you like to tal k instead of write, read a few :pages 
of the co mics Dickie In Dreamland and Prince Valiant which are 
I on our mag azine table. 
I 
These are two comics which can help 
46 
in your Social Studies work. Could you tell the class about a 
few of the interesting thing s you read? 
7. What co mic books do you think are the most worthwhile? 
Visit your corner store and make a list of at least ten dif-
ferent kinds. Then divide this list into two columns. In one 
column put what you think are the worthwhile comics (Real 
Heroes, True Comics) ana in the other column put the comic 
books which you feel are not a s good. 
8. Some co mic books do not help us to improve our read-
ing habits and do not show us good ways of living . Find five 
comic books like these and on paper tell why they are not good. 
Bring the books to cLass. Also bring as many good comic books 
to class as you can find. Do you think it would be a good idea 
to start a collection of good comic books so that other pupils 
will not waste time reading the bad ones? 
9. Reading is more f un when you know the words. Have 
you begun keeping a list of the new words you are meeting each 
day. Here are some that may give you trouble. Get a spelling 
book from the closet and jot down these words. Use each one 
in a sentence. Some of them you ma~r have to look up in the· 
dictionary. 
title card 
author card 
publisher 
copyri ght date 
copyri gh t pa ge 
abbrevia tion 
outside guide 
fie t ion 
non-fiction 
preface 
g lossary 
biblio graphy 
classification 
inside guide 
frontispiece 
dedication 
index 
table of contents 
card catalogue 
number 
L~o. F~e you checking your reading habits every day on 
47 
your improvement chart? The best way do to this is to choose 
a buddy and read to him from one of your library books. After 
he has checked your reading habits you do the same for him. 
From time to time, ask your teacher or someone in your home to 
check you for improvement. Remember your final mark is ba sed 
upon how much better you read at the end of this unit. 
11. 15Ihat bad reading habits have you? \IV'r i te down three 
or four and explain in one or two sentences after each habit 
what you are doing that is wrong. 
12. How do· you pick out a good library book to read? 
Have you tried reading a few pages first? Do you find a bbok 
tha t is ab out so mething in whic h you're interested? Write at 
least half a page on rrpicking Out Good :Sooksn. Mention book 
jackets, number of :pages, :pictures, size of :print and any othe 
ideas you may have. 
13. The card catalogue is your best friend at the li-
brary. Get special stud.y-and-a ctivity guide no. 1 from the 
cla s s file and have it with you when we go for our second visi ~ 
to the library. Af ter the librarian's short talk you should 
be ab le to do drill exercises 1-3 very easily. 
14. A fiction book is about make-believe people and 
places. A non-fiction book is ab out real people and places. 
From the List of Additional Re ad ings write out a list of 10 
fiction and 10 non-fiction boo ks . Vfrite just the titles of 
the books and t heir call numbers. 
15. Do you know how to use t be :parte of a book properly'l 
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vYeekly Reader in which you found each topic, and the pa ge on 
which you f ound each to pic. For example: 
Subject: Weekly Reader No. Page 
Circus 4 130 
20. Find the to })ic Books and Book Reviews in your 'I.Jeekly 
Reader No. 2 and 5 indexes. After you have made a note of the 
pro per page numbers, find the book stoi·ies in our clas s file 
of ';[eekly Readers. From the stories about boo ks that you 
find, jot down the names and authors of three books you think 
the class mi ght like to re ad. Perhaps you can f ind these 
books at t he library. 
21. Do you know t he difference between main to p ics and 
sub-hea ds? If you are not sure, study one of t h ese: (13: 
4-5) (14: 8-9) (15: 6-7). (Reme mb er the f irst number in each 
pa r enthesis is the number o f tha t book on your list of re f er-
ences for class study. The other numbers are the pages or 
exercises you should work on.) 
22. Are you using our room Encyclopedia as much as you 
should? If you are not · sure ·how to use it, get special study-
and-activity guide no. 4. Re ad the explanation there two or 
three times. Then do drill exercises 1 and 2. If you still 
need practice, see the optional related activities file on 
the te acher's desk. 
23 . How are you doing in the class daily speed and com-
prehension tests? Have you found out yet that you do not 
really understand the words when you read too fast? If your 
49 
I 
I 50 
I 
L_ 
lj line of i mp rove ment goes gradually upwards on record she ets 1 
I and 2 , you c an be fairly sure you are i mproving . 
24. In your English text (9: 340-342 ) doub le c he ck what 
you k..r1o vv a b out usi ng the dictionary . Do pr actice e xerc ise 1 
(loca ting words); practice exercise 2 (alphabet order); practic 
exe r cise 3 (usin g guide words) . 
25. I f you are a Pat - the-Pi lo t read er y ou wi ll probab l y 
find the ab ove a ssi gnment too easy. vifhy n ot try practice 4 
(recogni zing par ts of speech); pra ctice 5 ( p l urals ) and prac-
t ice 6 t a bbreviat ions) in ( 9 : 343- 345) . 
11
1 2 6 . Have you 
Using ( 1: 33- 35} 
n oticed 3 et that di ct io nar ie s hel p you s pe l l? 
see how wel l you can use the d ictionary to 
he l p you with you~· spell ing . 
2'7 . rrhe d ic t i onary can a l so help you pronounce \"lord s . Do 
you knovJ ho\1 to use the diBcrit i c&l r .. 'lal~k s ( ~ -e) uhich tel l 
you the pronunciation of each word? If you ' re not sure , you 
c ~n find help in ( 1: 53- 55) . 
28 . 3o:Jle tL1es there are r11any r,teanin t; 2 for each wo rd . Do 
you '-noH ~·Jhi Cll one to use? Check ~ro lJ.r se l f on exercises 1-8 in 
( 1 : 41) • 
29 . .J hen you don't knoVI hOI.J t o use ~1. \!01'0 i n a centence , 
look it up i n a g oo c d ictiona::·y . If ;y ou ht.ve never used a die -
I 
I 
tionary f o l~ this :purpose try your luck with tbe eit:b t different ! 
meani ng s of' llha nd 11 (1: ~3 . oO) . 
~ i nc 30 . Even s. a v1 ord \l ith dictionary very of ten has a hsrd time ex·o l a in-just. sone aore vJOrds . So it use s a pict:rej 
F i nd a fev1 of these :p i cture s in your <~ ictionary and :nake a 
short li st of the m. I f you need help loo k at (1: 66) . 
31. Think of the ma ny diffe r ent parts of ne ws papers beside 
the f ro nt pac e , news storie ~ an6 t he co ~ics. UsinG the d ily 
pa:pers on the mag azine table , ma ke a list of a ll the s pec i a l 
c olumns a nd sections you can . You should be ab le to f i nd ten 
to a do zen . 
32 . Some parts of a news1)ape r are of more . worth than 
· othe rs. ~:fh i ch :pal~t do you think will be the most use ful t o 
you? Cut out a s amp l e of it. Pa ste it on com:positi::m p2-per 
and tell i n a p&ragraph of 6 or 7 sentenc es why it is likely 
to be most usefu l to you . 
33. U8ing your list of re f erence books and the library 
c ard ca t a logue make a list of six books which tell about the 
jobs that p eop l e do in your nei ghb orhood. Se t up your :pe.:per 
neatly and be ab l e t o give the title, author's nameJ and call 
number if it is a non-fiction book. 
34 . You know some boys and girls who work after scho ol , 
Saturdays 1 and vacations. Get together with one or two of y our 
classmate s . Make a list of al l the children you know who work 
and tell exactly what they do. Later on in this unit it mi g ht 
be interesting to tell the class about your list . 
35 . Do you know how to ea r n money in your s pare time? 
If you don't , Ol" want some new ideas ; be sure and read ( 12 : 
363-372) . ·rvhile you're reading t h is short story, jot down a 
few of the good idea s. The class might be able to use some 
·, ., 
• I o ._,.' 
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, 36 . When you do not know what t o do take a loo k at a few 
of the magazine s at the rear of the room. There are many 
stories about the jobs tha t have to be do ne in this wor ld. 
Read an art icle about one of these jobs. In a short written 
report tell the cla ss what kind of a job it was and what sug -
ge stio ns the author gave which woul d help a person get or keep 
suc h a job. 
37. Find out the names and rooms of the two guidance 
teachers in our junior high. On a p iece of co mposition paper 
write in your best pemnanship three or more Questions about 
I
I something you would like to know in the junior high . 
I stance, do you know how to get a work certifi cate? Later thi ~ 
I
I ' "" 
For in-
II year you wi ll have a chance to see these guidance teachers and 
i talk over your pro blems with them. 
38. Find out from the librarian wha t the call letters for 
hobby and handcraft books are. Look over some of these books 
an d wr i te three or four short paragraphs about a few money-
making or money-saving projects. You might find so me good 
i d.eas for your free hours. 
39. Having a hopby is one of t he best ways to pass the 
time away and sometimes make money. Tell about some of the 
peo p le you know who have hobbies. Write a short story about 
, the hobbies which you have read. If you need so me ideas read 
(9: 190-194). 
40. Ar e you sure of your units of measurement? 
I need them on a job some day. 
You might 
Lea rn the units of liquid, dry, 
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I 
I 
il 
II 
II 87) , and then test your- 1. I 1 wei gh t , mone y and time tab les. (3: 
I . 
I I self wi t h study helps 47-49. I 41. When you t h ink you know your I' measru·ements perfectly II 
turn to (6: 311). If you slip up on this test, be sure to read.! 
! 
pages whose numbers are in parentheses. For i n s t ance, (60- 11 
after an exercise means turn to pages 60-61 and do examp les li 
I 
I 
Jl 
II 
352) 
Number i n 
par enthesee after a problem are the pages for you to do if you II 
,I 
'I 
make a mistake. If you find you need more practice look at 
( 4: 87-89}. 
43. Pat-the-Pilots should lear n their mea sures in (8: 448) 
!before taking the 
!pa r enthes es after 
test on page 386. Remember, t he numbers in 
t he problem are t he pa ges for you to do i f a 
problem is wrong. If you need extra practice turn to (5: 79-
' js2). 
44. There are many habits wh ich make you a good citizen. 
r vhat are some of them? Tom Trotta should study (16: 14, 17, 
123, 29, 32, 35, 41, 47, 56). Pat-the-Pilots sho uld study (17.: 
4 ' 8' 14' 15' 16' 17' 38' 44' 4 7' 53) • 
I 
45. 
y illing 
I 
ll I 
II 
II 
===~ 
I 
I 
I 
vhile you are watching the film Know Your Library be 
in the sub-topics under the following main to pics. 
I. Parts of the library talked about 
A. D. 
B. E. 
.. 
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.. 
I' 
,, 
I 
/I 
II 
_l 
II. Mistakes made by the girl in the film 
,, 
I A. D. 
.I B. E. I 
c. 
III. References us ea. in the honework 
A. ,, c. 
B •. D. 
I 46. A good citizen knows how to keep his workshop clean 
and neat. He also knows heM' to follow instructions without 
I I being watched 
i 
all the ti me. Are you a good room orderly? Do 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
check off your duties on s::pe c ial study-and-acti- 1 ,! you care fully 
1; v ity guide 5? Be sure your teacher initials your room orderly I 
check list bef ore you g o ho me each night. 
47. If you have not been able to find out at least six 
habits that make a good citizen, get special study-and-activity / 
On a pie·ce of composition paper i guide 6 from the class file. 
write a good explanation of each citizenship quality. Be sure / 
to use your dictionary or the unabridged die tiona ry at the 
back of the room. 
48. 
by watching the habits of others. Pick out one other person 
in ou.r class to watch for the next 17No ·weeks. Do not let that 
II person know you are watching him or her. Before the end of 
i/ this unit write out a report on the conduct and attitude o:f 
I. 
II that per son. 
1/ 
Be sure to tell about his g ood as well · as bad 
11 habits. 
I' 
II 
II 
I' ,, 
I 
i! 
I 
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Special Study Guides and Record Sheets 
Special Study-and-Activity Guide Number 1: 
The Card Catalogue 
Special Study-and-Activity Guide Number 2: 
The Parts of a Book 
Sp ecia l Study- and-Activity Guide Number 3: 
The Index 
Special Study-and-Act i vity Guide Number 4: 
Use of Encyclopedia 
Speci a l Study-and-Act ivity Gui de Number 5: 
Room Orderly Che ck Lis t 
Special Study- Bnd-Activity Gui de Number 6: 
Supplementary He:port Card 
Record Sheets 
Record Sheet Number 1: 
Speed Chart 
Record Sheet Number 2: 
Co mpreh ension Char t 
Instructions for Using the 
General Study-and-Activity Guide 
1. Read each activity carefully. If necessary reread I 
each one several times before you ask any question about it 
2. Read only the reference books from which you ean get 
all the information you need. All the information may not 
be contained in one .book. 
3. You do not have to write the answers to any questions 
unless directions tell you to do so. 
4. Write on white paper with ink, unless told to do other-
wise. 
5. All papers you wr 1 te should contain the number of the 
ac ti vi ty you have done. The number of the activity should 
appear in the left hand corner of your p:tper. 
6. The heading on all of your papers, · except letters, 
should be in the following form: 
John Doe 114 
Grade ? Title of Paper September 15 , 1949 
7. When you write out activities, use complete sentences 
whenever possible. 
8. Show all p3. per s to yo·ur teacher. 
9. Keep your p3.per s in order in your oaktag folders. 
10. Do not skip any activity unless the teacher tells 
you that you do not have to do certain activities. 
11. You may work on these activities in class and out of 
class. .Any time you wish to do any at home you may do so 
without asking the teacher. 
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READING IS FUN 
Special Study~and-Activity Guide No. 1 
The Card Catalo.gue 
The card catalogue is the index to the library. Like an I 
automobile ro.ad map it helps you find the shortest way to j! 
the :place you are going. In this unit you will use many books II 
and you wil l need the card catalogue to find them. 
You use the card catalogue to find out if a certain book 
is in the library and on Wn.at shelf' you will find it. 
I ~ 
IA.;..B I I L .. O I 
jc ;.t I IP ~Til 
IG-.\< I I STs.;_:J. I 
This is what a card catalogue looks like. It is a cabinet 
with draws that ba. ve 3" :x. 5'' cards in them. For every book 
you will find an author card and a title card. 
Non-Fiction Books 
This is an author card for a non-fiction book. 
JTX Hall, A. Neely 
Carpentry and Mechanics for Boys 
Hl7 Lothrop, Lee & shepard Co. 1918, 371 pag 
Up to the minute handicraft on such 
subjects as Home Work-Bench, Scroll-Saw 
Problems, Spool Gifts, Small Furniture, 
Toys, and Camp-Craft. 
I 
I 
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The author's last name is always 'Wr'itten first just as 
names are in a telephone directory. The book's title is on 
I the second line. The name of the publis-her, date of copyright, 
number of pages, etc., are on the third line. The call number 
which tel l s you where t he boo k will be found on the shelves is I 
in the upper l eft hand car ner. 
This is a title card for a non-fiction book. 
jTX Carpentry and Mechanics For Boys 
Hl7 A. Neely Hall 
-
- -----~ ...... 
As you can see, only the call number, the title and the 
author's name are on '!his card. Re member: 
1. All cards are filed in alphabetical order . 
2. Last narres are first. 
3. "Babyn words like_§;,§:.£, and the in a title do not 
count in filing. Loo k up the second word of the title . 
4. Abbreviated words are filed as if spelled out in full. 
Fiction Books 
.Author Card 
j Van der Haas, Henrietta 
Victorious Island 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, N.Y., 1947 
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Title Card 
j Victorious Island 
Henrietta Van der Ha as (c 1947) 
If you do not know the n ame of the author , loo k up the 
book T s title car d. '.!hi ch card woul c\ y ou use if you knev1 the 
author T s n ar!1e but had for g ot ten the na,ne of his book ? 
You cc:.n £'ind al l these c ards more q_uickly i f you u ee the 
11 out sideu and "insidetr guides . 
Can you see the no u tsideu guides in the picture of the 
card cata lo e:-,u.e on page 1 (pag e 5'7 of the thesis) . 
The first three letters are the f irst t rJ.ree letters of the 
first v-1orCi in the drawer . The l ast three letters are the first 
part of the l ast word in the drawer . 
Can you see the r1 inside 11 
drav1er be low? 
If you v1ere lo okins for the titl e of' a book by Louisa Al -
cott, you would turn to the first cards in back of the g uides 
mal~ked , Alcott . If you wanted the title card f or !!Adventures 
in an African Jungleu , you ·would look between le ttel'' and the 
I 
L 
r W 0 rd Af ri Ca. 
DIULL E~l\.CISE S 
/ ~ x e.r· c i se No • 1 
I JJ irectbns: Us int; the Tlouts i de 11 guid es a. s shown on iagram 
I of' card. c a talog ue , select the right drawer in vJhich to find 
ans 1ers to f olloriing questions : (1ilr i te letters of drawer 
in space l)I'Ovid ed .) 
Dr2.we r Letters 
1 . ·.ho V!rote Out to 'Jin? 
2 . ":ihat books does the librery have on 
.L~ ai lr oa ds? 
3 . ·.:here shal l I find a b i og raphy of J~inco ln ~ 
I 
14 . \lho wrote The Bir;5 ·urvrise? 
5 . "; :"hat book does the l i br>E,ry have by 
Cornel ia L . Ee i gs? 
6 . Books on ~ lectricity would be numbere d 
v1 it h what classi f ication nu01ber? 
7 . \fno is the m1tbor o f ~-ionder>fu l Locomotive? 
8 .. ·.;bat books has the libr"ary on Alaska? 
g . 1/he. tis the narr:e of the l a test book by 
'~ ial ter D . Eomono s? 
I 
II 
I! I 
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JExer cis e Ho . 2 
J; n · t · 
1 .J.Jlre c 1ons : 
·I Use t h e c ard c a ta logue to find t he clc.ssifica-
I 
I tion numb er and the au t h or 1 s nane f or each title sh ovJn be -
// low. Write 
I C l a ssi ficat ion 
/I Number 
i 
I 
I 
li 
Jl Exercis e r-:ro. 3 
,I 
I Dire ctions: 
inf ormat ion in spa ce provid ed . 
Title ·ut hor 
Clara :i3ar ton 
Ex t .ra ! Ex t .ra ! 
s t Ol'' y of the lviid a le Ages 
Use the c ard. cE'~talog ue to find the title of 
'I II 
II one book by each author. Remember to use the TT out s i d e " 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
I' 
I~ 
I 
I 
l 
II 
H 
guides as ·well a s the ninsiderr guides . 
in s p3..ce pr ovided. 
Cl assification 
Number 
At.1th or 
Forth, Sterling 
Br in<i le , Helen M 
l'i'J.a so n , Ni:ir i a'Yl E • 
Van Riper , Guernsey 
Ivii t c he l , Lucy S . 
Dus o e , Rober t 
YJ'ri te informa tion 
Title 
II 
II 
,, 
/' 
I 
,, 
I· 
il 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
i 
I 
II 
II 
II 
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Spe cia l Study- and- Activity Guide No. 2 
1/ 
The Parts of A Book-
Vlhe n you use a boo k do you just start reaa :in g anY\·vhere and 
~ look for inf ormation! Do you ever stop to look at the t ab l e 
I' 
// o f contents or index ~ I f y ou don't use these special sections i 
jyou may be wasting a lo t o f ti me. 11 
1
j Before you graduate f.r·om this junior h igh school you wi 11 ,, 
; be expected to use a book f ro m cover to cover , so re a d care- / 
fully the f -ollowing definitions wh ic h wi 11 hel p to exp lain to II 
y ou the meaning and purpose of each part of a book. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
The TJI.i:LE PAGE is usually the first printed pa g e in a 
book, and tells you the 
a) 
b) 
c ) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
Complete title - top. of pa ge 
Ful l name of author - center of pa ge 
Name of pub lis her - bo ttorn of page 
P lace of publication- below name of :publis hers 
Date of publication - below name of publisher 
and place of publication · 
Name of edit or 
The FRO IIJlriSPI E CE is a picture facing the title page. 
The COPYRI GHT PAGE is the name given to the back side 
of the title pag e. The copyri ght date and name of 
person or company to whom the copyri ght vvas given is 
found here. 
A COPYRIGHT is the only license given b y the government 
to an author or publisher of a book allowing him to 
publish the book for 28 years. Copyri gh ts are issued 
by the Copyri ght Office in Washington. 
The DEDIC.A.TION is the au thor's way of telling his 
thanks to special persons. 
'I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
'I 
! 1/ Adapted from Building Library Skills in the Seventh Grade, 
I ~ngstrom, Ebba v., Unpublished WJaster's Thesis, Boston 
1 University, 1948. 
I 
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6. The PREFACE of a book tells why and how the book is 
written. 
7. The INTRODUCTION of a book g ives · the reader a general 
idea of what is g oing to come in the book. 
8. The T.ABLE OF CONTENTS gives an outl:ine in chronological 
order of exactly what is in the book • 
. ·· 
9. The LIST OF :MAPS AND ILLUST RATIONS saves the reader 
time by telling him on what :page a certain picture is. 
10. The BODY OF THE BOOK is the rmin part of a book that 
is. read. 
11. .A GLOSSARY is a dictionary at the back of the book ex-
plaining words unfamiliar to the reader. 
12. The I NDEX is an alphabetical list of the things about 
which the au thor is talking and it is · found at the 
back of the book. 
a) The index refers to subjects, authors .or titles 
b) Abbreviations so metimes ·used: 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
{4) 
Far ming, 14-24 
Farming, 14 ff 
Farming, 14 sq 
Farming II, 7-14 
clusi ve 
pages 14-24 inclusive 
pages 14 and pages following 
pages and pages following 
Vol II, pages 7-14 in-
Exercise No. 1 
Directions: Using your own textbook in English, fi 11 in 
the blank spaces with correct information. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
What is the full title? •••••••••••••••• 
What are the names of the authors?. • • • • , • • • • • 
By whom is the book published? ••••••••••••• 
vfuen was the book published? •••••••••••••• 
Vihat is the copyri ght date? •••••••••••••• 
To whom was the copyright issued? ••••••••••• 
Does the book have a frontispiece? •••••• "Describe 
it. . . .. . • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . 
Does the book have a ~reface? •••••••• On what 
page? • • • • • • • • 
Is there a list of illustrations? •••••• On what 
I 
I 
I 
10. 
11~ 
12. 
13. 
page? • • • • • • • • I 
On what pa ge is the Table of Contents? ••••••••• , 
How many pages is the main body of the book? •••••• 
On what pa ge is the index found? ••••••••••• • 
Is there a g lossary?. • • • • • On what pa ge? • • • • • I 
I 
II 
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II Exer cise No. 2 
I, 
I 
Directions: Using your Social Studies book, answer 
following q_uestions about the table o f contents. 
t he 
I 
I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
How many units are there in the book? •••••••• 
On what pa ge does Unit Three begin? • • • • • • • . • • 
On what pa ge does Unit Five end?. • • • • • • • • • • 
What are the sub-divisions of Unit Six? ••••••• 
Does the book have a unit on America. · Today? • • • • • 
On what page •••••••• 
Exercise No. 3 
Directions: Using your textbook in Mathe matics, answer 
the following q_uestions from the Table of Contents. 
1. How many chapters are t here in the book? •••••••• 
2. On wha t page does Chap ter 7 begin? • • • ••••••• 
3. On what page does Chapter 9 end?. • • • • • • • • • • • 
4. ·~~hat does Chapter 6 tell you about? •••••••••• 
5. What chapter would g ive helpful infor mation about 
measurements?. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Special Study-and-Activity Guide No. 3 
The Index 
I' 
,:. 
I out 
The index is the key . to a book. It is a quick way to find 
exactly what you want to know. The index saves you from 
reading every page in the book. 
1
\ Remember that the index 
/while the table of contents 
is always at the back of a bookJ 
is always at the front of a book. 
DRILL EXERCISES 
!Exercise Ifo. 1 
I 
I' II 
·I 
'I I, 
li 
I 
I 
li 
Directions: Turn to the index o f your Social Studies book. II 
Find the topic in the index under which information could I 
be found to answer the following questions. Write page 
numbers in the blank s_paces followin g the questions. 
Page 
1. Viho was John Adams? 
2. What vvas "Kit 11 Carson's first mme? 
3. What is the Atlantic c able? 
4. What were 11 covered wag ons11 ? 
5. What was the ttHalf Moonn? 
6. Where is there a picture of a ttf l.a tboa t"? 
7. Who was Booker T. 1Nashing ton? 
8. Who or what were nsquatterslT? 
1\ 9. V'lhen was the phonograph irwented? 
\
1 
10. \\Tho first made a steamboa t? 
!\ Exercise Ho. 2 
!I D' t' 
11 ~reo ~ons: Arrange the follow :ing as an 11 index11 should be. 
,I 
\I 
!i 
I! II 
II 
1\ 
I' I 
I 
England 
Africa 
Ireland 
Belgium 
Cana da 
Spain 
Newfoundland 
India 
5 
19-24 
69-80 
45 
96-101 
85 
55 
203 
Index Order 
I 65 
--· 
I 
66 
Index Order 
'I 
France 90, 105 
Russia 155 
!Exercise No. 3 
I Directions: Arrange the follo wing as a "table of contents" should be. 
Table of Contents 
Topic Page Order 
Ways of .Ants 47 
Dogs at Work 337 
Grasshopper Year 21 I Tom Thumb 3 
Pony Express 71 
Little Pi geon 13 
Bailing Out 185 
Warplanes 23 1 
Hobbies 25 
Mummy Mystery 353 
I 
I I 
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Special Study-and-Activity Guide :No. 4 
Encyclopedias 
An encyclopedia is a reference book, or set of books, in 
which there is information on many different subjects. These 
subjects (or things talked about) are arranged in alphabetical 
order. 
Most books are written by one :person, but an encyclopedia 
is written by many men and women. The initials of these people 
are at the end of each article. 
The date of an encyclopedia is very important. It tells 
how up-to-date the facts are, If you are not sure the encyclo-
pedia you are using is the latest, look for the copyright date. 
An encyclopedia is kept up-to-date from year to year by 
the use of Annuals or Supplements. These Annuals are usually 
separate booklets or pamphlets kep t together in the last volume 
of the encyclopedia. 
The to.:pics in an encyclopedia are in alphabetical order like 
I 
a dictionary. However, an encyclopedia tells more about each 
topic than a die tionary. 
If you will remember these Guide Rules you wi 11 be able to 
find a subject ver y quickly the next time you use an encyclo-
pedia. 
Guide Rules: 
1. Naroos of persons are found under the person's last 
name. Abraham Lincoln, See Lincoln, Abraham 
6? 
.. 
2. Abbreviations are listed. as if spelled out in full. 
Example: St. Paul - See Saint Paul. 
3. Lakes, rivers, mountains are listed under the na me of' 
each. Example: Lake Hu.ron - See Hu.ron, Lake. 
4. Two-part words are listed as they appear. Example: 
New En gl a nd - See New Eng la rrl • 
5. Persons having titles are listed under the name, rather 
than the title. Examp.le: Kin g George - See Geor ge, 
King. 
6. A ''see" reference tells you to look under another head-
ing. Example: Aviation -See "Aeronautics". 
7. Indexes may be found in one vo.lume, as in the World 
Book Enc:zclope:dia or divided up and put at the back O·f 
each volume as in Compton's Pictured Enc:zc lope di a. 
8. Use of index 
a) Page numbers are preceded by letter of alphabet, 
as - A 32-35. Letter ind icates volume number, and 
numbers refer to pa ges in the A volune. 
b) 
c) 
d) 
First lines of entries give general and cross 
references. 
Each sub-entry or title starts on separate line 
Pic· tures are lis ted in Italics 
I II 
II 
I! II 
Someti mes you want to find information in a hurry and don't II 
!i have time to read. t h e whole story in the encyclopedia. The 
Fact-Index in Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia gives you at a I 
glance the size of a country, its popul.a tion, what is grown I 
68 
there and other important facts. 
Sample from Fact-Index 
· K.ANS.AS, a central state of u. s.; 82,276 sq. mi.; 
pop. 1,801,028; cap. Topeka: K-3-6, maps, 
K-4. agriculture K-3-5: wheat K-4 • 
. DRILL EXERCISES 
Exercise No. 1 
Directions: Underline the words Which you would look up 
to find info rzm tion about the following questions. In the 
blank spaces write the volume number of the Encyclopedia 
you use. 
1. Vlhy do leaves change color 
in the fall? 
2. \Vho was Tecumseh? 
3. Who invented the cotton 
gin? 
4. What was the Pony Express? 
5. Find a biography of Sir 
Walter Scott. 
Exercise No. 2 
Compton 
Old 
World 
New 
World 
Here is a set of sample questions the answers to W:l. ic h are 
in Volume KL in Compton's Pic tu.red Encyc lo:ge dia. 
1. The answer to the first question of e a ch part can be 
found only in the Fact-Index. Just look up the key 
word, and you wi 11 find the answer. 
2. To answer the second question of each exercise you will 
find the answer in the rna in text. 
3. To answ!3r question #3, you must get a .tact from the 
Compton map. If you have any C]lestion about where the 
required fact can be found, consult the Fact-Index. 
4. The fourth question of each exercise is to be answered 
by getting a fact from a pic tog.rap h, graph, chart, or 
other illustrative material. You can find the picto-
graph easily if you check the Fact-Index under the key 
word fo r· the volume and :page number. · 
a) 
b) 
Information given under the picture telling what 
the picture is about is called the CaJ?ti on. 
Information given at bot tom of dia gram of picto-
graph which explains the details is called the I 
II 
I 
II 
/, 
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Legend. 
Exercise No. SA 
Draw a dircle around the ri ght answers: 
1. Every one knows that Kelly Field is a 
(a) football field (b) soccer field {c) u.s. Army 
air field {d) lacrosse field 
2. After the Ci vi 1 War, Robert E. Lee became a 
(a) senator {b) farmer (c) manufacturer (d) 
{d) college president 
3. The map on Land Use sug gests advisable changes from 
farming to grazing or forestry. But in one of the 
states listed below no change is shown, Is it ( ~~) 
(a) Iowa {b) Nevada {c) Texas (d) Maine 
4. Fig. 4 in the article on Learning shows how many weeks 
of practice a telegraphy student should need to send 
120 letters a minute. The number is (GRAPH} 
(a) 16 (b) 12 (c) 20 ( d} 40 
5. In Korea the highest mountain peak is (TABLE "PHYSICAL 
FEATURE s II ) 
(a) snow-capped (b) tree-covered (c) an active 
volcano (d) an extinct volcano 
6. Old libraries chained books to the cases to prevent 
(a) their falling (b) misfiling (c) theft 
(d) children from usin g them 
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Special Study~and-Activity Guide No. 5 
Home Room Orderll Check List 
Name Date 
Before school 
1. Did I dust all the pupils 1 desks? 
2. Did I dust the teacher 1 s desk and class 
bookcase? 
3. Did I clean the chalk rails? 
4. Did I put out new chalk? 
5. Did I water the plants? 
r Did I dust all the vvindow sills? o. 
'7. Did I study all hard wo rds in the opening 
exercises? 
8. Did I pass out papers for the day's work? 
At 1:30 
1. Did I spank the erasers? 
2. Did I clean the boards? 
3. Did I :put all paints and c lass rna terials 
away for the ni ght? 
4. Did I put all books in their proper places? 
5. Did I leave the cloakroo m clean? 
6. Did I close all windows? 
'7. Did I sweep the floor? 
s. Did I put the wast e bacl<:et out side the door? 
'71 
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Special Study-and-Activity Guide No . 6 
EAST ~TI OR HIGH SCHOOL 
"IN a ter tovm, Massachusetts 
R E P 0 R T C A R D S U P P L E M E N T 
To the pa r ents of 
--------------------------------
Home Room 
Date 
----
This report gives you additional information concerning you 
c h ild ' s achievement and nee ds in the work of this scho ol Three 
i mportant factors enter into the normal development of the I 
school li fe of a child; nam e l y , attendance , citize nsh ip , and 
I scholarshi p . Consideration of each is necessary in determining the pro gress and growth of the child. Children differ greatly 
J in their abilities, and the true measure of success in educa- / 
tion , as in life, is constant improvement . 
I Days absent Symbo ls used - // 
Times tardy S indicates satisfactory 
Times di smi ssed U indicates unsatisfactory 
Citizenship Qualities 
1 2 3 4 
Fairness Accura cy 
Helpfulness Aler tness 
Respect Budgeting of. time 
Creativeness 
Coo;peration Concern for others 
Bra a dminde dne sa 
Courage Independence 
Initiative 
Fai h Nea t.nes s 
Patriotism 
Wi ll power 
Promptness 
Responsibility 
Explanation of unsatisfactory qualities: 
Signature of parent 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1 2 3 4 
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List of References for Class Study 
Code Number 
1. Using the Dictionary {.A Workbook) 
John C. Winston Comprny 
Philadelphia 7, Penn., 1949~ 
2. Winston Dictionary for Schools 
John C. Wins ton Company 
Philadelphia 7, Penn., 1942. 
3. Self-Help -~ithmetic Workbook #4 
Kni ght, F. B.; J. W. Studebaker 
Scott Foresman and Company, New York, 1945. 
4. Self-Hel .Arithmetic Workbook 1 5 
Knigh , • B.; J. \ • S udebaker 
Scott Foresman and Company, New York, 1945. 
5. Self-Help Arithmetic Workbook # 6 
Kni ght, F. B.; J. W. Studebaker· 
Scott Foresman and Company, New York, 1945. 
6. Study .Ari thme tics Book 4 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Studebaker, J. W.; W. C. Findley, F. B. Knig ht, 
G. M. Ruch, Scott Foresman and Company, New York, 
1943. 
Studl .Arithmetics Book 5 
Kni ght, F. B.; J. W. Studebaker, G. 1vi. Ruch, Scott 
Fo.r esman and Company, New York, 1943. 
Studt Arithmetics Book 6 
night, F. B. ; J. W. Studebaker , G. M. Rue h, Scott 
Foresman and Company, New York, 1943. 
Junior En &:lish In Action Book One 
Tress 'Ier , J. C., Margari t e She lma dine 
D. C. Heath and Company, New York, 1941. 
Let's Read 
Roberts, Holland• Helen Rand, 
Lundgren, Holt and Co mpany, New York, 1938. 
Makers of the .Americas 
Lansing, Marion 
D. c. Heath and Company, New York, 1947. 
l=, ==================== 
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12. Wing s for Reading 
Hovius, Carol; E l ga M. Shearer 
D. C. Hea t h and Compl ny, Ne w York, 1942. 
13 . Uncle Ben- Rea ding Skilltex t 
Johnson, Eleanor M. (Edit or) 
Charles E. Merrill Company, Inc., Columbus 1.5, 
Ohio, 1945. 
14. Tom Trott - Readin g Skilltex t 
Johnson, ~lean or M. (Edit or) 
Char les E . Merrill Company, Inc., Columbus 15, 
Ohio, 1945. 
15. Pat, The Pilot - Rea ding Skill text 
Johnson, Eleanor :M . (Editor) 
16. My 
Ch arles E. Merri 1 1 Company, Inc., Columbus 15, 
Ohio· , 1945. 
American Home 
St evens, Avis Coulter 
Ghar le s E . j Merrill Company, Inc.,. Columbus 15, 
Ohio, 1941. 
17. Living In America 
Stevens, Avis Co u lter 
Charles 1£ . Merrill Company, Inc.,. Columbus 15, 
Ohio , 1941. 
18 • nwe ekly Rea der " , Series 3-6 
Arne ric an. Education Press, Columbus 15, Ohio, 
1947-1949. 
19. "Ins tructor Bulletin Boar d Charts 11 
F. A. Owen Publishing Gompa ny, Dansville, 
Ne w York, 1941. 
20. The Chil dr·en's Book On How To Use Books an d Librar ies 
Mott, Carolyn; Leo B. Barsden 
Charles Scribners Sons, New Yor k , 1948. 
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List of .Additional Rea ding 
Citizenship Qualities 
1/ 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
Rea ding Is Fun - l Gra.da ted References- i I 
II I (Sixth 
II 
I 
I 
II 
\' I 
1. 
2. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Grade) 
,, 
Barnes, nancy, The Wonderful Year, Julian 1nessner Inc., 1 
New Y~rk, 1946. / 
~oa t~worth, l!.;lizabeth, P lum :Oaffy Adventure, :fhe 'I 
Macmlllan Company, New York, 1947. 
Uobb, Bertha and Ernest, !£!£, G. P. Putnams, Sons, 
I~ e w York, 1915. 
Cobb, Bertha and Brnest, Dan's Boy, Arlo Publishing 
Uompany, i~ ewt on Upper .:B'all, 1\iassachus etts, 1926. 
Cobb, Bertha and l!.;rnest, Adam Lee, G. P . r utnam's Sons, 
New York, 1938. 
Uo bb, Bertha and Ernest, And rea, G. P . Putnam's Sons, 
Hew Y:or k, 1930. 
Grade) 
.Deals, .i! 'rank L., ::5 t or y of Lemue 1 G-ulliver in .Lilliput 
Land, lAda;pted), Benjamin H . Sanborn and c ompany, 
lihicago, 1946. 
Beals,. FrankL., Story of Treasure Isla nd, Benjamin H. 
Sanborn and Company, Chicago, 1947. 
Brind1, Helen M., Towa11 d Freedom, (Democracy Readers) 
The 1iac mil1an Compa ny, New York, 1941. 
Meadowcroft, Enid LaMonte, On Indian Trails with Daniel 
Boone, Thoma s Crow ell Company, New York, l94 7. 
II 
I 
I 
1! 
I 
McCloskey, Robert, Horner Price, Viking Press, Uew York, 
1
\ 
1945. I 
North, Sterling, Greased Li ghtning, The John C. Viinston 1\ 
Company, 1940. I 
:j1/ Words in ;paren thesis do not appear on pupil's copy. I 
I 
q 
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13. Treffinger, Carolyn, Le Lun, Abingdon Cokesbury Press, 
New York, 1947. 
14. Van Riper, Guernsey, Lou Gehrig, The Bobbs-Merrill 
Company, New York, 1949. 
(Fourth Grade) 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Brindl, Helen IVI ., Your Land and Mine, (Democracy 
Readers), The Macmillan Corrvany, New York, 1941. 
Bush, I'fJ.aybell G., Enjo!ing Our Land, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 194 • 
M:ason, Miriam E., William Penn: Friendly Boy, The 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, New York, 1944. 
Stevenson, Augusta, Ben Franklin: Printer's Boy, The 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, New York, 1941. 
Stevenson, Augusta, Paul Revere: Boy of Old Boston, 
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, New York, 1944. 
Wa goner, Jean B., Jane Adams: Little Lam3 Girl, The 
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Ne w York, 1944. 
(Third Grade) 
21. Henderson, Le Grand, Ca:p'n Dow and the Hole in the 
Doughnut, Abingdon Co:Kesbury Press, New York, 1946. 
22. Hoke, Helen, Too 1v1:an.Y: Kittens, David McKay Company, 
New York, 1947. 
23. Kalab, Theresa, Watching For Winkle, Longmans, Green 
and Company, New York, 1942. 
24. Lindman, Maj, The Bi g Surprise (A Snipp, Snapp and 
Snurr Book), Albert Whitman and Company, Chicago, 1944. 
25. Mi tche 11, Lucy S., Our Country, D. C. Heath and Compan 
Boston, 1945. 
(First and Second Grade) 
26. And.erson, Charles w., Billy and Blaze, The Iviacmillan 
Company, New York, 1945. 
27. Bishop, Claire H., The Man Who Lost His Head, The 
Viking Press, New York, 1943. 
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28. Brindl, Helen M., Let's Take Turns (Democracy Series), 
The Macmillan Company, New York, I941. 
29. Evers, He len and .Alf, Crybaby Calf, Rand, McNally and 
Company , New York, 1941 ,,. 
30. Hogan, Inez, Napp~ Has a New Friend, E. P. Dutton and 
Company, Incorporated, New York, 1947. 
II 
II 
i 
I' 
II 
II 
/i 
i 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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List of Additional Reading 
Adventure 
1/ 
_R_e_a_a_i_n~g~I_s __ F_un_ - {Gradated References- ) 
I !i {Sixth Grade) 
.I 
I 
I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Beim, Jerro·ld and Lorraine, Spotli ght for DannY:, 
Harcourt Brace and Company, New York, 1943. 
Dusoe, Robert, Three Without Fear, Longmans, Green 
and Company, New York, 1947. 
Edmonds, Walter D., Two Lo gs Crossing, Dodd, Mead 
Company, New York, 1943. 
Harris, Leila and Kilroy, Blackfellow Bundi, Albert 
Whit man and Company, Chicag o, 1939. 
Peattie, Donald Culross, The StorY: of the Middle Ages, 
Grosset and Dunlap, Ne w York, 1937. 
Renick, 1mrion, The Dooley's PlaY: Ball, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1949. 
Grade) 
7. Beim, Jerrold and Lorraine, Blue Jeans, Harcourt 
Brace and Company, New York, 1941. 
8. 
9. 
Bonner, Mary G., Out to Win, Alfred A. Knopf, 
New York, 1947. 
Carmer, Carl, Vlildcat Furs to China, Alfred A. Knopf 
New York, 1945. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
10. Duvo isin, Roger, And There Was America., Alf're d A. 
. New York, 1938. 
Knopf Ji 
11. 
12. 
Edmonds, Walter D., The Matchlock Gun, Dodd, Mead 
and Company, New York, 19 45 • 
Sperry, Armstrong, Little Eagle, A Navajo Boy, The 
John C. Winston Company, 1938. 
Words in parenthesis do not appear on pupil's copy. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
I' 
__ ____J 
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J! 
il II (Fourth Grade) 
I
I 13. Hutchins on, Veronica S., The Circu. s Comes To Town, 
I 
I! 
,I 
J: 
II 
14. 
15. 
E. M. Hale and Company , Vv'is consin, 1932. 
Seymour, F lora W., Pocahontas: Brave Girl, The 
Bobbs-Merrill Company , New York, 1946. 
Stevenson, Augusta, Buffalo Bill: Boy of the Pla i ns , 
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, New York, 1948. 
Ill 16. St evenson, Augusta , Kit Car son : Boy Tr apper , The Bobbs - Ivierrill Company, New York , l 94? . · 
1
1 {Third Grade) 
I 
1?. 
18. 
I 19. 
I 
I 
I' 20. 
21. 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
!1 (First 
II 
'I 
il 
22 . 
II 23 . 
24 . 
I 
I 25 . I 
I' 
1\ 26 . 
I 
I 
I 2? . 
i 
Faison , Mabe l H., Scalawag the Scottie, American 
Book Company, Boston , 1940. 
Kingman, Lee, Piel~re Pidgeon, Houghton- lVl:ifflin 
Company, Boston , 1943. 
McCloskey, Robert , Lenti l, Viking Press , Ne w York, 
1940 . 
Park, Doro t hea , Here Comes the Postrmn , Hou g hton-
J.V[ifflin Company,""'""'B"'s ton, 1936. 
Schreiber, Ge orges, Bambino the Clown , Viking Press , 
New York , 194? . 
am Se cond Grades) 
Crai g , Gerald, Agnes Burke, ,.le Want To Know , Ginn 
and Com~any , New York, 1940 . 
Daugherty_; ··James , And y a11 d the Lion , E . M. Hale 
Company, Eau Claire , Wisgo n sin, 1938 . 
O' Donell, Iviabe 1, Down the River Road , 
Company , 
(Alice, Jerry 
Seri es) Ro v~ Peter son an d New York , 1938 . 
Pease, Josephine v an Dolzen, Th e Book of Houses , 
Thomas l-Ie lso n and Son ::o , ne w York, 1938 . 
Pease , Josephine van Dolzen, 'I: h e Book of Food , 
Thomas Hel.Eon and Son s , NeVI York , 19 38 . 
P ease , J-os e ~9 h ine v an Dolzen, The Book of Clot he s, 
Th a na s lJe lson and Sons, Ne w York , 1 938 . 
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II 
II 
II 
.I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
;I 
I~ 
I 
I 
i 
- I 
I 
28 . Peas e, Joseph i ne v an Do l z en, The Boo-k o f He a t an d 
Lig ht , Th orra s .rre ls on and Son s, Nevv York , 1938 . 
I 
I 
_j 
'I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
ll 
I 
! 
I 
,I I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I' .I
II II 
I 
II 
I• i' 
I ~ 
----11 
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List of Additional Readir~ 
Vo ca tions 
1/ 
Read ing Is Fun - (Grada ted References- ) 
(Sixth Grad e) 
1. Ilin, ldam•ice, How The Automobile Le arned To Run , 
Inter national Pub lishers, He 1 York, 1945. 
2. Jackson , Joseph H. , Extra l Extra l The 1v1acmillan 
Company , Hew York, 1940. 
3 . Keliher, .Alice V., Nurses At Work, Harper Brothers , 
1-re'N York, 1939 . 
4 . O'Donnell, Mabe l, En~ine \Jh istles ( ~4.. lice, Jerry Series) 
Row Peterson and Company , New York , 1942. 
5 . Ca mpb ell, Camilla, Bartletts of Box- B Ranch, 
~hittlesey House , New York, 1949 . 
(Fif th Grade) 
6 . 
? • 
8. 
Elting , ~~ry, The Lolly~op Factory and Lots of Others, 
Double day and Company, ·ew York, 1946. 
Keliher, .Alice B. (Editor ), Railr oad Workers, 
Harper Bro thers, New York, 1941. 
Meigs, Cornelia L., Wonderful Locomotive, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1928. 
9. Pace , Mildred M., Clara Barton, Scribner and Sons, 
New York, 1941. 
10. Petersham, Maud and Miska , The Story Book of 'J:lra i ns , 
'rhe John C. Winston Company, Chicago, 194?. 
(Fourth Grade) 
11. Ardi zzone, Edward Paul, The Hero Of The Fire, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, New York, 1949. 
12. Burt, Olive W., Peter's Storv Go es To Press, 
Henry Holt and Company, New ~ork, 1943. 
1/ VJords in parenthesis do not appear on pupil's copy. 
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13 . Burt, Olive W., Luther Burbank: Boy Wizard , 
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, New York, 1948. 
14. Guthridge , Sue, Tom Edison: Boy Inventor, 
The Bobbs-Merrill Company , Nevv York, 1947 . 
15 . Henry, Marguerite, Robert Fulton: Boy Craftsman, 
The Bobbs-Merrill Company , Nevi York, 1944. 
16. Judson, Cl ara I., People Who Work Near Our House, 
Rand McNally and Company, New York, 1945. 
17. Judson, Clara I., People Who Work in The Country 
and in 'rhe City, Rand McNally and Company , New York, 
1943. 
18. Petersham, Maude and Miska, Story Book of Foods f rom 
I' 
I 
the Fields, The John C. Winston Company, New York, 193 • 
19. Petersham, Maude and Ivii ska, Story Book of Earth's 
Treasures, The John c. Winston Company, New York, 1935 J 
20. Pryor, William c., The Fire Engine Book, 
Harcourt Brace and Company, New York, I934. 
21. Stevenson, Augusta, Clara Barton: Girl Nurse, 
The Bob b s-Mer ri 11 Company, New York, 1946. 
(Third Gra de) 
22 •. Brown , Margaret, Five Little Firemen, 
Simon and Schuster, New York, 1949. 
23 . Berry, Erick, The Little Farm in the Bi g City, 
Viking Press, :New York, 1947. 
24. Hader, Berta and Elmer, Li ttte Town, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, l943. 
25. Hader, Berta and Elmer, Bi g City, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1947. 
26. Lincoln School Teachers College of Columbia, Binkie 
and the Fireman, Edward Stern and Company, lifew York, 
1935. 
27. Lincoln School Teachers College of Columbia, The 
Fire-Boat, Edward Stern and Company, New York~935. 
28. Lincoln School Tea chers College of Columbia, 
Boats, Edward Stern and Company, New York, 1935. 
I 
11 
I 
I 
II \, 
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29. Nims, Charles F., Cowboys and Roundups, Whitman 
ana Company, Chicago, 1936. 
30. Petersham, Maude, Story Book of .Aircraft, The 
John C. Winston Company, New York, 1946. 
31. Tousey, Sanford, Lumberjack Bill, Houghton-
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1943. 
32. Webber, Irma E., Bits That Grow Big, William 
R. Scott Company, New York, 1949. 
(First and Second Grades} 
33. Beaty, John Y., Story Pictures of Farm Animals, 
Beckley-Cardy Company, Chicago, 1940. 
34. Burton, Virginia, .Mike Mulligan and. His Steam Shovel, 
Houghton-Mifflin Company, New York, 1939. 
35. Craig, GeraldS., We Find Out, Ginn and Company, 
l\Iew York, 1940. 
36. Horn, Ernest, We Live In A City, Ginn and Company, 
New York, 1940. 
37. Huber, Miriam B., Skags, The IVIi lk Horse, 
Amer ican Book Company, New York, 1934. 
38. Lent, Henry B., The Air Pilot, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1937. 
39. Mitchel, Lucy s., Farm and Cit;y:, D. c. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 19 34. 
40. Park, Dorothea, Here Comes The Postman, Houghton-
Mifflin Company, New York, 1934. 
41. Pitkin, Royce S., Maple Sugar Time, Daye 
Publishing Company, 1~ ew York, 1934. 
II 
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Optional related activities.--
After you have finished your work and the teacher has 
checked it, you may want to do one or more of the activities 
mentioned below. Be sure and check with your teacher before 
be ginning one of these projects. You may have some better 
ideas of your own. Ask the teacher if you may work on your 
own suggestion. 
1. Check the members of the class for library cards. Hake 
/1 sure the librarian has each ;person's card in her file. 
II 
II 
If 
I 
I 
I II 
I 
someone does not have a card, show him how to get one. 
2. .!For the book you are now reading make a list of the 
different ;parts. Be sure you have special study-and-activity 
guide no. 2 for this assignment. 
3. Read any one of these at the library and in a short 
~~ paragraph tell 
I. to find: Lentil, Down, Down the Mountain, Mozart the Wonder 
what good habits of citizenship you were able · 
II 
I 
II 
~' Children of the Handcrafts. 
4. Using the card catalogue at the library, find one of 
the following books. f ell in a short ;paragraph what go od 
I 
I 
We All Go To School, The Blue citizenship habits you found: 
Mitten, Ji' our Story Mistake, Christophel' Co lumbus, \lings for 
Nikias. 
5. Make slides for two of the library books you have read 
during this unit. Be sure to use the special crqyons. You 
can trace some of your fi gures from ;pictures found in the 
magazines at the back of the room. 
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I 
I 
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II 
6. Draw and color one or more :p oste r s about the t wo books 
II you 
I 
have read in this unit. Make it so good that others will 
I want to rea d the books. · 
7. Fro m the magazines at the rear of the room cut out as 
many pictures of different jobs as you can. Paste these 
pictures on a large piece of manila dra wing paper and post it 
on one of the bulletin boar ds. 
If you would like to make a class book for this unit, 
I 
8. 
get one or two other peop le to study these special projects. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
Get as many of them done as you can by other me mbers of the 
class. With the aid of special study guide no. 2 put t he book 
together just as if you we r e going to publish it. 
9. Do you need extra practice in locating inf ormation in 
an encyclopedia? If you do, why not answer the questions on 
1/ 
one of the following cards?-
10. With the class printing set make a table of one of the 
following measurements: 
Length 
Weight 
Dry 
Liquid 
Time 
Money 
11. Write a short letter to the Superintendent of Schools 
asking him to buy five books f or our class libra ry. Be sure 
to tell him why you think we should have the books. 
12. 14Iake a soap, clay, or wood. carving of some character 
one of the books you are reading . 
1/ See appendix for samples of this activity, or special study 
guide no. 4, exercise no. 2. 
8? 
13. Draw a plan of the East Branch Library. Show where 
the following are found: encyclopedias, card catalogue, room 
for special social studies boo ks, books about science, hand-
crafts and hobbies. 
14. Make a model of a scene from one of your books. Per-
haps you can make a pioneer village from match sticks. 
15. If you liked a book very much make a special book repor 
. 
and add the following to your re gular questions: 
a. What kind of people were in the book? Name and 
describe at least five. 
b. Which characters were good citizens, and which 
were not? Why? 
c. Where and how long ago did the story take place? 
d. Why do you think some one else would like the book? 
16. Write a letter to your best friend about a good book. 
Tell her why you think she would like a book you have just read 
1?. Start a hobby. (Bottle caps, movie ··star pictures, and 
stamps.) Perhaps, you would like to collect stamps. Have the 
other members of the class help you get started by bringing in 
as many different ones as they have at home. Get some extra 
stamps f rom your teacher's collection. If you are not in-
terested in postage stamps, see how many different postmarks 
you can get together. 
18. Pick out one of the following jobs. Write what you 
think would be some of your duties. Ask your mother, brother, 
sister, or friend for help. Later on tell the class what you 
have found out. The class will then vote to see if you know 
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r 
enough to have such a job. 
Dogwashe.r 
Small home repairs 
Baby sitter 
Errand boy or girl 
Cellar cleaner 
Store clerk 
or any other job you can think of. 
Lawn waterer and 
gardener 
Housekeeper 
Delivery boy 
Newsboy -
19. Look up the topic Airplane (or Aviation), if you are 
a boy, in your Weekly Reader Indexes. If you are a girl , look 
up Health or Citizenship. On a piece of composition paper 
write a short summary of what you have read in one or two of 
the stories you found. 
20. Do you have trouble with words that need hyphens be-
tween them? Look up reference book (9: 344-345) , In practice 
7 use each word correctly in a sentence. You'll need your 
dictionary to help you. 
21. Plan a book party. Each pupil is to come as one of 
the people he has read about in a book. Be sure to make your 
plans so that there are committees for games , refreshments, 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
and clean-up. 
22. Draw an illustration for one of the books you have read l 
Have plenty of action in your pictures. Under the picture 
print a sentence from your book which goes with your illustra-
tion. 
23. How would you like to have a radio play on the school 
wire recorder? Get other members of the class to help you put 
it on. Perhaps you would like to use the play 11Hans Brinker" 
in ( 10: 164-1'78). You might like to make a play out of 11 The 
-----
IJ 
li 
II 
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Locked-Drawer Mysteryrr (10: 147-162). If you do not like 
t h ese, look up short plays which are in the class file. 
24. :Make a wall mural about the book you are reading . 
Your work should tell the class one or all of these things. 
a. Where the action took place. 
b. Vfuat the hero or heroine looked like. 
c. What happened in the most exciting part 
of the story. 
d. What the most unusual character in the 
book looked like. 
25. Draw a comic strip about an exciting or funny thing 
that happened in the book you read. Be sure to study the 
comics on our magazine table. 
26. Have you found the craft book, Do It Yourself, by 
Lawrence M. Levin in our bookcase. Some of these projects you 
could build and sell. I~ke a list of five thing s which you 
think you could use at home. Make another list of things you 
could make and sell. 
27. Bring to class a few of the jokes you have read in 
the newspapers or magazines. Make a short play out of them. 
Sometime when the class needs to relax, you and a friend could 
act them out. 
28. Study your list of references for t he class. Make a 
list of five books that explain vocations (jobs). Write one 
or two sentences about each job explaining some of the things 
you would have to do if you had a job. 
29. Bring in t he newspaper your family reads. Cut out 
samples from each different part (sport page, co mics, special 
90 
columns, front page, and others) and paste them on a large 
size piece of drawing paper. 
30. If the school could buy three magazines which ones 
would you want? Tell why in a sentence or two after the name 
of the magazine. Do not put down those the class already has 
on its magazine table. 
Pooling and sharing of experiences.-- Once the laboratory 
phase of the unit was well developed, the idea was injected 
into a group discussion that a classbook of the best papers 
and reports might be helpful to future students. To further j
1 
t h is end volunteers were called for to act as a committee whichiJ 
would encourage all me mbers of the class in their various unit lj 
/I 
activities. The best and most ori gina l efforts we re ga thered 
and placed in the classbook. Those whose papers were not ac-
ce pted were given an opportunit y to make oral reports during 
a panel dis cussion period. A wire recorder was borrowed with 
the hope that class interest in the pool i ng and sharing of 
unit ideas might be stimulated. 
II 
i 
I 
II 
II 
'I 
II 
Estimation of eduoa ti ve growth . -- As the pooling- and-shar ing , 
of experiences came to a conclusion each pupil was r e quested 11 
to write short sen tences in summary of what he had learned 
1
, 
during the time spent on t he unit , Re ading Is Fun. A suggested 
j' out line of main top ics was ~~ broad genera l heading s as: 
Us e of Library 
J,l l:I;ncyc lopedi as I Indexes 
-~~-
p l a ced on the board which included ,, 
Parts of a Book 
Newspapers 
I 
li 
,, 
- - ---n-
1 
I 
I 
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I Fol l ow i n g this i nf ormal test, each pupi l was asked t o g ive 
/ h i s opini on of the activities in wh i ch he had taken _part the I -
I previous two vveelcs. Responses vvere invited to t hese q_uest ions . 
The class wa s i nformed t hat n o mark would be g iven on the an-
swers. ~ he inf ormat ion was for the teacher's benefit only . 
1. 'lh~r did you li ke t h is kin d of cle. ss work? 
2 . \ihy 6idn 't you like t he wor k of the past t v-10 weeks? 
3 . ·:rh e. t assi t;noents v;ere t h e m. ost bel}J t o you? 
4 . \!hc. t a ssignmen ts vJe re not he l pful to you? 
5 . 'Jha t a ssi t,;nme nts v1e r e easy f or you? 
· 6 . .il a t a ssi gnr:tents were herd f or you? 
7 . . ·ha t di d you li ke to do best ? 
8 . · .. ha.'c lessons didn 't you like? 
S . ~ = o ·.J [,1any e::-: t .i.' t.:=, c: .. ctiviti es d i d you_ d o f r om t he teac her ' s 
des .t f ile? 
10. Ho'JJ me.ny a ssi gnmer: t s d i d you do f r o.J t he g ene .. ca l study-
a n d- a ctivit y guide? 
11 . -.!he t ha ve ~r ou.r :t'ami l ;>r or· o t l1er pupil s sai d about the 
t h i n6s rou hav e been doing ? 
'i'r1r ou [ h out t he l ab ora tory phase of this unit a lo g vTa s ke p t 
o f t he cla ss ' reactions to the a ssig nments . ThBir be havior , 
per f ormance , and a ch ieve :YJ.e n t vve r e watched c l osely ·.•J:lt h a vie 1 
to usine; suc h inf ormation as a ba sis f or f'u .. ture unit r evision . 
As soon as writte n summal'ie s of t he unit •nere c 0 1!1!) l e ted , t h e 
te a cher b egan ad ministra tion of t h e ob j ective test ba sed u pon 
the items listed in the deli mitation of the unit and t h e prob -
able indir•ec t and incidental learning product s • 
.Cvahlation of educative gr·ovJth.-- The inf ormal ob jective 
test which las used for the pre-test wa s repeated in order to 
mea.S11re the educationa l advancement which prob ab ly too k p l a ce 
during t he teaching of the unit . This objective test was so 
organized it became an exce llent diagnostic tool with whi ch 
t o reflect a chieveme n t in the spec i fi c areas of reading and 
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I 
I 
II 
,, 
,, 
II 
j library skills and. citizenship q_uali ties . To this fina l exami- 1 
II 
lj 
,, 
I 
n a tion wa s added the pr ogress fr om the f ollowi ng eva l uative 
devi ce s : 
a . Ora l re ad ing score , card 
b. Silent rea. ding comprehensi on char t 
c. Si l en t reading speed chart 
d. Pupil pr ogress char t of genera l and s pe cial 
study gui des and optional re l ated activities 
e . Room order l y check list 
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CHAPTER III 
UNIT: RUBBER 
General statement of the unit.-- Rubber ~lays such an im-
Portant :part in our daily lives that we use it every hour of 
the day without thinking much about it. We do not stop to 
think that it took courage to find it in disease ridden :parts 
of the world, that scientists have worked many years to make 
it useable. Nor do we realize that hundreds of thousands of 
workers are now needed to rra.nufacture the shoe, raincoat, or 
rubber that we so casually put on. The miracle of synthetic 
rubber we hardly try to understand. We carelessly abuse and 
waste this thing Which God and man have invented for the 
greater comfort of our daily lives. What can we as citizens 
of a democracy do to better our understandin g and use of this 
magic substance called Rubber? 
1/ 
Delimitation of the unit.-
(I 7) 1. More than nine-tenths of tbe world's supply of natu 
ral rubber is :produced in the British and Dutch 
East Indies. 
( 23) 2. Experimental rubber has been grown in the United 
States. 
i! 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
( 1 ,3) 3. Columbus and Spaniards ex:plor ing Mexico and Brazil · 
,, 
1/ Numerals and numbers in mar g inal :parentheses indicate items Jl, 
on pre and final achie verne n t tests. 
-9.! -
4. 
20) 
( 9 '10' 6. 
21) 
( 11 '21) 7. 
I 
,, ( 12) 
Jl 
,, 
s. 
j! 
1: ( 13. 16 ) 9 • 
11 ( 14) 10. 
I' 
,I 
II 
11 ' 11) 11. 
I, 
II 
II 
I 
,, 
Jf= 
I 
! 
I' 
first discovered that rubber was being used by the II 
,I 
,I m ti ves for balls, shoes, and water jugs. 
I, Ivio st of to day's natural rubber is from trees grown 1 
I I· 
II 
Jl 
on :plantations. 
In order to ha ve its own rubber plantations, the 
United States has bought much land in western .Africa!/ 
and the amazon Valley of Brazil. II 
Brazilian rubber trees grow in wild, dense forests 
1
1 
and can only be milked during the short, dry season I 
and when they are near rivers • ,1, 
White men cannot live and work in the jungles of 
I 
the .Amazon River for a long ti me because it has a 11 
hot, wet, tiring climate vvb.ere there is much disease/'! , 
dangerous animals, and dense jungles. 
'I 
,, In 1875 an Englishman named Henry Wickham brought 
rubber seeds to England and later transplanted the I 
I trees to the British East Indies. 
II 
Rubber trees like the hot, wet climate of the Torrid II 
'I 
II 
!I 
Zone. 
Most of the Brazilian rubber is shipped from the 
port of Para (Be lem) at the mouth of the A.rna zon 
River. I 
'I Rubber gets its name from Joseph Priestly, a great L 
Il
l 
English scientist who discovered that it would rub 
,I 
I out pencil rmrks. 
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-~, 1,21)12. Many native workmen wi 11 not gp into the Amazon 
II 
Valley because they might become sick and die from 
I ( 5,12) 13. 
fever and diseases or be killed by wild animals. 
Henry Wickham, an English scientist, discovered 
that nhevean seeds sprouted more quickly and grew 
faster and stronger than any of the other 300 kinds 
of rubber trees. 
(22) 14. Rubber trees grow to heighths of 75-100 feet in 
I ( 15 l 
15 years. 
15. Seeds of the rubber tree grow in shells like horse-
chestnuts and vmen the shells burst open the seeds 
shoot aut in rra ny di recti ons. 
16. The distance from Malaya and the East Indies to 
Los Angeles by way of the Pacific is 11,700 (about 
17. 
12,000) miles. 
I 
The distance from Malaya and 'the East Indies to I 
New York by way of the Panama Canal is 13,300 ( abou j 
13,000 miles. 
{17) 18. The distance from :Malaya and the East Indies to 
Boston by way of the Suez Canal, Mediterranean and 
At l.an tic is 8 , 800 (about 9 , 000} mile s. 
19. The distance from the mouth of the Amazon River to 
( 6) 20. 
Boston is 3,700 (about 4,000) miles. · 
The United States has no land suitable for the I 
growth of the hevea tree which likes to live within I 
700 miles of the equator. 
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(II) 
(II) 
I (II) 
22 . 
·-·-, 
i 
Bec~use rub be~ can be :md e flexib le and el st ic it 
ean be u.sed for euspe nders , .ru. boer bands , jar 
balloons , ball s , end elastic stockings . 
rl.ngelr 
I 
Because rubber can be IIBde durable and long 1 sting 
1 t :is used f'or tires on a-u. tos , bicycles , and baby 
23 . ~,eeatts¢ l"1.1bber can be ... "'de waterproof it is used 
for boots , shoes , hot water bottles i rubber hose , 
r a i.ncoa ts , 1'l!1 ·~ss , and sheets • 
(II} 24 . Because rubbe .':' can be rmde to protect us from elec -
tricity , heat , 01~ cold (as insu. · tionJ it is used 
to cover electrical wires , i n electrici;l.l mac· ines , 
f l ying or diving· uniforms. 
(II) 25 . Rubber is used in the home .for electric wires , 
f l oor matt: , .t--efrigerator doors , cushions . tele . hone , 
cookers , dish mats , dish dr ain~r s ,. wash ine; 
v-acuum c J.e aner a , and clothing . 
{I I } 26. Rubber is used in sllhool fq.r erasers , ti les for 
floors , gym balls , ~:no equipment , pointers . se ing 
maehine belt~ • sale nee tu.bl.ng . 
t II) 27 . ilubber 1 e used in stares .for bund l e belt .... and 
change carri-ers •. 
( I I) 28 . Ruboer is u.~ed in fD. ctories for machine be l ts and \ . 
molds . 
{II} 29 . Rubber is used in the fire department for hose , 
raincoats and hats • 
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.,, 
II 
II 
II 
30. 
I 
II 
(II) 31. 
il (II) 32. II 
II 
II (II) 33. 
(II) 34. 
( I I) 35. 
il {II) 36 . 
I! 
,I 
II ( I I) 37. 
I' II 
II 
II 
I' J II (II) 38. 
II 
II 
II (II) 39 . II I. 
I) 
I, (II) 40. 
(I 23) 41. 
J (I 19) 42. 
II 
I (III 1) 43. 
li 
Rubber is used in autos f or mats, panel knobs, 
cushions, seat covers. 
Rubber is used b y doc tors :for elastic stockings, 
s:peci al be 1 ts, and undergarments. 
Rubber is used by dentists on drills, mouth tubes, 
spe c i a 1 c ba irs .. 
In time of war automob ile .ra tion:ilg i e neceesary. 
A flying fortress used rubber from 125 ol d tires. 
One old tire will mak e 12 gas rmsks. 
Ei ght rubber mats fro m automobiles Vli. 11 make one 
life ra f t. 
One an ti-cr.af t gun needs the rubber in t h ree un-
built passenger cars;, : for its wheels, and for its 
gun carriage it has to have 270 :pounds of rubber, 
190 pounds crude rubber, 80 p ounds of reclai ::ned · 
rubber, or 5 old tires. I! 
A tank uses a tori of rubber for tires, track 
I 
blocks 
and the cushioning on sharp edg es of the interior.
1 
.A battleship uses 75 to 80 tons of rubber. 
An airplane uses over 400 rubber it ems. 
Sixty :percent of all rubber produced in the world 
is sent into (imported) the United States. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
.Akron, Oh io , is the leading city of the country in I II 
II 
I! 
same way as rraple syrup is tapped from map-le trees 11 
the manufacture of rubber g oods. 
Latex is taken from the rubber tree in much the 
___ J,_ 
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in the spring. 
1. (III 2)44 . Latex spoils if left in the sun and must be kept 
li 
II 
I' 
·I 
in hugh tanks in a cool dark place. 
(III 3)45. Latex may be shipped in tanks to this country after 
an acid bas been added to preserve it. 
I {III 4)46. Latex may be allowed to stand until it thickens and 
I 
becomes like dough . 
1
: {III 5)47. Rubber dough can be rolled and pressed into thick 
I rough sheets which are smoked for 14 days before I 
I' shi:pp ing to the United States. 
(III 6)48. Latex may be smoked (hardened into 50 pound 11 hamsn 
II 
I 
I 
over smoky f ires). 
1 49. Tank cars may bring the latex to the rubber factory 
i' 
!! 
or the biscuits (hams) and b~les of rubber may be 
transported by truck and train. 
(III 7)50. The 11 cracker 11 is a machine vhich tears the rubber 
into little pieces and softens it a little. 
51. The natural (crude) latex must be mixed with the 
rubber as it is rolled and pressed. 
{III 8)52. Chemicals must be mixed with the rubber as it is 
rolled and pres sed. 
(III 9)53. Vfaen the rubber is well mixed and rolled it must 
taken to a special room and aged. 
(III 54. Rubber tires are not rrade entirely of rubber but 
10) layers of rubberized, rough cloth and rubber. 
(III 55. A ncalendern machine presses paper then rubber 
a ainst~ roll of cloth to rrake rubberized cloth. 
be 
1 
I 
I 
of I! 
I 
I 
.I 
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(III 12)56. :DJiany layers of cloth and rubber are built up on a 
drum before heavy sidewalls and treads are :put on 
a tire~ 
(III 13,57 • .A tire is finally put into a mold to be vulcanized 
14, 59) 
and to have the tread desi g n put on. 
(III 15.)58. Inner tubes come from machines Wa.ich rrake a con-
tinuous tube that is 1a ter joined to get her in a 
(III 13)59. 
I (IV L) 
(III 4) 60. 
(IV M) 
circle and a valve added. 
I n 1842 Charles Goodyear discovered that .rubber is 
toughened when it is heated with sulphur and mixed 
(vulcanization). 
Before vulcanization was discovered rubber was 
sticky in warm weather and was brittle (c r acked) 
in cold we ather. 
(IV N) 61. Vulcanization is mmed after the Roman god of fire, 
Vulcan. 
(I 6) 62. Synthetic rubber has as rmny uses as natural rubber 
63. At present synthetic rubber is more costly to make 
than na tu.r al rubber. 
(IV A) 64. For practical :purposes there is no difference in 
the quality o:f synthetic .rubber and natural rubber. 
(IV H) 65. One form of synthetic rubber, Koroseal, is ~de 
from coke, limestone, and salt. 
(IV E) 66. Some synthetic rubber is rmde from a gas {buta-
diene) which comes from oil or alcohol. 
{IV C ,I)67. Synthetic rubber was developed during World War II.
1 
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(I 6) 
(IV I) 
(V 1} 
( v 2} 
( v 3) 
( v 5) 
( v 6) 
( v 7) 
( v 9) 
I 
68. The United States wa s cut off from its eastern rub- ~ 
ber supply by the Jap s in 1941. 
69. The United Sta t .es is the sy nth et i c rubber center 
of the v.urld. 
70. Rubber tire inner tubes are ea. si ly repaired when 
punctured. 
71. Pressure cookers which leak can be mended by 
stretching or reversing the rubber washer. 
72. Shoes can be made to la st longer by the purchase 
of rubber soles and heels f ro m the five and ten 
cent st or.e. 
73. Hot water bottles wh i ch have been punctured can 
easily be ~ tched. 
74. Garden hose wi 11 last longer if the water is blown 
out after using , if the hose is rolled, and if it . 
is kep t out of the di re c t rays of the sun. 
75. Herre: and school floors are protected by putting 
rubber cbair slides on all mov eable objects. 
76. Rubber articles suc h as aprons and baby pants will 
last longer if not was.hed in hot water and if not 
dried over open fla me or great heat. 
77. Raincoats, rubbers, overshoes, and rubber boots 
should be dried out slowly and not creased at any 
I 
78. 
time. 1 
Rubber insula tion on electrical cords should never I 
be left near radiators. 
li 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1! ( v 8) 
I 
I 
~--
1 
II 
79. Rubber insulation on plugs or eleetrical cords 
should be immediately replaced when worn through. 
80. Leaky faucets are easily repaired with new rubber 
81. 
82. 
83. 
washers. 
Rubber fountain pen vvells should not be filled 
vJith cheap coal dust ink. 
Elastics in such things as underwear should never 
be washed in boiling water. 
Because doll and baby carriage tires are made of 
wire stuck in rubber they are easily repaired. 
84. Rubber mats for doors, sinks, and bathtubs save 
floors, dishes, and broken bones. 
85. Rubber scraps sewn onto the under side of hooked 
rugs keep them from sliding. 
86. Rubber washing machine rollers last longer if 
sharp edges, buttons, and snaps are folded under 
before being wrung. 
87. Rubber elastics can be used to repair ordinary 
bicycle tires. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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Probable indirect and incidental learning products.--
A. Indirect 
1. A broader understanding of the concept that the 
world is as it is because men like Wickham, Priestly, 
and others tried to find more satisfying and agree-
able ways of living and working. 
2. A greater respect for the contributions of men like 
Edison and F'irestore and a more sincere desire to 
profit from their gifts to the world's comfort. 
3. The establishing of positive attiiudes of tolerance, 
respect, sympathy, and g oodwill toward all races, 
classes, and mtions. 
4. A deeper appreciation for the skill and ox·ganizatioJ 
back of the robber tire and the gym sneaker and a 
realization of the place of human labor and service 
in their production. 
5. The for mation of a greater faith and pride in .Ar.aeri-
can industry throug h a better k n owledg e of its 
growth and a reco gnition of the further development 
which must take p lace in the chang ing , interdepend-
ent world of tomorrow. 
B. Incidental 
1. Prom the fact th a t they are l i.ving in a world of 
individuals wor ki ng to ge t her, the f ormula tion of 
kno·wled.ge and skills whic h will help each pupil 
perfol'm his own role i n the vocation a l f ield. 
li 
II 
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2. The development of the knowledges and skills wh ich 
make f or more intellig ent partic i pa tion in home and 
school activities with a view to assisting the 
cultural _pro gress o f their community . 
3 . The construction o f positive attitudes instea d of 
loc a l prejudi ces thro ugh the collecting , evalua t ion, 
and organizing of ma_terial concerning the lives and 
customs of people livin g i n Brazi l, Africa , and t he 
E a s t Ina ie s • 
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Lis t of Re fer e nces f or t h e r.r eacher 
Our amer ican Nei ghb or s 
Coca Co l a Com~9any , He w York , 1942 . 
*''Rubberrr 
Firest one ::iubber Co mpany , 
-<~kron , Oh io. 
11Unit on nubbern 
Inst ruc t or 51 : 21 S 1942 . 
The Hubber InCl. u.s try 
? erry , Josephine 
Longrnsn s , Gre en a n d Co~n:p[:Jny , 1946 . 
11 St ory of Rubber 11 
(Tea ching Un i t Su:pp 1e~1ent to 'Jor l 6 :B oo k :::nc;ycl J :!_Jed ia) 
·~~uarrie Corp or at im~ , C:hicac o , 1939 . 
n ~~ubb er f or Vi c t o1'y 11 
Sch-..·Jar tz E . Z . 
G ra a e Tea c he r , 6 0 : 40 - 1 "~·ay , l 94 3 • 
*"'l'his book appe ars on the List of .!.i.eferences f or Cl ass Stud y . 
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i're - teet and tinal achie ve i·nent teet .-- ' fter the pu:p i ls had 
co ;;1p let ed their '.II' i tt en su.il;nary of· t:ae unit , the o b je c tj_ ve test 
vias ad :ni n ietered based u ·,J on tlle items listed in t1e del i ra i te_tior 
of the unit 8nc1 the pr obab l e indi rect and i nci dent a l l ecrning 
pr oduct s . It was the SEtme test a2 'i!as used for tbe ·ore - tes t 
ana_ v1ae char a cterized b Jr its s-pecia l division i nto diB f;lDE:t ic 
testing area s { i ~ e . sourc e s of rubbe r , uses of r ubber , pr o-
c essing o f rubbe.L- , s~rn t het i c r ubb er , and maki n[ rubber l a s t 
longer) • 
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PRE AND FINAL ACIU EVIBiviEHT ·:rEST 
for 1/ 
RUBBER-
Par t I Source s of Rub b e.r 
What do you !mow about the history and g e o gra :phy of rub ber?o 
'i· ri te the letter of the correct answer beside the nu mber of the 
q_uestio n on your answer sheet .. 
( 3 ) 
( 11 ) 
( 3) 
1. The f irst v; hi te rra n to learn a bout rubb er was 
A. 
B. 
c . 
D. 
Sir Henry Wickham 
Chri sto:pher Colurnbus 
Dir. B. F. G- oodrich 
Ferdinand ~'Iag ellan 
JoE e:p h P rie e t l y 
2 . Joseph Priestly , and Englishman, ga v e rubber i ts 
n am e bee ause it 
11 ... could b e made into ret bber s f or sboe s 
B. was s t ic ky i n hot y;es. ther 
c . WOlJ.. l d era se -penci 1 marks-
D. rm d e g o od rai ncOE'. t s 
E. V18 S c alled Rub - b1ir by the natives 
3 . J:he Indi an s- of S::mth .~.~merica f j_r st used rubber f o 
A. shoes and b a lls 
B . c hew in g &,un and ba lloons 
C. rs.i nco at s an d ru_ b bers 
D • ho us e s ai1 d b o at s 
E • c u sh i o n s and pi ll ov1 s 
4 .. 'l' ~1 e :L'irs t rub ber shoes v1ere not very ~o od because 
the~r 
A. l eaked 
:3 • we r e tJ o o he a vy 
(60 ) C . di d not f i t a perS:)il 1 S shoe 
~u . cr·:::: eked i n vJa rm rveat her 
~ . became s t icky in hot vveather 
1/ ~i·urJbe .rs i n parenthes es in 6i ce,t e iter~1 s in .. cJe limitat ion o f 
the ru1i t b e i nt:; t es ted • 
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( 1 3 ) 
( 6 2) 
( 6 8 ) 
( c ,, ) 0';:1 
( l' 5 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 6 ) 
( 6 ). 
5 . i.="mboer lJ l an t ations ':,ere started l·li th seeds ~·l"Ot:l 
i3.re:..z i l by 
.\ P.rie s t l y 
-. 
B. 1i i ckham 
c . ~il' est one 
D. Goodri cb 
lG . Hood 
6 . Synthet ic .rubber was deve loped dur i ng ' hr l d :1!ar 
II because 
I it v,.' cts a che aper V·J a~r o f ma\. i rlb rubber .n.. 
B. i t VJ8 S mre d ~:t.ra b le 
c. the Ger rn.2. ns controlled the '}or l d 1 s rubber 
supp l~r 
D. :the .l.1ussi ans had all the .rubber 
.,.. ~ 
1.!. . the Japanese cut off a ll o f .r.1er ica ' s sup-p l y 
7 . ~· ior e than nine - t enths of t he vm r l d ' s eupp l y of 
natura l .rubber is sent to us from 
Brazi l 
B . United St ates 
C. .Africa 
D • .Ga st Indies 
iBw:· op e 
8 . I,ios t of tod ay ' s natura l rubber is grown 
in for est s 
B . on p l an t at ions 
C . near rivers 
D. in hot houses 
E • in fa c tor ie s 
9 . l\:i.os t Bra zilian rubber· trees grow 
.A . i n wild dense forests 
B . on p l an tat ions 
C. a lon g the J...rnaz on IU ver 
D . in large fie lds 
E . near railr oe ds 
10 . Bra zi l i an r ub ber trees ca n onl y be milke d during 
the 
A. long , d.r y season 
B . short , vve t sea son 
C. rainy season 
D. sb.or t , dry sea son 
E . l ong , \i\e t se a s on 
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( ? ' 12 ) 
( 8) 
( 9 ) 
(10) 
( 15) 
11. Living is a l mos t i mp oss ible in the jung les of 
Br a zi l be c ause 
A. it is too hot ana c3ry 
B • th er e i s no fo cxl or s he l t er 
C. t here is much disease and rra ny dang erous 
animals 
D. they are too high above sea level 
E . it rE, i ns eve ry day of the year 
12. Henry "v'Hckha m took rubb er s eeds from Sout h 
Ameri ca to 
.A . North .America 
B . China 
C. Em; l a nd 
D. Afr ica 
E. Eur·op.e 
13. The clima te whic h r ubber trees like is 
A. dry and hot 
B. mild 
c. ver y dry 
D. very cold 
E . hot and wet 
14. The port at the mouth of the Amaz on River fr om 
which most Br azilian rub1Jer is shipped is 
A . Par a 
B . San Salv a dor 
C • Paramaribo 
D. Rio De Janeiro 
E . Santos 
15. Se eds of the rubber tree grow in she 11s like 
A. peas 
B • st ring b ea m 
C. peanuts 
D . horse chestnut s 
E . sre ll beans 
16. The r ubber seeds like to grow near the 
.A. Tr onic of Cancer 
B. Equitor 
( 9' 20) C. Tropic of Capricorn 
D • Ac r t i c C ir c le 
E . Mer idian 
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( 18 ) 
( 5 ) 
( 42) 
( 5) 
17. The shortest way f o r rubb er to reach Boston from 
Malaya in the East Indie·s is thro ugh the 
A. Suez Canal 
B. Straits of Ma gellan 
C. Panama Canal 
D. Arc tic Circle 
E . Black Sea 
(refer to your .At las 
i f you wish) 
18. Rubber is grown near est to us in 
A. South America 
B. Afr ica 
C. Malaya 
D. 1viex ico 
E. Florida 
19. The largest rubber manufacturing city in the 
world is in 
A. Chicago, Illinois 
B. New York City 
C. Akron, Ohio 
D. San Francisco, California 
E . St . Louis, Missouri 
20. There ar e many rubber :p lantations in 
A. Brazil , South America 
B. Sumatra, East Indies 
C. Melbourne, Australia 
D. Arizona, United States 
E. Rome , Italy 
21. Rubber is nard to co11e c t in the .Amazon Basin 
because 
A. the climate is too cold 
B. Brazil is in the temperate zone 
c. the clima te is hot and wet 
(6,7,12) D. ther e ar e too many rivers 
E . the natives won't v.ork 
22. The highest a rubber tree grows is 
A. 10 feet 
B . 36 incre s 
(14) C. 500 feet 
D. 25 feet 
E . 100 feet 
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( 2' 
Part 
41) 
II 
23. Rubb er for experiments only is now being grown 
in 
A. India 
B. United States · 
c. England 
D. France 
E. Argentina 
The Uses of Rubber 
Rubb er is very useful to us because it is these four thin gs: 
Flexible Durable Insulat ing Waterproof 
Write all the following .r:a mes in the most correct columns 
on your answer sheets. The first four words are put in the 
correct places for you on your answer sheet. 
tennis balls 
bathing hats 
telephone wires 
rubber boots 
sneakers 
b i eye le tires 
electrical wires 
diving suits 
hot water bottles 
floor na ts 
volley ball 
flying clothes 
garden hose 
chair cushions 
balloons 
rubber gloves 
rubber stockings 
rai ncaa t s 
bed sheets 
truck tires 
inner tubes 
rubber band s 
au to tires 
Part III The Processing of Rubber 
What words are missing'? Write the letter of the correct 
answer beside the number on -your answer sheet. 
( 43) 
( 44) 
( 45) 
{46) 
( 4 7} 
( 48) 
(50) 
From Tree to Factory 
Latex is taken from the rubber tree in 
much the same way as n:aple syrup is 1 
from maple trees in fue . spring. Since 
the latex spoils easily, it much be kept 
in a 2 dark place. It TNiy be s hipped 
to the United States in tanks af·ter 3 
has been put into it to preserve it .. It 
may also stand until it thickens and be-
comes like 4 • Someti mes the 1a tex is 
5 for 14 days before shipping it to 
the United States. At this time it is 
bardened into 50 pound 6 over fires. 
Finally upon reaching the factory a 7 
A. dough 
B. a ged 
C. chem iea ls 
D. acid 
E. hams 
F. tapped 
G. cracking 
H. smoked 
I. cool 
J. calender 
K. vulcanized 
L. rubberized 
M. hot 
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{52) 
il (53) 
II 
II 
II ' 54) I, 55) 
1 , 56) 
I 
(57) 
i (57) 
rna chine tears the rubber into snall pieces 
and. soften it a little. The rubber is 
mixed with 8 before it is rolled and 
is taken to a sp ecial room and 9 • 
Tire to Truck 
Rubber tires are not made entirely of 
rubber but of rubberized 10 • A machine 
called a 11 makes this material. Many 
layers of this. specia l rubber are built 
upon a 12 be fore ai dewalls an a. trea as 
are put on the tire. The tire is then 
placed into a 13 • At last the trade-
mark and tire desi gns are put o.n while 
the tire is being 14 • The inner tubes 
1 for these tires come from machines which I {58) make a 15 tube that is later joined 
I tog ether in a circle and a valve is added. 
ii Part IV Synthetic l:tubber 
A. continuous 
B. tractor 
c. drum 
D. calender 
E. vulcanized 
F. tray 
G. mold 
H. metal 
I. cloth 
J. valve 
K. hole 
I 
I 
V!hich facts are true about rubber? Write the letters of 
11 the true sentences beside any of the numbers ( 1-7) on your 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
an{ 
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sw) er sheets. 
A. There is no differ ence between natural and 
II rubber. 
synthetic 
I 
I ·: 
II 
.I < 67 l 
I 
I 
II 
II< 66) II . 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II ( 65} 
/1 ( 6 7 t 69} 
I 
B. Synthetic .ru.bber has few uses. 
C. During World War II the United States grew its 
own rubber plants in Kansas. 
I 
I 
D. Natural rubber has more us.e s than synthetic rubber. l 
from a g as calle a. II E. Synthetic rubber can be made 
butadiene. 
F. Synthetic rubber can be made from a gas called 
helium. 
G. Synthetic rubber is more durable than natural 
rubber. 
H. One kind o i' synthetic rubber is rra de from coke, 
limestone, and salt. 
I. Most of the world's synthetic rubber is rmde in 
the United States. 
1l 
I 
I p 
I 
I 
'I 
1: I 
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J. Hhen .rubber was first used it cracked i n the cold 
I 
I 
(59) 
we a the.r. I 
K. Eng land is the synthetic .rubber center of the wo.rld l 
L. Charles Goo dyea .r discovered that .rubber lasted 
longer when it was mixed with sulphur. 
( 60) M. Rubber when vulcanized does not become sticky. 
( 61) 
~ art V 
N. Vulcanization was discovered by a man named Hood. 
bmking Rubber Last Longer 
Can you make your household ar ticles in Column One last 
longer? "/.rite the letter o f t he correct thing to do beside 
the number on your answer sheets. 
l71) 1. ~ressu.re cooker 
( 72) 2. Shoes 
( 73) 3. Hot water bottle 
{74) 4. Garden hose 
( 7 5 ) 5 • C hai r s 
{76) 6. Aprons and baby pants 
{77) 7. Raincoats 
(87) 8. Bicycle tires 
{78) 9. Electrical cords 
A. sew on rubber scraps 
B. put on .rubber slides 
C. repair with elastics 
D. stretch the washer 
E . buy a new one 
F. wa sh in warm not hot water 
G. buy a reapir kit at the 
five and ten cent store 
H. do not fold or crease 
I. cement on a srmll patch 
J. keep away fro m radiators 
K. mix with sulphur 
L. blow· out the water 
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Rubber 
Achievement Test 
Answer Sheet 
Name- - - - - - - - - - Date - - -
Part I (One point for each correct answer) 
1. B 9. A 17. A 
2. c; 10. D 18. D 
3. A 11. c 19. c; 
4. E 12. c 20. B 
5. B 13~ E 21. c 
6. E 14. A 22. E 
7. D 15. D 23. :8 
8. B 16. B 
Part II (One point for each correct answer) 
Flexible 
tennis balls 
sneakers 
volley ball 
garden hose 
chair cushions 
balloons 
rubber stockings 
bed sheets 
inner tubes 
rubber bands 
Part III 
1. F 9. B 
2. I 10. I 
3 . D 11. D 
4. I 12. c; 
5 • H 13. IT 
6 • E 14. E 
7 • G 15. A 
8 . c 
Durable 
floor mats 
bike tires 
truck tires 
auto tires 
Part 
1. A 
2. E 
3. H 
4. I 
5. J 
6. L 
7. 1\II 
Insulating 
telephone wires 
electrical wires 
flying clothes 
~Va ter;proof 
bathing hats 
rubber boots 
diving suits 
hot water 
bottles 
rubber g loves 
raincoats 
bed sheets 
IV Pa r t V 
1. D 
2. G 
3. I 
4. L 
5. B 
6. F 
7 • H 
8. c 
9. J 
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The unit assignment.-- This unit was planned for thirty, 
forty-minute class periods. The class met on an average of 
four periods daily. 
Introductor~ activities.-- A short discussion of the new 
way the class had been doing its lessons during the unit Readin~ 
Is Fun provided continuity into the Rubber unit. The concensus 
of opinion was that the new type of unit was more profitable 
and enjoyable because each pupil could select the activities 
he wished to do, and could work at a more leisurely pace while 
doing the assignments, 'l'here was the inevitable odd man who 
stated emphatically that he liked the strict traditional disci-
pline. ~he author then questioned the group as to their know-
ledge of what was made at the large factory plant f our blocks 
away. Also, how many pupils had parents or friends work ing ther,e. 
A third of the children indicated an affirmative to both of these 
leading questions. It was then that the author mentioned the 
subject of the pre-test which was to determine the extent to 
which the individual pupil was familiar with the subject of 
Rubber. 
Core activities.-- rhe class was reminded that the pre-test 
would have nothing to do with any report card marks. It was SU@-
gested that after scoring the pre-test the teacher could better 
eliminate unnecessary activities and help each individual stu-
dent to concentrate upon his weaknesses. 
After the administration of the pre-test, each pupil was 
checked as to his possession of the manila folder used in the 
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previous unit and in which all of the unit assignments were to 
be kept. The activity papers were to be filed according to thei"r 
chronological order on the general study-and-activity guide. 
;rhe only paper remaining in this file folder was the sheet 
giving instructions for using the general study-and-activity 
guide. This was quickly viewed with the class asking pertinent 
questions. 
A progress chart had been worked out on the side board. 
Here each pupil could check off any of the general-study-and-
activity guide assignments and optional related activities as 
be completed them. Colored chalk was used to accentuate visu-
ally the progress that was being made, 
I ntroduction of the unit was made by again asking the class 
to think about the two questions asked just before the pre-test. 
1. What was made at the factory four blocks away? 
2. How many parents and friends worked there? 
Answers to the above questions were tabulated on the board 
in two columns. Then the class was asked to write a list of 
all the things made of rubber. The first one to write the names 
of 20 articles was allowed to read his list and copy on the 
board for the benefit of the remainder of the class. 
The general study-and-activity guide was distributed and 
the attention of the group was directed to the first assignment 
thereon • . 
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Pupils' general study-and-activity guide.--
1. Add ten names of thing s made from rubber to the list 
the class has already started. In the magazines at the rear of 
the room find as many pictures of these things as you can. TheJ: , 
paste these pictures on large size math paper. Be sure to num-
ber each page. Finally, beside each name on your nrubber uses" 
list put the number of the p.age. Do you know whether or not 
this is an index? 
2. Do you remember how to read ine index numbers of an en 
cyclopedia? To help you find new uses for rubber, look of the 
following references in *(14: A 78, R 162, R 162-3) or (16: 
6228-6230) • 
3. Good descriptions of the uses of rubbe r may be found i · 
(17: 2-3), (13: 2-45), (16: R 6228-6230). 
4. Which nation of the world uses the most rubber? Can 
you name three things for which the rubber is used mostly? (15: 
576), {17: 2-3). 
5. How much use do hospitals have for things made of rub-
ber? :Name tenuses. (13: 2-45). 
6. Vlhat use do plumbers have for rubber articles? Name 
10 uses. (13: 2-45). 
7. How is rubber used on a far m? Name 4 uses. (17: 3). 
8. What clothing do we wear that is made of rubber? I\lame 
at least four uses besides rubbers and raincoats. {17: 2-3). 
* The first number in parentheses tells you the books to use on 
your list of class .references. The other number tells you what 
pages to read. 
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9. How does rubber help us to travel by water as well as 
land? Name at least three ways. (17: 3}. 
10. Rub ber helps us fly through the air. Find uses of 
rubber on airplanes. ( 17 : 3}. 
11. Here are soroo words you should underst and and know how 
to spell t1hen you write about the uses of rubber. Put them in 
alphabetical order and w.ri te the mea ning of each one. You may 
have to use a dictionary, {1}. Finally write each word in a 
good complete sentence. 
cushion 
pad 
vibration 
absorb 
airti ght 
waterproof 
adhesive 
shock absorber 
wringer 
synthetic 
suction 
12. Is the penmanship on your :papers as good as it should 
be. Copy over all papers which do not seem to be nea t and 
leg ible. If you are in doubt ask for the teacher's advice. 
13. Does the United Stat es .raise its own rubber trees? If 
it doesn't, from what countries does the rubber come? List the 
countries from which rubber does co me and tell on what continent 
they are. (17: 5-9}, (15: 119, 443-444, 426}, (8: 23-24), 
(10: 9, 108}' (7: 21-22)' ( 9 : 24-26). 
14. On tracing paper draw a map of the world. Print care 
fully the names of the countries which send us rubber. Color 
these countries red. Your map will look better if you trace 
over it with ink. {15: 20-21}, (12: 22-23), {17: 19). Show 
with dotted lines the paths through t he oceans that the ships 
take in bringing rubber to the United States. (17: 19}. 
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15. For your use make a list of a ll the encyclopedia page 
references tha t you can f ind under the subject "rubbern (14) or 
(16). Why not work with a classmate and put your finding s on 
the board like this: 
Rubber Page References (name of encyclopedia) 
R 162-3, Producing Re gions 
16. Which of your papers would you like to see in t he clas3 
book on Rubber? Perhaps, you would like to be editor of the 
class book this year. Vfuy not ma ke a list of the parts of a 
book? Have your classmates work in committees that write up 
each paBt. The body of the book will have f ive chapters with 
the following main topics: 
Sources of Rubber 
Tree to Truck 
Processing of Rubber 
Synthetic Rubber 
A Million Uses 
(16: 
( 16: 
( 16: 
(16: 
( 16: 
R 6224-6226) 
R 6223-6224) 
R 6226-6227) 
R 6227-6228) 
R 6228-6230) 
17. Find a picture suitable for a frontispiece in the 
class nRubbern book. If you cannot find a good one, you may 
draw a picture. In one complete sentence tell what is happening 
in the picture. 
18. 1\ia.ke a title pa ge for the class book. Print the titl~ 
nRubber'' with the printing set from t he closet. Letter by hand 
the au t hor, as "Room 114 11 , and t hen finish the page. 
19. Make a copyri ght page for t he class book. Use the 
date when the book is comple t ed. If you have for gotten what is 
on this page look at one of your textbooks. 
20. Write a dedication for the class book. Dedicate it 
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to one of the great men who helped to make rubber so i mportant 
in our lives today. Be sure to tell why you think he is impor-
tant. 
21. ·Nho were the famous men that discovered the milky 
liquid of the rubber tree which could be made into so many won-
derful thing s? (17: 5-10). Find the names of the three men 
you think most i mportant and in short paragraphs tell what they 
did. (16: R 6228-6229}. 
22 . What does a rubber tree look like? Draw a picture 
for the class book. Color it. Under the drawing print how tal 
it usually grows. (16 : 6224, 6226, 6229}, (17: 11-13). 
23. From the class file get the set of pictures called 
rtThe Rubber Indus trytt. .Arrange them on the bulle tin board in 
the order they should be if they ar e to tell the story o f rub-
ber on its trip from the jungle to you. Be sure to read the 
pamphlet that de scribes the pictures . Perhap s, another pup i 1 
can help you. 
24 . Here are so me more words you should understand and 
know how to spell when you 'write a paper about rubber. Put therr 
in alphabetic a l or·der and write the meaning of ea ch one. Be 
sure to use your dicti onary(l}. Ii'inally write each word in a 
g ood complete sentence. 
hevea 
latex 
East Indies 
acid 
coagulate 
process 
crepe rubber 
ingredient 
knead 
c a lender machine 
mesh 
six -ply 
mold 
vulcanize 
i nflate 
waterproof 
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25. V rite a one :pag e re:p ort on one of the following sub-
jec t s: 
a. Tree to Factory 
b. Processing Rubb er a t the Factory 
c. How Syn t hetic Rubb e r i s Ivia de 
y ou will f ind he l p i n t h e cl a s s set of p i c tures 11 The Rubb er1 
I n du s t ry 11 , (14 : r 161, 16 3-164 ), or a ny of ' t h e books fr om the 
library . 
2/" 0 . How ma ny miles does ru bber have to tra ve 1 be f ore it 
g e t s t o t he Un i t ed St a t es. On trac i ng paper draw a map of the 
world with light penc i l lines showi n g the paths t hat sh i p s t a ke 
i n b r i n gi ng rubber to ou r c ountry . l,fa ke t he sh ort e st d ist ance 
a re d lin e , and t he l o.rJEest d i stance a b lue line . Print the d i s 
t ance s on a l l l ines . Be sure t o s tudy carefu lly the Scale of 
·- ·1 t h t ( 1 7 l q) , (15"·. 20 - ~ l ) . l\L l e s on any map r e. yo u u se • : v  
27 . JJo y8u kncm how t o rea d sca l e dr avJing s ? I f you vv i sh 
s ome g oo d practice study (3 : ? 8 - 79 , 181-182 , 200-20 1, 274 ) . Do 
the exc.mlJ le s an d l et y:n.1.r te 2che r c orrect t hem . 
28 . I f you. th ink yo u need to stud y scale dr awine: mo _e , 
l oo k at ( 2 : or 0 7) JO - .,.. • Do as 1DEil1Y exerci s es a s is ne cessary . 
29 . nubb er likes to gro~ in the torria zones of the n orld . 
Lo ok u :p tl1e ·10r '1 11 torridn in your dict i ons.r•y (l}. ·\/he.t other 
nzon·ss 1: are there in the world? Use the inde x 01~ ta-ol e of con -
tents i n {ll) ( 14) (15 ) (16 ) . 
30 . The ~.:;.c,1azon Rive is in the torr i a zone , a nd co l l e c t i ng 
ruboer there is very unplease.nt • . Ihy? (11 : 15 , 17 ) . 
3 1 . I f you sti l l do n ot know ""''hat happens YJhe n rubber is 
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11 vu.lcsnized 11 ctudy (14: R 162 , 165- 6 , 16~) . (1? : 1 6) . 
:Je:::cribe llO\J an auto,llobi l e l~Lce i::: vu lc2nize d . 
~2 . · .. rite a letter to the Hiring Aanc:;;.ge r 
1:o od Hubber P lant 
~:at er toYm 72 , l~as s . 
13et_;in v1 i th "Dear Sirrr an6 te ll hir.1 vJhy you think you v;oul d 
make a go od v;orker . 'le ll bi r·1 alJont an~r jo'JE you have had , e.nd 
1-1hat kina of pei'so·na lity you l1ave . Give the nc.:--e sand addresses 
of tvio people v<h o cou l d t::·oeak •ae ll of you . :::heck t he way you 
have ,,.Jri tten your letter VJi th ( tl : 84 , 105). ··.!atch your punc -
tuation . 
:33 . ·-rhe n you see the fil~11 rrHubber 11 , fill in at l ee.st thr ee 
sub - to p ics under the ma in headings of 
I. Sources of rubber 
B. 
c . 
II 'l'rip from jungl e to factory 
III Pro cessing at the f&.ctory 
I V i 1:ak ing a tire 
Be read~r to he l -o the class f ill out each to }) iC on the bo2.rd . 
34 . Get an outline ma_p of the United State s frOi!l the cl a ss 
file . Pr i nt in the ne.mes of the cities that have rubber fa c -
to.rie s in them . 
35 . The history of rubber has many interesting stories to 
tel l. 1:Jho is s aid to have f irst f ound rubber (Co l umbus or Corte )? 
\·ihy did Sir Henry ··'ickham have to s muggl e rubber seeds into J:ng -
l and (16: 1 572 -1577) ~ 
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36 . Are you using the best Eng l ish on your papers and 
reports? ::temember to che c k i'or these thin2; s that make an 
paper : 
l. Ri g ht be g inning and ending of sentences . 
2 . Cap italizat ion. 
3 . Para gragh ing (ind e ntat ion). 
4 . J:.iec.tness . 
5 . tickinc, to Dain to~o ic. 
6 . Comp lete F:entences . 
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Li st of =--(eferences for Cl ass Study 
C ode l'!1..1__.T,_ be .r 
l. .fi n s ton Die ti onary for Schools 
John i.J. 'dins ton G O<J~J ,-- n~r 
]:·hilL-delphia 7 , :;.=--e nn . , 1942 . 
2 . Se l f - h elp A.rith rnet ic_ .:orkbook !ITo . 6 
· K · ··l t -?,1 --=> 1 ' 1 '~ t - b 1 
-.n1 8 1 , _,_ • lJ . , ._ • " • 0 ua e Ke r 
Scott =·'oresman and Cor:n;any , He'.! York , 1945 . 
3 • ::5 t ud y ,:;..r i tb ~.1e t i c B o o k 6 
Kni c h t , .1!' . B ., J . '.I . Studebaker , G. L . Rue h 
Scott F oresms-.n 2. 1d Co"llJany , He-\! York , 1943 . 
4 . Junior L.Jllt;, lish I n ction Book One 
1:ress l e:r: , J . C., i=argar ite She l tuad ine 
D . C . Rea th a116 Co r.rp ~:.ny , 194 l. 
5 . Liv in~ I n :.meric a 
Stevens , .1; v is C o u l t er 
Ch£,r l e s E . J.~err i ll Co r,11J2 ny , I nc • , 
Co l umbus 15 , Ohio , 1 94 1 
6 . w,.;eekly Ree.der 11 2 Series 3 - 6 
!.uer i can i!:duc at io n Pre8 s , 
Co l umbus 15 , Ohio , 194? - 1 949 . 
7 . Eorti1 Afri c a 
Jonns on , Bl esnor 1··1 . (editor) 
Charl es E . J..ierri ll Corrrpany , Inc ., 
Columbus 15 , Ohio , 1948 . 
8 . :.L' :he Cong o 
Johnson, E leanor i:,•:. (e ditor) 
Char le E B • l~i:e .rr ill Co rill! any 
Columbus 1 5 , Oh i J , 1948 . 
9 . The .l£e,st In dies 
Johnson , liae an>Jr I. ~ . (editor) 
C h&. r l e s .8 • I1:e r .r· i ll C o mp any 
Columbus 15 , Ohio , 1948 . 
10 . 11 0m~ Amer ic an lifeigbbors " 
Coca Cola Co miJEmy , l~ ew Yor k , 1942 . 
11 • . P eo p l es o f Other Lands 
Boo l ey , G. R . 
Iro q_uois Publish ing Company , Inc ., 
He'd York , 194 1. 
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List of Add ition a l Ree. ding 
Rubber 
1 . Brmvn , ::tose , Tvvo Childre n of Br·azil, J. B . Id :pp i ncott 
Company , Ne w Yorl<: , 1940 . · 
2 . Darro w, F lo yd L ., Th i n ke r s and Doer s, Silver Burdett 
and Compa ny , :NevJ York , 1925 . 
3. Lee , ldrs. Melicen t H., I n The land of Rubber , Tho mas 
Y. Cr owell Company, Nevv Yor k , 19 39 . 
4 . May , Stella B ., Let' s Read About Brazil , The Fideler 
Company , Grand Rap ids , Michig an , 1948 . 
5 . IJor s e, France s B., Hub be r , '.ihi t man J?ub li shi ng Comp any , 
Racine , \'; i sconsi n , 1940. 
6 . Perry, Josephine, Hubber I ndustg , Lon g mans , Green 
and Company , Ne v; York , 194 1. 
7. Pryo , Willia m C, and He l en S ., Rub b er Bo ok , Harcour t 
Brace and Company, life w York , 19 35 . 
8 . Reg li, Ad olph C., Rubber 's Go odye ar , Julian Messner 
Incorporated, ]Te w York, 1941. 
9 . Rush , Char le s E ., and .A.my Vlin slow, Mod er n .Al addins 
and Thei r M812; ic , Li ttle Brown and Co mpany , 1926 . 
10. ~lorthing ton, Josephine, Cather ine V . Matthe ws , Our 
Clothing, F . A . Owen Publ is hin g Company, Dansvi lle, 
l~ew York, 19 31. 
11. WP.A Writers P roEra ;n of Pennsylvania, Romanc e of Rubb er, 
Albert "ilh i tman and Company, Ch ic ag o, 1941. 
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0 p t i on a 1 re 1 ate d a c t i v it i e s • --
1. Using the index o f a ny encyc lopedia 9 make a l ist of 
the pa ge references f or the fol lowing nouns: 
balloon 
automobile 
Br azil 
Malaya 
golf ball 
Akr on 
Liberia 
tennis bal l 
waterpr oo fing 
:i\!Iacintosh 
Firestone 
2. Br ing to cla ss as many things made of rubber as you 
can. Start with a piece of hoa e and a both plug. 
3. Iviake a g l ass slide about one o f the rubber stories 
y ou have written. Perhaps tv~ o or tr.Lr' e e of your friends can 
help you tell the whole story of rubber in glas s slides. 
4. If we had no books, we woul d have a hard time learn-
ing very muc h about rubber. With t he clas s printing set and 
a large p iece of wrapping paper make a copy of t h is poem and 
put it wh ere the whole c l aa s can see it. 
Books are keys to wisdom's treasure; 
Books are gates t o lands of pleasure; 
. Books are path~ that upward lead, 
Books are f r ie nd s • Co me , le t us re ad 1 
5. Write a letter to Superintendent of Documents 
Washington D. C. 
Ask him for a copy of Stories of Amer ican Industry. Tell him 
you are studying flrubber n and want to kno w about the rubber 
factories in the United States. 
6 • Write a letter to B. F. Goodrich Company 
Akron, Ohio 
Aslc t he m .for a copy of their comicbook nA Wonder Book of Rubber'J • 
Tell them you are studying Hrubber ll and want to know more 
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about it. 
7. Write a letter to Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company 
Akr on, Ohio 
Ask them for a copy of their book nstory of the Tiren. Tell 
them you want to learn more about how rubber tree sap is made 
into a part of an automobile. 
8. Write a letter to Pan American Union 
Washington, D. C. 
Ask them to send you a copy of 11Rubbern {commodities of commerce 
series). Te 11 them you are studying rubber and want to know 
more a bout South Arne rican and 11alayan rubber. 
9. How many books have you read for your 1 ibrary dip lorna? 
Why not do two t hings at one e. Make reports from your rubber 
list of readi ng s and then yse those same books to help you on 
your assig nment in this· unit. 
10. Is your reading chart on speed and comprehension up-
to-date. Have your tea cher discuss your reading problems with 
you. 
11. Using the spelling words of this unit and a g ood dic-
tionary, divide each rubber unit word into syllables, put in 
ac cent marks and vowel marks. Make sure you can pronounce each 
ward. 
12. Plan a mural in which you show some of the thing s you 
are learning about rubber. Get one or tvJo other pupils to help 
you. 
13. If you would like to record a story about rubber, look 
up the t vvo plays in the class p lay file • Get as many different 
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pupils to help you as you can. 
14. Why not plan z quiz show of our own? Have each pupil 
make up one or t wo g ood q_ues tions. You yoursel f make up ten 
good quest.ions. Then with a classmate helpin g you, pick out 
the best ques ti oris. 
15. In (5: 5-6) read about what a great land of i ndustry 
and mach ines the United States is. Do exercises A and C to i m-
prove your vocabulary. 
16. I n (5: 56-57} find out why Ame r ica keeps becoming a 
better place in whic h to. live. Do exercises C a nd D to i mprovE 
your voc abulary. 
17. Using the Vveekly Reader Indexes, look under the fol-
lowing headings for stories about r ubber. 
I n ventions 
Transportation ( Con veyor Belt) (Tires) 
South Arne· ric a 
I ndustry 
Aviation (balloon) 
Read one or two of these stories carefully. Then read the best 
parts of eac h story out loud to the class. You rrf3.y write your 
report out if you wish. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE EV .ALU.A TION OF THE UNIT: READI NG IS :FUN 
The teaching-learning situatio~.-- The Reading Is Fun 
unit was the synthesis resulting from the author's analysis of 
his present class' most acute academic need - improvement in 
reading skills and interests. As indicated by the ]i~etropolitan 
Achievement Tests (Table 2) the September 1949 median achieve-
ment in reading comprehension was 4.7 or 3.3 grades .retardation. 
The pupil progress .report for the year 194 8-1949 (Table 3) like 
wise showed a low .reading co.:nprehension of 4.6 grades. However, 
while there was over a grade improvement in arithmetic, the 
averag e class i mprovement il1 reading corr1prehension was 0.7 of a 
grade and in vocabulary only 0.3 of a grade. 
In this reading unit an attempt was made to meet the widel 
divergent interests and needs of all the pupils in the class. 
This meant that as. th e year went by, the increasing need of 
citizenship training and vocational guidance became as i mportan 
as the removing of .reading deficiencies. 
Thus it was that a teaching-lea~ning situation came into 
.being for September 1949 with that type of' introductory unit 
!which would set the tenor of -c;he year's work. Keeping the voca 
tional questions and tbe importance of the rubber industry to 
l ii•fate l'town in mind, it was felt that the log ical unit to follow 
,I Reading Is Fun ought to concern a sub stance manufactured lit t1e1 
1
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Tab l e 3 . Ac hi eve ment levels for 1948-1949 ' Metrop oli tan 
.b.ch ieve ment 'rests , Intermedia te Batte ry , F orm c. 
Pu- j,:ion th Reading Arithme tic J£ng - 3pe 11- Total 
p il Compre - Vocabu- Fund a - ? .rob - li sh ing 
hension 1arT ment n l s 1ems 
Ill l2) ( 3 J (4 C51 T61 {7) l8 ) m 
A •••• Sep t . 4 . 5 3 . 6 6 . 6 5 . 5 4 . 4 3 . 0 4 . 4 
June 4 . 4 4 . 4 8 . 0 7 . 5 4 . 8 3 . 9 5 . 3 
D •••• Sept . 4 . 1 5 . 4 5 . 6 4 .7 6 . 0 5 . 2 5 . 5 
June 6 . 0 5 . 7 6 . 0 5 . 8 6 . 9 6 . 4 6 . 3 
E •••• Sept . 4 . 2 3 . 7 5 . 5 4 ~ 5 4 .1 3 . 4 4 . 5 
June 5 . 4 4 . 2 6 . 5 6 . 9 4 . 9 3 . 7 5 . 8 
F •••• Sept . 6 . 5 5 '7., r <"> 5 . 8 5 .1 4 . 9 5 . 8 . ..... 0 . (_ 
June 5 . 7 5 . 9 -5.9 6 . 2 6 . 7 6 . 2 6 . 3 
G •••• Sept . 6 . 6 4 . 7 6 . 4 5 . 6 5 . 0 4 . 9 5 . 8 
June 6 . 4 5 .1 6 . 4 5 . 9 6 . 0 5 . 8 6 . 1 
J •• •• Sept . 3 . 9 3 . 6 4 . 3 3 . 3 3 . 9 4 . 0 3 . 8 
June 4 . 5 4 . 2 4 . 6 4 . 6 4 . 6 4 . 0 4 . 8 
K •••• Sept . 4 . 5 4 . 7 6 . 2 6 . 2 5 . 2 5 . 0 5 . 7 
June 6 . 6 5 . 2 6.5 6 . 5 6 . 5 5 . 9 6 . 3 
L •••• Sept . 5 .2 6 . 8 6 . 6 4 . 3 5 .7 5 . 4 5. 8 
June 6 . 0 6 .9 6 . 4 6 . 0 7.0 6 . 8 6 . 7 
Ivi •••• Se pt . 2 .1 2 . 5 4 . 3 3 . 5 1.8 1.7 2 .5 
June 2 . 4 2 . 5 4 . 3 3 .4 2 . 7 2 . 5 3 .0 
N •••• Sept . 5.4 4.2 6 . 3 5 . 5 5.5 5. 8 5 .5 
June 6.4 5. 2 6 . 1 6 . 4 7 . 2 6 . 4 6 . 3 
0 •••• Sept . 5. 2 4 . 9 5 . 8 4 . 8 3 . 8 4 . 0 5.0 
June 5 '7. • .:J 5 . 3 5 . 7 5 . 3 5 . 9 5.7 5 . 8 
Q ••• • Sep t . 4 . 2 4 . 9 7 . 2 5 . 5 5.2 3 . 9 5 . 2 
June 6 . 5 5 . 3 7 . 6 7 . 8 6 . 8 5 . 8 7 .1 
R ••• • Sept . 3.3 2.3 5. 2 3 .9 3 . 8 3. 3 3 .8 
June 3 . 2 3 .5 6 . 5 6 . 0 4 .5 4.3 4 .7 
S •••• Sept . 5.6 6.2 7.0 6 . 0 7.0 6.5 6 .8 
June 6.5 5 .7 7 . 8 9.0 7.7 6 . 7 7.6 
T •••• Sep t . 5.2 5 . 9 5 . 0 5 . 5 5.4 5 . 8 5 . 6 
June 5 ~ .o 5.8 4 . 6 5 .9 6 .1 6.7 5 .7 
U •••• Sept . 4.6 4 .9 5 . 2 5.2 5.7 4.7 5 .1 
June 6 .3 4 . 8 6 . 9 5.0 5.6 5.2 5 . 6 
V •••• Sept . 5.3 7.3 5.8 5 .5 6 .7 6.2 6 .2 
June 7.6 6 .9 6.1 6 . 8 7.0 8.7 6 . 8 
Ave .rage 
Improvement 0.7 0.3 0.4 1.2 0.9 1.0 0.7 
\ 
more than a stone's throw from. the classroom. The two units 
were taught consecutively over a period of a month on an averag 
of four periods a day, each class period lasting forty-five 
minutes. 
The ti me charts.-- The time charts on pages 130 and 131 
were followed as closely as possible in both units so as to 
allow for ample development of the intra doo tory, lab oratory, 
pooling-and-sharing, evaluative phases of the teaching-learning 
cycle. 
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Chart 1. · 
1/ 
TH 1E CHARTS FOR BOTH UNITS-
First Week 
Key to the Phases 
_Introductory 
-Laboratory 
-"-Pooling -and- Sharing 
--Evaluative 
1/ Fewer library per iods in Rubber unit is the only difference. 
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THEE CHARTS FOR BOTH UNITS 
Second: Week 
Key to the Phases 
,_ Introductory 
~Laboratory 
- P ooling -and-Shar ing 
.._..:_ Evaluative 
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The teacher's log .-- From day-to-day brief notations were 
made in the unit log as to vmat problem situations had ar isen 
and what questions needed .refining . The classroom successes and 
failures noted here formed valuable points for future .revisions. 
A brie f summar•y of the ins t.ructor 's findings would include the 
following re rrark s .. 
Introductory phase: 
1. Pre-test for Reading Is Fun does not take as long 
as planned. Two periods (45 minutes each is suffi ·cient) 
Preferably Part I could be given for twenty minutes one da:y 
and the rest of the test for 60 minutes the next day during 
a double period. 
2. Do not dis cuss Part I ( 1-10) at any leng th. Accept 
any magazines named. Do not be surprised at the romantic 
nature of many comic b oaks read by the girls. 
3. Remind class not to na me rmgazines already in .room 
when answer i11t_~ Part I, it em 10. 
4. Be :prepared to assist in the spelling of some news-
papers in answer to item 4 i n Part I. 
5. Spelling should not count in any part of the :pre-
test. 
6. I n Part II .A, much ado may be made over tb.e re adine 
habits listed. Do not beco me involved but simply explain 
that only one o.r t wo may be kncmn during the :pre-test • .As-
sume a casual, don't-worry-about-it attitude. 
7. In Part II B some comment may be added that it is 
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pupil opinion and not :pupil opinion based on what the I 
i 
I 
to be sufficient l y clea) . 
teacher wants that is desired. 
8. All test directions seemed 
La bo.r at o.ry :phase: 
1 . The class' first .reaction to the general study- and- 1 
activity guide was most favorable. It wasn't until the 
:pu:p ils felt the impact of the pu.rpos e and exactness with I 
which each assignment had been made that each student .rea- l 
lized he had an uneasy .row to hoe. 
2 . The class :progress chart was a fine stimulus. If 
the class felt that a:pp.roxirmtely three co mp leted assi gn-
me nts we.r e expected ea ch da y , a n egat ive but reliable mo ti 
vation was supplied. 
3 . The oral .reading cards were excellent stimuli but 
even as small a class as 14 could not very often be covere 
in one perio d o f 45 minutes as was hoped by the writer. 
4 . The general stuCly-ano- activity guide was muc h too 
a ifficult for t he pupil wi t h a 52 I Q. , an a had little utili 
1 ty with the :pup il who had b e en in this count ry only a ye ar ,. 
and with the p sycLotic day-dreamer whose readin[ &b ility 
ecorla ·ra de le vel T_ri- O"'vever, al _l thre r.> of' t h.e$=le v'l as on a s f:., • , ~ - -
were ab le to f ind the optional r elated activities much mor 
c ompre h ens ib le • J)es :p i te t he ir per son,,. l ha n6 ic a:p s , th e y 
n ever VJere discoura g ed to the qui.ttin~: p oi n t , but game l y 
c c.me bac k to get more ad vice fran the t eacher . 
5 . . :-ssigm1en t 4 needs revisin g . h e l en · : • :Brin d l e he, s IJ 
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II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
;r itten no ot her book.E thc.t ai'e in the j;ast Branch I i o.n::. r;>r.l 
6 . I n assi .::Jl_ment 14 , cba!l f; e insl:irt:.ction to read 11 cal 1 
nu .,bers mey be written on list of add it ion a.l rea(: i ng s 
:9 a pe r n • 
7 . -'~ssi ::;nmen t ;:);:; Eeeue d not to be c l eer enot,-<~)1 . 3e 
sure to discuss VJit h entire class dt.l.rin z a .teache - pn:9il 
:pro,.:_l'ess d iscus sion per i od . 
8 . Be :p.r epared to meet the :pl' ob l e 1,1 of ~}s. st fine s and 
vio l ations VJh ich J:."'li'even t t he borrow in t; of books. 
9 . Film - Knov1 Your Li brar y - g r ons i n value each tine 
it i ::: seen . B;y c han ce it was :possible f ol' the class to see 
it i' irst at the .i:::ast 13ranch Library . Hhen the c l a ss' print 
II ar·ri ved , a rnor e :i.n te 11 ig en t o.i sctu: s ion we. s 1 o ssi b l e af ter 
I t he show ine:; of the f i 1m . 
10 . Cl as s' i niti a l response to list of a o di tiona l read -
i ngs was one of 11vvhere do vve bee.·;inn? , nao 'ae have to read 
al l these 11 ? It took some t i :>.1e f or the pupils to rea li z e 
t hey hs.d only to ree:: d t v1 o or three books cm' i nt:, the unit . 
11. Ch&nce viev·dn g of 11 Hous e I J,ive In 11 which wa s being 
used by social Etudies c l ass i n t he Bast Junior Hi e::h a t 
t h . ..... e bro ht 1· ·11to shp,J.·'p J.:::·ocus c1any of t he ;,u~ litieR l s ul m · U [; _ - ~ ~ _ _ ':1. _ 
beinz emphasized by the report c ard stl pp l e :nent . 
12 . 
ni t.,r t o 
The Columbu s p l sy rehearsal s were a go od o :pp or t u - I 
c he c k the or al r eading abilities of the pup ils wi tn.l~o­
' 
out their be i ng to o much aware of it. '.Chis e l imi nat ed man y 
f' or mal read i n g s ".;Vh i c h oc c asio nally tended to be sti l ted . I 
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13 . The ::::pelling ass i gnment s contained many \Vords v:h ic 
were too dif f icult for mos t class me mb ers to ma st er . I The y ' 
shoul d be divided into gradated gro ups. 
14. The speed and com:prehension tests were eager l y 
loo ke6 f orward to a s t he :9up ils grew prog ressivel .., more abl 
II 
I 
I 
to cr iticize themse lves.. Do not a llow the stt1dents tore -
I 
read the lines they read in de t erm inin g reading spe ed f or I 
l',1err ill 8 ompany Skilltexts all o one minute. 1:ihen ueing t he 
eight minu tes total reading ti ~1e per story and gradually 
c ut this. dovm to f ive minutes . 
15 . Watch for and guide chi ldren away f ro m t he doing 
of unnecessar y assig nments • •. J. entally retarded children 
tend mor e th&n normal int e llig ence to do t hos e activities 
VJh ic h they already know . Son-e Reading Is Fun as s ign ment s 
were over-done in the sense that more actual wr iting and 
practice wa s done tr~n was necessary . 
16. The optional related activities were ne gle c ted 
mor e th c.n the y shou.ld hav e been due to the broad extent of 
the gener a l s tudy-and-activity guide. 
P ooli ~-and-s l::ar i ng phase: 
1. The use of t he wi r e-recorder greatly enhanc ed the 
enthusiasm f or the poolin g-and-sharing of exp erience phase. 
The pup ils were never so critic a l of the trlE el v e s and each 
other as they were after the y fir st heard their own voices . 
In order t hat no silence may appear on the iNir e the re-
porters or p layers should be very care f ully placed around 
I 
I 
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the mike or in the special order in which they are to ap-
p ear before the mike. For a pane 1 discussion the mike 
need only be lowered above the center of the g.roup. How-
ever weak, soft voices should be nearer the mike v.hile 
coarse or heavy voices should be seated at the extre me end 
o f the ta b 1 e • 
Evaluative phase: 
l. The final achie vement test was ea gerly looked for-
ward to in most cases. One girl even tried to take the 
achievement test herself a head of time in order to discove ' 
the extent of her i mprovement am to begin the assi gnments I 
on the next unit which she thoug ht she wou ld like better. 
2. Scoring the final achievement tests vJhile simple 
is probably too time-consuming. 
3. The time limits on the fi na l achievement tests 
could be shortened by at least ten minutes each exa1liP...atiom 
period. 
4. Items f'i ve and six should be given no ere di t unles !!t 
they show definite imrease· in the ti me element. 
5. In scoring Part I (reading interests) give one 
point for each magazine, book, or newspaper listed. There 
is sufficient room for fou.r to six answers in most ite ms. 
Use of the pre-test and final achievement test.-- Items of 
the tests were caref'ully indexed to insure coverage. From the 
delimitation index number before each statement, the final 
achievement test item used to evaluate the learning of that 
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'I ecific skill, interest, or trait could be found. Thi s tech- ,. 
ti que ~astly improv~d the tests ~s diagnostic tools. Space for I 
1 
answer1n g the q_uest1ons was prov1ded on a separate scoring shee ~ . 
I 
! By giving these 70-90 item tests the author hoped to cal-
! cula te actual gains as indicated by pre-test and final test 
I scores. 
i Also, with such information an interes ting correlation 
of final achievem nt test results with Binet Intelli gence Q.uo - !1 
tients might strengthen the validity and reliability of . the uni I 
I I 
I testing tools. 
I .At the be ginning of the units mimeographed copies of the 
I tests were g iven to the pupils with the advice that they should 
fill all blank s ])aces on their answer sheets whether they were i 
sure of the answers or not. It was clearly imieated tbat scor Is 
on the pre-tests would not be a part of treir final averages I 
for the units. Three periods of 20-30 minutes were used to ad-
1 minister the pre -te.s ts and fi na 1 tests. 
I Following the pre-test mimeographed copies of the general 
I 
I study-and-ac t ivity guide were dis tri bU. ted to the students to-
jgether with brief instruction as to their use and the use of 
the reference rna te.rial s. 
Analysis of the objective test.-- A diagnostic-objective 
test, constructed by the writer was administered to the class 
as a pre-test and again 
I a specific diagnosis of 
/ fully divided into eight 
I 
Part I 
Part II A 
as. a final achievement test. To aid in 
pupil dificiencies the test was care-
p3. rt s. 
- h eading Interests 
- Reading Skills 
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Part II B 
Part III A 
III B 
III C 
Part IV 
-Locating Good Books 
-Using Parts of Books 
-Using Encyclopedias 
-Using Dictionaries 
-Pre-voc ational Informat i on 
-Measurements 
-Using the Newspaper 
- Citizenship Traits 
Part I: This section of the achievement test endeavored 
to find out just how much reading material had entered the pu-
pil's life during the two week period preceding the start of 
school in September and a similar period of ti me late that same 
month. If the amount of books, magazines, and newspapers of 
interest to the student and the amount of reading clai med to 
have been done by the child increased, it could possibly be as-
sumed that the unit Reading Is Fun may have had some influence 
on the class. Such seems to be the case as the folloVJing data 
indicates. Pupils are in descending rank order according to 
their total improvement on t he achievement test. (see table 4). 
-
Further analysis in table 5, shows that the improvement in read-
ing interests for t he class of 16 pupils was 188. The average 
improvement was over 12 points which the author feels to be suf-
ficiently high to infer that there was a decided broadening of 
reading interests with a slight increase in the amount of readi~~ 
that the class will do in the future. As most all of the ideas 
included in t he answers to Par t I came from the purposefully 
designed unit assi gnments and optional related activities, it 
c an be assumed that at least during the two weeks of the unit 
much reading was done . 
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Table 4 . Distributio n of pup ils according t o di agnosti c 
pre-test and f i nal test results in Reading Is Fun 
unit. 
I Total Results I Pupi l Pre-test Final test I mpr ovement 
ll) _l_2J \3} l 4 J 
c ••••••••••••••• 35 89 54 
N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 91 144 53 
H • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32 84 52 
D • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • 78 120 42 
A . • • • • • • ••••• • • ~ 63 103 40 
G • • • • • •••• • •• • • • 68 107 39 
E • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 90 124 34 
0 ••••••••••••••• 76 103 27 
B • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • 34 59 25 
K • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • 65 89 24 
F • • ••• • • ••• • • •• • 83 105 22 
J ••••••••••.•.•• 62 81 19 
Ni • •••••••••••••• 46 60 14 
I • • • . • • • • . • . • . • • 66 77 11 
L • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 88 80 - 8 
p ••••••••••••••• 42 32 -10 
Totals •••••••••• 1019 1457 438 
.. ··-, .. 
I 
Part II A: The table on recognition of proper reading 
habits and actual oral reading skills indicates an average i m-
prove ment of approximately eight points per pupil. Ite ms one 
i through nine are ob jec ti ve and seem to be high in va lidity. 
i 
II However, items ten through eighteen have the weakness of being 
li I 
11 a lmost t_otally subjective wit h the teacher acting as judge and 1 
t: occasionally getti ng help f r om class opinions. Nevertheless, th11 
I au thor found that the or a l-rea d ing-skill cards (fro m which the 
1 
I pluses and minuses were derived for the f i na l test) were . h i gh 11 
1
motivation and were excellent diagnostic tools. 
1 
Par t II B: The average i mprovement i n abilities to find 
books and die-book s, to use parts of books , to use reference 
I 
tionar ies was 2. points. Here was the heart of the unit Re a di =4 
II Is Fun. Could the above listed activities be made enjoyable to 
II the extent that their use d id not immediately bring a feeling 
I 
II of revulsion to 
pupil reactions 
the mind o.f the student? Subsequent indi vidua 1 
deeply impressed the author. For ins tance, no 
I 
i more wa s he t he object of constant question s in re gard to the 
spelling of words, or the butt of interrogations that could be 
found in reference books. 
Test results in this area were somewhat disappointing due 
1 mainly to II the p oor ac h ieve ment of one student, (see "L
11 on tab 11 
-ls. I l no. 7). On t h is section of the test her per f ormance was a 
II If t h is score we re ami tted the class averag e i mp rove ment would 
l have been al most three :points instead of one and a half. 
I 
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Table 5 . I mprove ment in re adi ng i nterests according to Part I 
of the achievement test f or t h e unit Rea ding Is Fun. 
Reading Interests 
P"U.Qil Pre-test Fina l test I mprov em ent 
_ll} l2J l ~ ) l4} 
c ••••••••••••••• 2 21 19 
N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18 54 36 
H • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 8 6 
D • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 42 22 
A • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 20 17 
G • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 2 2 15 
E • • • • •• • ••• • • • • • 13 38 25 
0 •••••••. •••••••• 9 20 11 
B • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 5 3 
K • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 9 4 
F • • • • • • •••• • •• • • 19 27 8 
J ••••••••••••••• 8 18 10 
M • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • 1 6 5 
I • • . • ... • • ... • • • 8 10 2 
L • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 8 4 
p ••••••••••••••• 2 3 1 
'l: otals •••••••••• 123 3 11 188 
Table 6. I mprove ment in re ading habits and oral reading skills 
ace or ding to Part IIA of t he a chievement test for the 
unit Readin~S Is Fun. 
Habits Ora l Skills 
Pupil Pre Final Improvement Pre Final I mprovement 
ll J l2J {3} l4) l5) l6} l 7 ) 
c ••••••. a 8 8 0 7 7 
1{ • • • • • • • 9 9 0 0 5 5 
H • • • • • • • 3 4 1. 0 8 8 
D • • • • • • • 2 8 6 0 5 5 
A • • • • • • • 0 4 4 0 7 7 
G • • • • • • • 3 6 3 0 6 6 
E • • • • • • • 5 6 1 0 8 8 
0 ••••••• 2 4 2 0 5 5 
B • • • • • ' • 0 0 I 0 0 5 5 
K • • • • • • • 3 9 6 0 4 4 
F • • • • • • • 1 5 4 0 7 7 
J ••••••• 0 2 2 0 2 2 
M • • • • • • • 2 3 ' 1 0 3 3 
I ... • • . • 8 10 2 0 0 0 
L • ••• • •• 4 5 1 0 6 6 
p ••••••• 2 3 1 0 0 0 
Totals •• 44 86 42 0 78 78 
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Table 7. Improvement in finding and using books according to 
Part IIB of the &.chievement test f or t he unit ReadinF! 
Is Fun. 
l! inding Using Reference Diction- Total 
Pupil Books Books Books ary Improve-
Pre Final Pre Final Pre Final Pre Final ment 
ll J j_2 J ( 3) {4) { 5) { 6 ) { 7) {8) l9j <lor 
c •...•• 7 12 9 17 7 6 8 10 12 
l\J" •••••• 14 16 16 17 7 11 9 7 5 
H • • • • • • 10 13 12 13 4 8 2 9 15 
D • • • • • • 13 13 9 12 7 7 9 8 2 
A • • • •. • 13 14 13 8 7 8 8 10 - 1 
G • • •. • • 13 10 9 17 6 7 10 11 5 
I 
E • • • •. • 18 15 11 13 11 10 9 9 - 2 
0 •••••• 14 17 13 14 14 12 8 8 2 
B • • • • • • 4 14 13 13 9 9 5 7 12 
IK •••••• 11 10 15 14 7 8 10 12 1 
F • • • • • • 14 14 14 15 9 6 8 8 - 2 
J •••••• 12 8 15 14 10 12 8 7 
- 4 
:WI . • • • • • 10 10 10 12 6 6 5 6 3 
I • • • • • • 14 9 11 11 6 9 8 9 - 1 
L • • • • • • 15 10 17 10 11 6 3 - 2 -18 
p ....... 6 8 13 13 9 2 6 4 
- 7 
Improve- I 
ment ••• 5 9 
-3 11 22 
/ 
--
IJ 
11 Her case is interesting in that she was a :previous year's 
!! pupil and had been placed in an ei ghth grade class because of 
'I her total achievement of one whole g rade while in t h e writer 1 s I 
I [special class. On the Met r·opolitan .Achievement Tests (Interme-
' diate Battery) she had improved over two grades in .Arithmetic 
Problems and one and a half g rades in Eng lish and Spelling . 
,Since her reading scores had not shown similar improvement the 
author mad.e arrangements fo r her to spend her Eng lish, Social 
Studies and study periods participating in the .Reading Is Fun 
!unit. However, since her home room was in another building, 
I she was unable to .take advantage of the teacher-pupil pro g ress 
!discussion periods which would have provided motivation and 
1added supervision in her use of the general study-and-activity 
[1 . 
ll guide. Thus, she was only able to complete 10 unit assi gnments 
l
,and no optional related activities which placed her in the low-
er half of the class in unit participation. Had she had as man 
', periods as the rest of the class and especially the supervision, 
!her native ability mig ht have been per mitted to exercise itself 1 
I
to a greater extent. 
, In this lack of achievement, this pupil may have answered 
.. 
a question which had long been in this writer's mind. To what 
extent could a graduate compete with the pupils of lesser accom-~~plishments that remained in the special class fo r another year. : 
li The author had previously felt that such an individual could 
il have held her own academically, but, perhaps this is not so wheri 
ll teacher-pupil progress consultations are infrequent. :1 
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I' The general lack of achievement in this area nay be a ttri-
I buted to the test itself which was made up of 70 true ana false 
I 
items. This called for much concentration and specific vocabu-
lary knowledge. As reading is always the weakest subject in a 
special class, the test items may have been too tiring and con-
I f . USlng . Weekly Reader reading tests throughout the :pa st three 
I 
years haye indicated that this type of class is goo d at scannin@ 
and de termi11ing main ideas, but often quite helpless at finding jl 
specific or inferred meanings . 
Parts III A, B, C, and Part IV: I n pre-vocational know-
' 
ledge and citizenship traits the class showed an average im:provJ -
ment of seven :points. Since that section of the examination 
' which checked job information was comprised of only five items 
it was destined not to indicate too much. However , as the clas 
i w:p roved less than one :point on an average , it is fe lt :possibly ~ 
I 
that here is a we~k set of test items, or that the teaching-
learning cycle was weak in the area of l a boratory experiences . 
The latter cause should be closely checked be f ore t he unit is 
taught again. 
A similar criticism could be made of the f ive ite ms which 
I were supposed to test for kno wledge of t he newspaper sections. I 
i Each pupi 1 was g iven only a limited o:p:pol"tuni ty to prove his ,I 
,I 
1
1
1 enlar ge d acq_uaintanceshi:p with t he da ily :paper as a result of 1/ 
~~ l1 is participa tion in unit activities . !: 
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1 The grea test i mprove ment was made with deno minate numbers i! 
__ t _their abbr eviations. h owever, t h is wa s a comparatively _j_ 
II 
I 
si mp le an d ce r t a i n l y more s:pe ci f ic area i n which t o t e s t a ch iev -
men t. 
Ci tizen sh i p ha b its were e l us ive c oncept s f or ·whic h t o test 
but t he results were n 0t t oo di sappoint i ng . '.Lhere \Vas an aver -
a ge i mpr ov e r.1e n t of a l :aos t three it e ms p er pupi 1. i 1h i s was i n 
a se c t i on of the te st which v a s t h e most difficul t to deve l op . 
h owever , the neecl for suc1-1 2 te s t is er.1phas1zed b y its cor:1plete 
l a ck of use in t he averag e c lassroo~ unit . For t~is reeson the 
author w~~ parti cular l y ffilxi ous to cre a te such d series of item • 
l 
il 
II 
li 
I 
I 
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Table 8 . Improvement in vocational skills according to Parts IIIA, B, C and Part IV of the achievement test for the unit Reading Is Fun. 
Job Tnfor- Ivieasure- Use of Citizen-Pupil mation ments Newspaper ship Habits I mprove -Pre Final Pre Final Pre Final Pre Final ment ll) l 2 ) l3) T4J {5f ( 6 ) l7J T8) . Tg-y llOl 
c •••••• 1 1 0 12 0 1 0 1 14 
N • • • • • • 1 2 12 16 5 3 1 4 6 
H • • • • • • 1 1 0 15 0 1 0 4 20 
D • • • • • • 2 2 14 14 1 3 1 6 7 
A • • • ••• 2 2 14 18 0 1 3 11 13 
G • • • • • • 1 2 15 15 2 2 2 9 8 
E • • • • • • 1 2 18 18 1 2 3 3 2 
0 •••••• 1 1 13 16 0 2 2 4 7 
B • • • • • • 0 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 5 
K • • • • • • 0 2 14 15 0 2 0 4 9 
F • • • • • • 0 0 13 16 1 3 4 4 5 
J •••••• 1 1 6 16 2 1 0 4 13 
11 • ••••• 2 2 7 8 2 3 1 1 2 
I • . • • • • 1 4 14 15 1 1 3 3 4 
L • • • • • • 2 3 14 15 5 4 3 6 4 
p • ••••• 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 
- 5 
Improve-
ment •••. 8 58 8 40 114 
.·· 
·.'"" 
.. 
I 
J 
Lvic en ce of pupi l grov1th . - - F1•om exami nati on of the tab les II 
End f i gures in this chapter , actua l 
have taken p l ... c e Hi th every pup i 1 . 
or rela tive gr o1J1th seer:1s to / 
- · tb · t I ;jlflC e _e e:z.pe1.· li:Ien 21 ~Jrou1 
I was comn oseG. o£' t h.s Inent&.l l y retarded types desc ribed ir Ch&pte I -
I , the author f eels the f o ll ovJ i n.c r esn lts are most s at i sf~ving . 
1 ·.L'he rarJf;e on the pr e - te s t vJ· s 5 
I o f 66 , and an ar ithmetical rae an of 5 
tion ras 18 . 50 . 
·r ··.b le 0 _;c., lculation of the Lean and .I • 
I Unit l Pre - test Resul ts . 
I 
RaVI scores in {f) { d ) 
c l ass i nterval Fre - De viat ions 
:p oints '!J i t h an a ssumed mea! 
.12 . ~he sta ndard devia -
the St e.ndaro :Jeviat ion of' 
(fd) { fd ,::i) 
Product of Product of 
I of q_uenc ies columns coltums ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) { 3 ) a nd ( 4 I 
l l} ( 2 ) { 3 ) ( 4 ) {5} 
~ s . d .. 96 .12 
I I 
L.d. 
8? 
-
91 2 5 10 50 
82 - 86 2 4 8 32 
7? . 62 
I 7? 8 1 l 3 3 9 i 
-· I 72 ? 6 1 2 2 4 I -67 
-
'71 1 1 1 1 
I 62 - 66 4 0 - -5? 
-
61 0 - 1 0 0 
I 52 - 56 0 - 2 0 0 4? 5 1 0 'A 0 0 I I -
- u 
.1 " 
- 46 2 - 4 - 8 32 
I 
~(:.; 
0 ,- 0 0 I {) ? - 41 - D ~ 1s.d. 4 1 . 62 II 
,, 
II lj 32 36 3 - 6 -18 108 
II 
-
I 
r 2 s . d . 23 .12 
I ji Totals . . . . 16 -- - 22 2:J6 I 
/I I •.. I II 
14? 
r II 
,I 
II 
i. 
II 
li 1: 
!I 
I' 
I 
' I 
' !I 
II 
I 
I 
II I 
,i 
I! 
. ,I 
' ~ 
Mean= Assumed. Mean + .I'fd x S 
,..--
66 + (-22 5) 
""l'f> X 
66 + (- 1. 37 5 X 5) 
66 - 6.875 
:Mean : 59.12 
~=8\] fd 2 c2 -
-y-
8\j 2 236 - 1.375 16 
~ 14.77 - 1.89 
~ 12.87 
(j : 5 X 3.70 
cr : 18.50 
!I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II ,, 
I 
I 
!j 
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The Unit 1 final test results indicated a range of 112 
I 
! points.with an assumed mean of 89 and an arithmetical mean of 
/ 89.12. The standard deviation w~s 27.86 . 
I 
i/ Table 10. Calculation of the Mean and the St andard Deviati on 
of the fina l test for Unit 1. 
1/ 
I Raw scores in (f) ( d ) (fd) (fd2) II 
class interval Fre- Deviations Pro duct of Product of l 
quencies columns of one 
Jl) 
2 s.d. 145 .60 
144 - 150 
137 - 143 
130 - 136 
123 - 129 
1 s. d .• 117.74 
116 - 122 
109 - 115 
102 - 108 
95 - 101 
88 
-
94 
81 - 87 
74 - 80 
67 
-
73 
60 - 66 I 
I 
I-1 s.d. 62.02 
I 
53 ·- 59 
46 - 52 
39 - 45 
It 
32 - 38 
I-2 s.d. 34.16 
I 
i[ 
Totals • • . • 
I 
·I 
( 2 ) and 
l2J l3) l4 J 
1 8 8 
0 7 0 
0 6 0 
1 5 5 
1 4 4 
0 3 0 
4 2 8 
0 1 0 
2 0 -
2 -1 2 
2 -2 4 
0 -3 0 
1 -4 -4 
1 -5 -5 
0 -6 0 
0 -7 0 
1 -8 -8 
16 
--
2 
( 3) 
.columns 
( 3) and ( 4 j 
\ ~) 
64 
0 
0 
25 
16 
0 
16 
0 
-
2 
8 
0 
16 
25 
0 
0 
64 
249 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I' 
II 
!I 
r 
I! 
·I 
!I 
li 
,. 
II 
l' 
l! 
II 
!o 
·I 
ii 
I 
,I 
I ,, 
I' 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
J· 
!I 
•' 
' :I 
Mean.: Assumed Mean -t fd ~ S 
. N 
89 + _k_ X 7 
lb 
89 + 12.5 X 7 
89 
Ivie~n::; 89.88 
' 
~ 15.55 
O'::z 7 X 3.98 
lJ :.: 27.86 
+ .875 
2 
c 
- : ,016 
100 
Relative growth charts.-- The actual growth of the pupils 
is not enough to properly evaluate each child's progress. VIi th 
the wide range of intelligences and mental ages existing in the 
writer's special class, it is imperative to know the relative 
growth of each pupil. In other words, are those with a greater 
capacity for ac hievement res ponding with greater cerebration to 
the unit assignments and optional related activities? 
In ad dition to oral questioning and a written-essay-type 
test is the f ollovving technique for developing a relative-growth 
scale. By using the arithmetical mean and the standard deviatio 
relative-growth scales can be set up. 
It was assumed that the scales be gan with the lowest scores 
actually made and ended with the highest. Dividing the range 
lby five the writer arrived at values roughly approximating the 
standard deviation. In figures 4 and 5 the short-cut method was l 
~sed. 
Group I represents pupils of superior achievement. Group 
II represents those pupils above average. Group III represents 
those children of average achievement. Group IV consists of 
lthose whose growth is inferior while Group V is made up of stu-
dents whose growth is very inferior. 
It is interesting to note the similarity of distribution onJ 
the scales based on intelligence q_uo tients an·d final test scores 
There is not even a suggestion of the normal curve on the scale 
~ ased upon pre-test scores. However, as the class had a chance 
to use its native ability in the various unit assignments it 
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Fi gure 3. Relative-growth scale based upon intelligence 
quotients. 
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Figure 4. Relative-growth sca le, pre-test, Reading Is Fun 
unit. 
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Fi gure 5. Relative-growth scale, final test, Reading Is Fun 
illli t. 
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, 
once again took on the appearance of the normal curve. 
Assignment of marks.- - For marking purposes in his parti-
cular school situation, the writer arbitrari l y graded the class 
in the following manner : 
Group I pupi l s 
= 
A 
Group II pupils 
= 
B 
Group III pupils 
= 
c 
Group IV pupils 
= 
C-
Group v pupils = D 
The written essa~-t~e test.-- Besides oral questioning by 
the teacher , relative growth may be determined partially by 
using a written essay-type test in the form of a written summar 
at the end of each unit . Phis me thod of evaluation indicates t 
a great extent how much subject ma tter has been learned as well 
as vvhat development in ideals, c.oncepts, or attitudes has taken 
place. If the summary is compared with the delimitation of the 
unit and the list of direct and i ndirect learning products a 
more objective analysis can be made . 
It is to be expected tha t no pupil should learn everything 
that is in the delimitation or in the list of direct and in-
direct learning products. However, a maj ority of the i terns in 
the deli mitation should be mentioned by the class as a whole . 
The following figure shows the ext ent to which the delimitation 
was covered by the class written summary . 
I t can be se en in chart 5 that a total of 208 items were 
mentioned , an average of Sixteen per pupil. This is felt by 
the author to be fair l y good since a class of mentally retarded 
children has great difficul ty writing that whi ch is entirely 
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Pupil 
c ••••• 
N • • • • • 
H • • • • • 
D • • • • • 
A. • •. • 
G. • • • • 
E • • • • • 
0.. • • • """' 
B • • • • • ,/ 
K. • • • • 
F • • • • • 
J • •••• 
M. • • • • 
I • • • • • 
L. • • • • 
p •• ~ •• 
written-essay-type test responses 
vith delimitation of the unit ReadiljS Is Fun. 
Number of Delimitation 
2.. 3 '{ S" (, ? ¥ 9 lfJ II 1]. /]I'{ lf/6 I? tf 19 ).o J.t.V. :1. 3 l.( J.6~fD .l?;J.f'::H 30 31 J.:Z. 
.... 
- ~ 
- ........ 
., ....... 
.... 
Number of Delimitation 
Pupil 
"1 'o "'t '.2. ?.3 ?'/ ,s- '' ~? 's- 'J'I to n f'~ i-"3 ff' g-$- """ ~? ~t H 9o 91 '/.2. '1.3 ?Y ?s- ~' ?? 7r 7? too 
c • • • • • 
N • • • • • 
H. • • • • 
D • • • • • 
A. • • • • 
G. • • • • 
E • • • • • 
0 • •••• 
B • • • • • 
K • • • • • 
F • • • • • 
J • •••• 
M. •••• • 
I • • • • • 
L. • • • • 
p ••• •• 
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Number o! Delimitation 
]J 1 '/ JS" 3 (, 1~ 3Es' 3'i 'I d '/I Y~ YJ '/ 1/ ~.5" y ~ f? 'If" Y7 s o S"! f.J.. .f"J S"'( s-.r 6'- ..$-J sr s""1 I. o 'I U H t. t( '-s- 6t, 6' 
.... .... 
- .... 
.,. ., 
Number of Delimitation 
... .,. .... 
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.. v .., - ...... 
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To+li.l 
I 'I 
$"'; 
1.1. 
30 
19 
I 'I 
/6 
? 
" 16 
19 
7 
0 
B 
I'} 
0 
lS8 
, 
sub jective such _as the co mp osing of ideas. To assist t hem the 
teacher wrote on the board main top ics similar to those which 
divide the final achievement test, i. e. Reading Interest, How 
to Find Books, How to Use Books, Citizenship Qualities, and Job 
Information. 
Ninety-two i terns in the deli mitation of the unit were 
covered in the written essay-type test. This leaves thirty-six 
not mentioned by even one pupil during the first teaching of the 
unit. The next year's teaching of the Reading Is Fun unit shou 
reveal a similar coverage of a dif ferent set of items. Should 
any of the thirt y-six unmentioned items fail of reco gnition 
ag ain, general-study-and-activity guide should be carefully 
edited and revised. 
Extent of individual par tici pation in unit.-- Interest and 
the desire to accomplish something definite were evident almost 
before th e Reading Is Fun unit g ot . under way. Pressure or coer-
sion on the part of the instructor was entirely unnecessary. 
Eac h pupil was instantly attracted by t he idea of laying out his 
own work. Even after the factor of reading ability became evi-
dent to those who read at t he seco nd and t hird grade level, mo-
tivation was no problem. This was indicated by the fact that a 
poor reader was able to accomplish the most as si gnments and was 
hi ghest in total improvement by a one point mar gin over a girl 
who could read well at a sixth grade level. However, one boy 
who had been recommended by the JVIassachusetts State Traveling 
Clinic for hospitalization because of his low intelligence quo-
as 11 na b 1 e t a f i n i q e 
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tried many and never lost interest in unit materials all around 
him. 
The class averaged twelve assi gnments during the two and 
a half weeks of the Reading Is Fun unit. The activities com-
pleted seemed to be in direct proportion to the individual pupi 's 
iniative, creativeness, will power, and native abilities. Aca-
demic levels, as indicated elsewhere were not inhibiting factorf. 
In short, the extent of the pupil's participation seemed to be 
quite satisfactory. It is felt that probably all the class 
learnings were not identified by the so mewhat inadequately com-
posed testing devices. 
~. 
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Table 11. Extent of individual participation in the unit, 
Re ading Is Fun. 
UnJ. t 
Pupil Assi gn-
ment 
llJ l2J 
c............ 19 
N............ 18 
H. • .• • • • • • • • • • 11 
D. • • • • • • • • • • • 11 
A.. . . . • • • • • . • 23 
G. • • . • • . . • . • . 10 
E... . . . . . . . . . 21 
0 • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
B • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
K... . . . . . . . . . 10 
F. • • • • • • • • • • • 14 
J. • . • . . . . . • . . 6 
:b!I . • • • • • • • • • • • 6 
I • • . • .. • • . • • • 9 
L. . • . • . . . . . . • 10 
p. • . . . . . . . . . • 0 
Total 
Participation 178 
Optional 
Related 
Activity 
(3) 
8 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
15 
Tota:r 
Participa-
tion 
141 
27 
19 
11 
12 
23 
10 
22 
8 
4 
11 
14 
6 
7 
9 
10 
0 
193 
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Chart 5. Daily averages of reading c omprehension record sheets. 
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I Summary of the daily reading charts.-- Throughout the two 
t nits, Reading Is Fun and Rubber, reading charts on speed and 
l omprehension were kept by each member of the class. The ti me 
F lement covered was approximately one month during which time 
r aoh ohild had a ohanoe to test himself in the above two areas 
total of 14 times or at least three times a week. During the 
emainder of the year these same charts would be used at least 
f noe ~ week and thus form a oontinuous self-evaluative strand of 
~ xper~ence~. As the two units of this thesis prog ressed the in-
tructor found the speed and comprehension charts to be exeellen 
o tiva tion. In a very short time the children were criticizing 
heir reading speed and comprehension ratios. As the comprehen-
increased they would proudly let their instructor know they 
going to increase their speed of reading. As indicated on 
~he two composite charts the average number of words read during 
he two units' span increased about 24 words. The comprehension 
ests taken i mproved in quality over a similar period from an 
verage of a high D to a B. 
If t his program had continued another week or two there is 
f o doubt in the author's mind but that an A average could have 
I een a ttained by the class. The charts show from the eleventh 
est and on that while the rea ding speed. was slowly i mproving at 
jhe rate of three or four words a day the comprehens ion of the 
class as a who le was not diminishing . 
Class opihions of unit work.-- With the sole exception of 
0ne boy, the . entire class f elt that t hey definitely preferred the 
I 
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latest type of unit work : 
11 Because I do not have to get u-p in front of the class and 
keep talking . " 
rrBecause it was very interesting ." 
"Because it he lped me to learn more about the library.rr 
rt Because t h is work was better than tb.e other ." 
nr want the teac her to vvatc h me all the time . Too much 
moving around . You d on't know wha t anybo dy's doing . I wan t 
the teacher to te 11 us wha t to a 0 . If 
Incidently , the l a st criticism above was refuted by its 
author whe n he wa s to be q_uoted via a wire reco r ding ll1B.de of 
the p ooling- and-shar i ng experie nces . However , he ~pr obab l y 
me ant wha t h e sa id above and not his st a t eme nt o n t he wire r e -
o order .. 
Th e a ssi gnments wh ich ~ere listed as the ~o st he l p inc l uded 
t hose whi ci1 concerned the 1 i brar;y , referenc e books , me a suTe :Je n t ~ , 
nevJ s pE:pel~ s , and coaic bo oks . nThey a ll vJereTT , ci t i zenshi:p ha-
bits , the f ilm Kno vJ Your J.1ibrcr- y , room or der l y check lis t , d ie -
tio nary , car6 cata l o :_~ ue , E<n6 the listin;; of ne,,l \l :J rC:s l ee.rne d 
d E..i l y . 
·Tr~e as sie,nmen ts v1hi ell -.; e re lis t ed a s beinb not ver:l hel pful 
were : readin 6 of a b~ ok a week and Pa t the P i l ot activities . 
In the l atter c a se t h e assi gnment was be 2,~·.1ed a t the sjxth f rade 
l eve l and the critic wa s r e ading at a thj_rd . I.:any JJUp ils did 
not kn ov1 vihich ass i gnr.1ent s v1ere unhe l oful. 
i'he easy ass i gnments vJ ere : room order l y c 1ec k: l ist , g ood 
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and bad comic books , daily nota tion of nev1 words, outli ne of 
film teaching s, traits of a g ood citizen, measure ments , d ic-
tionary drills, all reading assignments , and the card cata lo gue 
The difficult assignment s were : job informat ion activi -
ties, reading a book a week, card catalogue , meast1rements, use 
of Vieekly Reader Index f ile, identi f ica tion of pers onal prob lem~ 
f' or guidanc e teacher. 
The activities vvh ich were liked best included: r e ading thE 
library books , finding the library books, using card c a talo e:;ue, 
studying ci tizenshi:p habits of others , listing the numbers of 
non-fiction and fi ction books, and keeping lists of new words, 
movies . 
Dislikes of certain activities were few : comprehension ant 
speed charts, criticism of why certain comic books were bad, 
filing in sub-topics about film. However , this does not neces-
sarily mean that all aversions were expressed. Throughout the 
whole pupil opinion poll, the class had great difficulty isola-
ting act i vit ies tha t were disliked. 
Items nine and ten of 11Vvhat' s Your Opinionn dealing vJi th 
number of assignments comp leted has been complete ly described 
in table f orm under the heading 11Extent of indivi dua l partici-
pation in the unit.n 
Family comments were fa vorable: rrwill teach us a lot of 
things we should knovv, n 11 They said I have to do everything , rt 
11 I am improving ,n 11 They said it wa s a good idea as to what you 
did. 11y mother sa id we should have assi gnments like what you 
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did 1 cause it took up a lot of your time". 
The author 's conc lusions.-- In trying to sell the :pupils 
of his class the idea that reading can be a pleasant and pro -
fitable experience much more seems to have been done than wa s 
the author's intention. Not only reaoing but the daily routine 
of school itself became a more enjoyab le experience. For over 
two years , plans by the writer were consistently and persisten-
tly made with the view in mind of developing a teaching-learninP 
situation for mentally retarded children which would divorce 
them from the uninspiring and regimented dead-end street of the 
average special class at the junior-high school level. 
Although the unit Reading Is Fun was far from t he refined 
vehicle of learning that it was int ended to be it still was the 
fitting culmination of an extensive effort to develop a teach-
i ng technique which in no way inhibited or suppressed the re-
tarded school child. 
It was felt that the activities of the unit motivated the 
broadest range of intelligence possible in one class {53-100) 
and has permitted them ample opportunity to express themselves 
orally and in writing at their own rate and at the proper psy-
chological ti me. Although he was as much interested as any 
other pupil was, the only person who may not have gained much 
from unit activities was a pupil bordering on imbecility for 
whom hospitalization was recoMnended years ago. Outside of 
this instance the intelligence quotient or mental age place 
little limitation upon each pupil's application to unit materia s. 
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The numerous self-eva lua tive aspects of the work kept e a ch pup i 
criticizing h i mself in the l i gh t of his own abilities an d n ot 
in re f eren ce to another pupi l of h i gher mentality . 
Each chi ld 1 s role was conditione d by h is own interes ts , 
habits , traits , a nd li mited a bilit i e s. Somp lete l y oblivious to 
t he fact t ha t he may ho..v e a rec:ding a bi lity three years behind 
t h Et t of anothe r pupil , the :poo r re c: de r sa·v h is own i m:pr ove ~!lent 
ta k i n g :p l a c e da i l y v i a re a cU. n[; co mp.rehension and s peed c hc.rts ; 
a cla ss p .ro gr·ess c h::; .r· t on the b o c~rd f or r-, ss i f', nr,len ts and op tion-
al rela ted e ctiviti e s ~ ani d iv i6u.s l pupil f i le -v;h ic h ' ec f ... :ne 
:n o.re 0.r1d r.~ ore re plet e &..s 'ch e genei'2. l s tudy - an' - a c t lvit y g u id e 
vr s a c t e d u :p on ; a re ;_) OJ: t card su}_)_;;:. l erllen t v:h:tc h bl" O '(:, J.l t 1e l o •• e 
i nt o t he c l ~ssro om ; or&l rea~ing s c ore ca r ds whic h esch day 
s ho".-red t h e :9 :p il his _pi 'Ot: r e ss ; &nc~ d l~e corded p ooling- and -
sharing of exp eriences ·where ea ch -pupi l heal"d an d criticize d 
t he worth of his l aboratory exper i ences in r elat ion to other s 
tha t we.re str1.l.Gg ling in t he s ame bos.t a2 h e . 
The rea l role of the te scher as a guide a nd c ompan ion rathe 
thc;_n t h e stern inq_uisitor a nd tongue-lashing d1 cta tor wa s clari l 
fied . Pun ils c ame to the i nst ructor with their prob le ms f or 
individua l conferenc e s each minute of every day . Te a cher - pupil 
progress discussi an per iods were h eld ever y day wherein the 
class bro ught out c ommon l abo r a tory problems and made sugges -
t ions for mutua l assistanc e •. 
The pr ob l e ms of voca tional ad justment were not put off unti 
the e nd of ea ch pu p il's junior - hi gh career. Attitudes and 
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habits of a good citizen on the job and at play were an integral 
part of many unit activities. Hobb ies were sho wn in their cor-
rect light - not as time-wasting games but as preparation for a 
well-balanced adulthood. 
For t he fortunate fevJ who were soon to be given a chance at 
the seventh and eighth grades with special progress, an excellen 
basis for proper study habits was laid in the close examination 
and use of the library, parts of books, and useful ref ere nee 
books. 
As the work of Reading Is Fun progressed it became increas 
ingly evident t hat with some refinement the unit was a pplicable 
to grades four through seven. It was a good subject to use in 
introducing this type of teaching unit, for it laid the b~sis 
for the entire year's reading and study progress as well as in-
troduced the unit idea. 
There was a need for more inner validity as soon as the 
nit had been taught two or t hree times. The true and false 
items appeared weak and in need of item analysis. The coeffi-
cient of correlation formula mi ght well be applied to such re-
latio nship as intelligence quotient with unit achievement and 
articipation with unit i mprovement. 
Although the results of t his unit were disappointing in 
certain areas, and the need of further refinement was evident 
throughout, the author's general i mpression was t hat a good 
start had been made in the true unit method. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE EV.ALU.ATIOH OF 'rHE UNIT: RUBBER 
The teaching-learning situa tion .-- The Rubber unit vms 
planne d as a typ ical social studies unit f or specia l classes 
where t here were broad rang es of academi c as we ll as mental a -
bili ties. It was designed to carry on the basic pro gr ams i n -
augura ted in the year 's first unit, Read ing Is Fun . At that 
time t he emphasis was upon skills, hab its, and interes ts per se 
for the most part . Howe ver , i n the year 's second unit motivati g 
factors were derived from the fact that one of th e large st rub-
ber factor ie s employing ov er a thousand Watertown men and women 
was located onl y a :f ew bloc ks away from the classroo m. :mat 
b etter su~ject matter coul d be s tudied by t h ese children? Soon 
they would :pr obably be seeking employment from the very _pers on-
nel off icer t hat was to take them through the Ho od Rubber p l ant 
during th e l ab oratory pha s e of the unit: Rubber. 
Time sp ent u pon this subject ·was a p proximately t vv o weeks o 
four periods a day. Each class per iod lasted forty- f ive minute • 
The oth er t wo daily _periods were taken u p with industrial arts, 
do mestic science, or gym activities in other rooms. 
The time charts.-- The time char ts on pages 130 and 131 
were follo wed as closely as possible so a s to a llow f or ample 
II development of the introductory, 1aboratory, pooling -and-sharin 
II and evaluative _phases of the teaching-learning eye le. 
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The teacher's log.-- From day to day brief notations were 
made in the unit lo g as to what problem situations had arisen 
and wh at projects or activities needed further refining. Pupil 
successes and failures indicated areas for future revisions. 
A brief summary of the au thor's remarks in the teacher's log 
include the followin g : 
Introductory phase: 
1. As mentioned before, the carry-over of motivation 
from the first unit to the Rubber unit was great. Even be-
fore the evaluation of the Reading Is Fun unit was complete 
there were children trying to discover what the next week's 
assignments were going to be. The :poor readers and slow 
workers were extremely interested in getting started before 
the more efficient students began to chalk-up completed 
lessons on the blackboard.'s class progress chart. 
2. The room's only day-dreamer, a 14 year old thumb-
sucker began to come out of a mental state he had been in 
since his mother passed away seven years ago. 
3. The pre-test was welcomed by all since everyone 
realized the importance of discovering what he did not know 
before he began the unit assignments. 
4. The multiple choice items of Part I were easily 
understood but Part II (uses of rubber) was unfortunately 
vague since some products could be classified as having more 
than one us:eful quality. This fl!ctor was particularly no-
ticeable on the final test. By that time the class was 
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sufficiently familiar with the four main q_ualities of rub-
ber to be confused as to which was the most characteristic 
q_uali ty. 
5. Instructions were clear on Parts III and IV so 
that the class had no trouble in demonstrating what it did 
or did not know. 
6. Part V presented a little mechanical difficulty 
although the author had felt instructions were sufficientl 
clear. 
Laboratory phase: 
1. Most of. the pupils needed little help in locating 
materials. The emphasis at this time was upon a core as-
signment for each child. If the student needed English 
grammar badly as compared to a fairly good reaoing ability 
he was oirecteo through the general study-and-activity 
guide to those projects which emphasized sentence concepts 
2. The use of the encyclopedia was amplified greatly 
and the class referred to the Compton's and the Ylorld Book 
without reluctance. 
3. Assignments from the study guides were better 
sui ted to the slow learner than many that were used in the 
Reading ls Fun unit. They were shorter and more specific. 
4. The rubber exhibit from the Jamaica Plain Chil-
dren' s Museum had a g reat appeal. Since the books on the 
list of clas s references were also on the exhibit table, 
most of the unit assignl!llent s were star ted in this section 
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of the classroom laboratory. 
5. The film "Rubber" which was shown twice, although silen 
and very old, lent itself very well to the needs of this phase. 
As the teacher could g ive the lecture without the distraction 
of being paced by a professional sound narrator, the picture 
had much to recommend it for use wi th the mentally retarded 
child. Throughout the filming both the instructor and most of 
the class members maintained a running panel discussion. Good 
habits of social discourse were increased. The poor reader was 
not handicappedJand from the discussion it would have been im-
possible for any observer to point out the second grade or 
third grade readers. 
6. All of the reading activities initiated during the 
Reading Is Fun unit were carried throu:ghout the Rubber unit 
with greatly inc r eased proficiency. r.rhe author had hoped that 
such would be t he case as he had planned to use the Reading Is 
Fun activities throughout every subsequent unit in the year's 
program. 
7. Spelling words as in the previous unit were too diffi-
cult for general use. They were basic unit words and worked 
out well in various Eng lish ana rea ding projects. 
8. Weekly Reader indexes were not as readily used as was 
hoped. However, t his was the teacher's fault and will be more 
formally presented and made more easily available the next 
time the uriit is taught. Henceforth, t h ey vvill be kept at the 
reference table and not in the class activity file. 
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Pooling-and-sharing phase: 
This stage in the unitts development worked out bette 
than in the unit Reading Is Fun. Both children and teacher 
were better oriented to mutual problems. A fine panel dis-
cussion was held in which all class members took part ex-
cept the 53 IQ. He was to have held the microphone arm 
for a recording session, but, since there was only one wire 
recorder available in the school system, and that had 
broken down, it was impossible to make a transcription. B 
this time the children were able to carry on a discussion 
without the leadership or intervention of the teacher. 
Evaluative phase: 
1. Two thirty-five minute sessions were sufficient 
for the final test. 
2. Scoring was simpler than the Reading Is Fun tests 
except for Part II (uses of rubber) which was not specific 
enough as to which answer was reQuired. 
3. A few more ite ms in Parts III, IV, and V would 
increase validity. 
4. Single page answer sheet was more convenient than 
the double one of t he previous unit. 
5. Individual members of the class better understood 
their own relative ac hievement throug h a period of open 
discussion and evaluation of progress made in all phases 
of unit activities. 
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Use of the pre-test and final achievement test.-- All test 
i terns were carefully cross-references to insm'e coverag e. Fro 
the delmitation index number before each statement, the final 
achievement test item used to evaluate the learning of that 
specific skill, interest or trait could be found. This tech-
niq_ue vastly improved the tests as diagnostic tools. A separa. 
scoring sheet v.;as provided for answering this objective type 
test. 
Through a comparison of these 90 item tests, the author 
hoped to calculate actual gains ma de during the tVJo week perio 
of carefully planned and supervised s t udy • 
.As part of the unit's introductory activities mimeographed 
copies of the test were g iven to the pupils with the advice 
that t h ey should fill all blank ap aces on the answer sheets 
whether they were sure of the answers or not. It was earefull 
explained that scores on t he pre-test would not be a part of 
the class r final avera ges. Tv~o forty-five minute periods were 
used to admi nister the pre-tests and final tests. 
Following the pre-test mimeographed copies of the general 
study-and-activity guide were distributed to the students along 
with brief instructions as to their use and the use of referenc 
matetials •. 
Ana.lysis of t he objective t est.-- To aid in the speci f ic 
d iagno sis of pupi 1 d. efic ienc ie s, the diagnos t ic-ob je c ti ve, pre 
test and final test was divided in to five ma jor teac hing areas. 
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Tab le 12· Di s t ribution of pupils a ccording to diagnostic 
pre -test and final tes. t results in Rubber unit. 
Making 
Sources Uses Process - Syn- Rubber 
of of ing of thetie Last I m-
Rubber Rubb er Rubber Rubber Longer prove -
Punil Pre Final Pre Final Pre Final Pre Final Pre Final ment 
ll} ( 2 } T3T 14T (5-) l6J {7) ·esT 19T llO J { 11) ( 12T 
E • • • • 4 16 7 12 1 5 4 5 1 3 24 
A • • • • 6 12 1 9 0 0 4 5 0 1 16 
K • • • • 6 14 9 9 0 8 4 3 1 0 14 
I • • • • 3 9 4 4 0 6 2 3 0 1 14 
c •••• 5 10 7 10 2 1 1 3 0 2 11 
D • • • • 3 7 13 12 4 6 4 5 0 2 8 
:M • •. • 3 5 0 3 2 5 3 1 0 1 7 
N. • • • 8 9 9 7 1 4 3 5 0 4 7 
F • • • • 7 9 10 11 2 4 3 5 2 2 7 
G • • • • 6 10 10 9 6 6 2 2 1 4 6 
L • • • • 6 5 6 6 3 4 4 8 1 3 6 
H • • • • 7 10 6 4 4 4 3 4 0 3 5 
p •••• 2 4 1 3 1 2 1 0 0 1 5 
J •••• 3 7 9 7 3 4 5 4 1 1 2 
B • • • • 3 3 0 3 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 
0 •••• 2 2 14 8 1 2 3 4 2 2 
- 4 
Total 
Improv ~ -
ment 58 11 30 11 20 130 
-
Part I Sources of Rubber 
Part II Uses of Rubber 
Part III Processing of Rubber 
Part IV Synthetic Rubber 
Part v Making Rubber rJast Longer 
Part I: This section of the achievement test endeavored 
to find out just how wel l the :pupils were acquainted with the 
regions where rubber is found, as well as the names of early 
pioneers in the development of rub ber :plantations. The class 
as a whole made its best response in this area of the test . 
A total i mprovement of 58 points was made . The multiple choice 
type of question, while hardest to c ompose , also seemed to work 
out best. 
Part II: This section of the achievement test was set up 
to check familiarity with the f our basic Qualities of rubber; 
flexibility, durability, insulating, and waterproof qualities . 
This was a weak spot on the final test. The confusion as to 
the proper responses was due to the teacher's poor planning 
and checking upon core activities . 
Part III: I n this part of the achievement tes t the l earn-
ing of the various processes used in the manufacturing of rub-
ber articles was. evaluated throug h a combination of multiple -
choice and completion type of q_uestion . The c l a ss as a who l e 
res p onded well to this section of the test . There was g ood 
coverage of' what the :pupil had had a chance to learn. A few 
more questi ons would i mprove this completion type test even 
more . 
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Part IV: The relative merits of synthetic versus natural 
rubber, the manufacture of synthetic rubber, the reasons for 
the sudden development of synthetic rubber were tested for 
through a series of true or false items. This was a difficult 
area to teach for the activities had to deal in broad generali 
ties. Too much of the illustrative material had to do with 
formulas and long chemical names. lvior e i terns repeating ideas 
being tested for would probably improve this part of the final 
examination. 
Part V: Utilizing common household articles made of rubber 
was the subject of the last section of the achievement test. 
The children were asked to match items which told how certain 
rubber products could be made to last longer. Fair results 
v~ere obtained from the Questions in t his area. . .A t ota 1 im-
provement of 20 points was made. Chang ing the type of item to 
a matching question similar to that in the Reading Is Fun unit 
would improve the QUality of Part v. A longer description of 
the answer is necessary for this type of child. 
Evidence of pupil gro·wth.-- Fro m examination of the tables 
and fi gures in this chapter, actual or relative growth seems to 
have taken place with all pupils in at least one teaching area 
The over-all picture can be plainly seen in the following corn-
parisons of testing scores and in the relative growth scales 
I l which resulted from the calculation of the means and the stan-
1 
I dard deviations on t he pre-test and final test. I 
=~- J 
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The rang e on the pre-test wa s ~0 points wi th an assumed mea1! 
of 18 and an arithmetical mean of 16.75. The standard devia tio' 
was 6 .59. 
Table 13. Calculation of the Mean and the Standard Deviation 
of Unit II Pre-test Results. 
Raw scores in {f ) {d) {fd) l fa-~ 
class in terva 1 Fre- Deviations Product of Product of 
of one quencies co lu.mns c olumns ( 2} and (3} ( 3) and (4 
{ 1) l2) \3 J l4J l b J 
2 s.d. 29.93 I 
25 1 7 7 49 
24 2 6 12 72 
1 s.d. 23 . 34 
23 0 5 0 0 
22 1 4 4 16 
21 2 3 6 18 
20 3 2 6 12 
19 0 1 0 0 
18 0 0 
- -
17 1 -1 -1 1 
16 0 -2 0 0 
15 1 -3 -3 9 
14 0 - 4 0 0 
13 0 -5 0 0 
12 0 -6 0 0 
11 1 -7 -7 49 
I 
-1 s.d. 10.16 I 
10 0 -8 0 0 
9 1 -9 -9 81 
8 1 -10 -10 100 
7 0 -11 0 0 
6 1 -12 -12 144 
I 
5 1 -13 -13 169 
1-2 s.d. 4.57 
/! Totals . • • • 1.6 -- -20 720 I 
,. 
I 
I 
I 
Mean :: Assume d Mean ..._ 1 fd x S 
"""1r 
18 
+ (- ~. 20 ~- X 1) 16 
18 ... (- 1.25 X 1) 
18 1.25 
Mean : 16 . 75 
~ f fd2 2 (] c 
""""'.N"" 
~ 720 2 1 . 25 16 
·' II ~ ., 45 1.56 !; 
'I 
8\j Ji 43 .44 
II 
II 
l 6. 59 ., (j : X 
.I ;i 
I. 
'I (j ' 6 . 59 . 
'I ,, 
il 
The Unit II fina l test resu l ts indic a ted a rans e of 33 
p oin ts YJ i th an a ssumed mec. n of 25 and a n a .r· i t hE1e tic a l me&n of' 
24 . 61. Th e sta nd ard deviat ion was 8 . 01. 
Table 14. Ca l culc..ti on of t he me a n 2 nd the standard de via tion 
of t he f ina l test for Uni t II . 
Raw scor es in l f ) l d) ( f d) lfd ) 
class i nter val Fr e - Devi at io ns Product of Product oi 
of three q_u encie s C 0 l UllillS co l1..unns 
- ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) 
{1) l2 J ( 3) l4J (5 ) 
2 s . d . 40 . 84 
39 - 41 1 5 5 25 
36 - 38 0 4 0 0 
33 - 35 1 3 3 9 
1 s .. d . 32 . 83 
30 - 32 3 2 6 12 
27 - 29 2 1 2 2 
24 - 26 3 0 - -
21 - 23 2 -l -2 2 
18 - 20 1 -2 - 2 4 
..,.1 8 . d . 16 . 81 
1 5 - 17 1 - 3 - 3 9 
12 - 14 0 - 4 0 0 
9 
-
11 1 -5 - 5 25 
-2 s . d . 8 . 80 
6 - 8 1 -6 - 6 36 
Totals • • . • 16 -- - 2 114 
177 
Mean.:: .Assumed Mean + ~ fd x S 
,--
25 
25 
• 
25 
Mean ::: 24.61 
(!' ~ 3 X 2.67 
(J".:. 8.01 
-2 X 3 ) 
I'"E) 
+ {-.125 X 3) 
- 0.39 
2 
c 
.016 
1?8 
Relat ive groVJth chart s.-- The a ctua l growth of t he pup ils 
is not enough to properly judge e a ch child's pro gress . I t is 
like wise necessary to k n ovJ the rel a tion of h is g rov1th t o the 
g rowth ma de by oth er pupils , I n sh::Jrt , pup ils vJi t h a ~re ater 
capaci ty for ach ieve ment shou l d be c ha lleng ed more a n d a ccomp li 
more t ha.n pup ils of les s nativ e a bil i ty . I f t h is d evelopnent 
to ok p l a ce e:;ene r a ll:y- , the n t he v a l idity of t h e tec, chi nt-; u n it wa 
s t .re ng thened . 
Th e f o llowi n t; r elative s ro v1t h sc a l es ·were set uu fro m the 
a r i t hrn e t ic &l me2.n <::nd s tand a r d dev i at i o :'l j ust c a lcu l a ted . The 
s c e. l es b egan 'vii 'ch t h e l o'J est score e a ctu a. lly w:c de c:u1d ended 1;/i t 
t h e h i gh est . Divi d i rl[ the rane e by f ive t h e vrr i ter c.rrived a t 
v a l ues r ou.e:h l ;s c Tl];LOx i w :.. t i n :; the st c.nda r c1 d evioti on . 
GrOUl) I repres ents pupils of su1J e ri 0l~ acbievero.eL t , G-r ouu II 
re~resents t~ ::Jse ~U] il s a~ove a ver2~e . Jr o~~ II! represents 
t h Jse c h ildren of ave~ace achi evement . Gr oup IV consists of 
those l!il os0 ; rcnl'lth -v;·,s inf erior , ",·il1 ile P.roup V i s made up of 
si;l.l0 ents w: ooo t"ro·tvth vJ-::;8 ve.qr iniel~ i or . 
Or c e as a in , as i n ·he .::\ead i 11¢: Is Fun uni t re l ative [TOV!th 
scc: l es , i t i s interest i .t'l-£ to note the si tn iladt;y of di s tributio 
on the ec2.. l es ba sed u:yon inte lHtSenc e a 1d the finr•l test score e 
Ho\'·I ever , as the n2.tive c:.bi li t~r ::Jf the cla s s vms a:p -p ec. l ed t CJ in 
tl1e var ious u n i li s. ssi c...,nmente , so::.1e se r~b l2.nce ::lf a n::Jrma l cur ve 
t o ol l'orm a s seen i n the sc 2 l e oi' fin8 l t est s cores . · 
;,ssign.'!lent of ms.rk s .-- Ln· r112rk i n t; pur 1; oses i n his :9ar ticu -
l ar sch oo l sj_tuation , t~l e vJr i te r arb i t r a rily t,; rade d the c la ss 
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Figure 6. Relative-growth scale based upon intelligence 
quotients. 
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Figure 7. Relative - growth scale, pre-test: Rubber unit. 
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Figure 8• Re lative-growth scale, final test: Rubber unit. 
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in the f ollowi ng manner: 
Group I :pupils : A 
Group I I :pupils = B 
Group III :pupils - C 
Group IV :pup ils - C-
Group V :pupils - D 
The written essay type test.-- Relative growt h is a lso de-
termined par·tially by having the :pupil write a summary at the 
end of ee, ch unit. If the summary is compared with t he delimita 
tion of t he unit and the list of direct and indli~ect lea r ning 
:products a more objective analysi s of the pupils' advances may 
be made. In the f ollowing chart it can be seen that a tot a l o:f 
84 ite ms were mentioned, an averag e of 20 :per :pupil. This 
seems to be fair achievement for t he first teaching of t he Rubbe 
unit. As in the written essay type test for Reading Is Fun, the 
author wrote an outline of the broad , general areas studied: 
I sources of rubber, II uses of rubber, III :processing of rubber, 
IV synthetic rubber, V making rubber last longer. Ei gh ty-
four items in the delimitation of the unit were covered. 
This left 3 not mentioned by even o.ne pupil during the first 
teaching of this unit. The nex t teaching should reveal more de 
finitely the need for a revision of assignments. 
Extent of individual participation in the unit.-- Before 
the final test in the Reading Is Fun unit was administered two 
children were ea gerly inquiring about the Rubber unit assig nment • 
The same t wo children mastered the most assignments as in the 
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Chart 6. Comparison of written-essay type responses 
with delimitation of the unit: Rubber 
Pupil 
c ••••• 
N • • • • • 
H. • • • • 
D • • • • • 
A ••••• 
G • • • • • 
E • • • • • 
0 ••••• 
B ••••• 
K • • • • • 
F ••••• 
J ••••• 
M ••••• 
I • • • • • 
L ••••• 
P ••••• 
Pupi l 
c ••••• 
n ••••• 
H. • • • • 
D ••••• 
A. • • • • 
G ••••• 
E • • • • • 
o ••••• 
B ••••• 
K ••••• 
F • • • • • 
J ••••• 
lv~. • • • • 
I • • • • • 
L ••••• 
P ••••• 
Number of Delimitation 
1 2. 3 'I r <o? 8 '1 to 11/J.IJ !fts-lr.t?/8t,J.oJ.tJ.z7.JJ.'(;o-,z~J'l:Ji'J..ttsol, 
~ / ~ ~v ~ ~ ~ v 
v 
v 
V' 
..... v 
v 
Number of Delimitation 
is'{ (pS'(,fo'?"8'776 ?I 'J.'JJ ?f',S"?'- ??')8?? i'OTI j'18J 8'/86"8(,8? 
.., 
""' ...... 
v v 
V' v 
..... 
v 
......... 
v 
Vv 
VV" 
...... 
....... 
~ ...... 
v 
v 
V' t/ 
v 
..,...,. 
To'tb-1 
~:l 
13 • 
.l6 
16 
l't 
.10 
'l'l 
!J... 
/(J 
).l/ 
I? 
1'/ 
I? 
8 
lO 
'{ 
3 ~I 
2o 
v 
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- v 
v 
""' V' 
v 
v 
.. previous unit. One of these two pup ils was t he third grade 
· reader with normal i nte llig ence . This was gratifying for it 
seemed to prove t hat much of the author 's rra ter i als had vocabu-
l ary burdens that could be co mprehended by all class members re -
gard l ess of reading ab ili ty . Even the near imbecile who could 
1do no assignments in the Readi ng Is Fun unit managed to finish 
I. 
1
eleven of the Rubber unit activities . 
The class averag ed 2 1 assi gnment s during the two - and -a-half 
weeks of th e unit . The pro jects co mp leted were a gain in propor -
tion to the individual' s iniative, cre ativeness , will power , and 
h 
;native ab ilities . However , the a verag e number of a ssignments 
,, 
l co mn leted wa s a lmos t doub l e that of the first unit. It seens I -" 
.. log ical to conclude that the pupils have really grasped the idea 
behind the l ab ora tory te chnique , m~d that the various materia ls 
I 
. used vv ere quite sui tab le . 
Class op i nions of unit vvork. .-- In genera l there Via s a better 
'• 
,expression of agprOi.·a l for this t~rpe of' U..YJ.i t . ReSll Onses seemed 
to be i n aDore consen iE l vein and more de f inite: 
"I le arned a lot o f neYJ \J o rds 2nd it was not hard .n 
"'l'he a ssi e:; nme nt that 1JJEU3 h<=Lrd for :-:1·3 was the one c:..Jout s c a le 
mi le s • n 
HI like to do ass i ,;mnents 03 <?~nd 1, be cause the:• iiere , oh 
I don' t knm'J - I just lil{e the :_ • 11 
nrt Vias e:x:c i tine:: . 11 
TTTJ.le r!lost helpful assicnments 'r.:er e 1ahen '.".J e b'"'d to look t1'"1ine;s 
up in t he 'o ooks . rr 
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rr able 15. Extent o f individua l pa r ticipa tion i n the unit: 
Rubber . 
- Unit Op t ional Total 
Pup il .As sign - He l ated Participa-
ment .Activity tion 
- ( l) -( 2 ) J..3l (4J 
c .... .... ... ... C)r;!. {..,<.J 0 23 
1\f • •••••••••••• • 16 0 16 
H • • • • • . • ••. • • • • 8 0 8 
D • ••• • • • ... • • • • • 1 3 2 15 
• 28 1 29 F. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
G • •••• • ••••••• • 14 1 15 
1:' 27 4 31 
.-:...: .............. 
0 ... ... .. ..... .. 17 0 17 
B • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 0 9 
!J.( ••• ••••••••••• 20 6 26 
F • •· • • . • • .. • • • • • 19 2 2 1 
J • . ••. ••.•.... • 16 4 20 
l.I • • ...  • • • • • • • • • • • 15 0 15 
I • • . • • . • • • • . • • • 9 1 10 
L • • • • • •••• • ••• . 10 0 10 
p .•. . • ••••... .• 11 0 11 
Tot a l 
"P articipat ion 254 22 276 
==-~====~-========~===~=====-=-================================================~========~ 
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11 1 liked to visit the Hood Rubber best. I was never in 
the Plant before.'' 
"My family thought it was interesting because they didn't 
know some of the thing s. n 
"Assignment 35 was the hardest. You had to read many book 
to find one answer." 
"The map work was kind o f hara.n 
11Because I know wher e the rubber comes from and how the 
rubber is picked out, and how the rubber is used. n 
ni think it will help you when you go to work ." 
"Well, I like to read and we learned a lot about rubber. n 
nBecause we didn't have to use the same old thing over and 
over." 
11Because it was nice to do'~ 11 
nrt was very easy I understood a ll the words.n 
The author's conclusion.-- With the ending of the Rubber 
unit, there came to a halt, six of the most productive teaching 
weeks the author has experienced. The necessary resumption of 
the traditional special class routines was a decided let-down 
from the l aboratory adventures of the units Reading Is Fun and 
Rubber. As indicated by their class opinions the children had 
come to realize that this unit method was boundless in its 8ani 
fold interests. The Rubber unit was particularly absorbing be-
cause none of the pupils, although the y lived next to the Hood 
Rub ber plant, had ever seen more t han one small phase o f the 
vast enterpri se. Also , for the f i r st time thro ugh exhibits, 
films, ana gradatea reading aids, the pupil's visited lands pre- ' 
viously unknown, but never-the-less i mportant economically and 
culturally in the lives of every Watertown boy ana girl. 
Perhaps, it was s orne realization of this one-world concept 
: which caused one girl to exclaim as her class opinion of the 
unit -
"It was exciting . n 
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